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ABSTRACT 
A structure is vulnerable if any damage produces consequences which are disproportionate 
to that damage. Conversely a structure is robust if it can withstand arbitrary damage. The 
theory of vulnerability developed in this thesis concerns structural form and connectivity. 
The purpose of the theory is to identify the "weak links" within a structure. 
A new theory of vulnerability for 3D structures has been developed. An entirely new 
approach has been derived from the 2D theory developed by Wu, Blockley, Woodman 
(1993), Yu(1997). New concepts of a graph model for 3D structural systems, 3D 
structural path and loop, structural round, string pattern of structural round, 3D structural 
tightness, 3D structural clusters, deterioration hierarchy of structural round etc. have been 
defined and introduced. 
A method of combining structural vulnerability analysis with structural response analysis 
has been developed and illustrated with three examples. 
2D structural vulnerability theory as developed most recently by Yu(1997) has also been 
re-examined and improved. The algorithm for computer implementation of 2D structural 
vulnerability theory has been greatly improved. The improved algorithm provides a more 
complete search, always use the most up to date hierarchy and has a special treatment for 
structure with a mixture of types of joint. 
In order to create a graphical user interface for SAVE (Structural Analysis for Vulnerability 
Estimation) (Yu, 1997), some graphical functions have been developed. These graphical 
functions include: drawing the structure; drawing the cluster formation procedures; 
drawing the hierarchical presentation; drawing the most vulnerable failure scenarios in the 
structure. 
The theory is potentially of use in the design of protection and performance monitoring 
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The objectives of this thesis are to: 
1. present a refined version of the theory of structural vulnerability for two 
dimensional structural systems which was first introduced by Wu (1991); 
2. re-examine the concept of well-formedness as a measure of the form of a structural 
system and improve the calculation of the measure; 
3. review the concept of structural cluster, cluster criteria and cluster formation for 2D 
structures; 
4. introduce the representation of the failure scenario of a structural system and re- 
examine the definitions of vulnerable failure scenarios; 
5. develop an improved algorithm to search for the total failure scenario and for 
maximum failure scenarios and to develop a computer program; 
6. write a computer program to output the result of a vulnerability analysis clearly and 
easily through a graphical interface; 
7. test 2D structural vulnerability analysis with 4 examples which bring out different 
specific aspects of the theory; 
8. integrate structural vulnerability analysis with structural response analysis and 
illustrate the combination of these two analyses with 3 examples; 
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9. develop and present a new theory of three dimensional structural vulnerability 
analysis, the purpose of which is to identify the most vulnerable part or parts of the 
three dimensional structural systems; 
10. develop a graphical representation for three dimensional structural system; 
11. identify, define and name the concept of 3D structural rounds as the equivalent of 
2D rings, introduce the string pattern of a structural round; 
12. introduce the calculation of well-formedness of a joint, basic structural round and 
3D structural cluster, develop a computer program to calculate well-formedness of 
basic structural round; 
13. define four types of 3D structural cluster, develop the algorithm for 3D cluster 
formation and illustrate it with an example; 
14. develop the deterioration hierarchy of structural round (DHSRd), define failure 
scenario of a structural round, introduce the representation of failure scenario of a 
structural system; 
15. illustrate 3D structural vulnerability analysis with an example; 
16. give reconunendations for further research. 
1.2 Background 
The theory of structural vulnerability has been and is being developed in the Civil 
Engineering Systems Group of the Department of Civil Engineering at the University 
of Bristol. Many important concepts of this theory were first introduced and the 
theoretical foundation was laid down by Wu, Blockley, Woodman (1993) and Wu 
(1991) in his PhD research. Hashimoto (1994) improved the theory and to apply 
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interval probability theory to calculate the failure probability and to evaluate the 
structural reliability. Lu, Yu, Woodman, Blockley(1998) and Yu(1997) further 
developed the structural vulnerability theory and produced a computer program to 
demonstrate it as a workable theory. 
The major objective of this research is to further develop two dimensional structural 
vulnerability theory, re-examine and improve the theoretical foundation of the original 
theory, re-examine and improve the algorithm for computer implementation and the 
relevant software, combine vulnerability analysis with standard structural response 
analysis, and develop the new three dimensional structural vulnerability theory. 
1.3 Layout of the Thesis 
In this thesis, both 2D and 3D structural vulnerability theory is presented. The purpose 
of the theory is to enable the identification of the most vulnerable part or parts of a 
structural system so that they may be suitably protected or monitored or redesigned. 
The thesis is in four parts: introduction, 2D structural vulnerability analysis, 3D 
structural vulnerability analysis and conclusions. 
The introduction is made in Chapter 1. The objectives of the research are stated, the 
background of the research is introduced and the concept of vulnerability and general 
concepts of structural safety are discussed. 
2D structural vulnerability analysis is set out in Chapter 2,3, and 4. 
In Chapter 2, the refined version of structural vulnerability theory, which was first 
introduced by Wu (1991), is presented. First of all the theoretical background of graph 
theory is reviewed and the graph model which represents a structural systems is 
introduced. The measure of the quality of well-formedness of joint object and 
structures is re-examined and improve. The concepts of a structural cluster, cluster 
criteria and cluster formation, failure scenario and the definition of five important 
vulnerable failure scenarios are reviewed. 
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In Chapter 3, computer program SAVE ( Structural Analysis for Vulnerability 
Estimation ) initially developed by Yu (1997) is introduced briefly. The improved 
algorithm for the search for total failure scenario and maximum failure scenario is 
introduced. Some graphical functions have been developed for SAVE and are 
introduced in detail. A variety of examples are given to demonstrate the vulnerability 
analysis. 
In Chapter 4, the method of combining structural vulnerability analysis with standard 
structural response analysis is introduced. Some examples are presented to illustrate 
the analysis procedure. 
In Chapter 5, the new theory of three dimensional structural vulnerability is developed. 
The purpose of the theory is to identify the most vulnerable part or parts of three 
dimensional structural systems. Graph theory which is suitable for application in 3D 
vulnerability theory is presented. The concept of structural round is defined. The 
measure of well-formedness for 3D structure is introduced and an example is given to 
illustrate the calculation. A computer program has been written to calculate the well- 
formedness of basic structural round. Cluster formation for 3D structural system is 
developed and the hierarchical representation of the 3D structural system is also 
presented. The concepts of the most vulnerable failure scenario from different aspects 
are introduced. Some variables and concepts used to identify these vulnerable failure 
scenario are defined. The identification of the most vulnerable failure scenario is 
explained. An example is shown in the end of the chapter to demonstrate 3D 
vulnerability analysis in a step by step process. 
In Chapter 6 the conclusions of the thesis are drawn and some recommendations for 
further research are suggested. 
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1.4 Structural Safety and Structural Vulnerability 
There is now a recognition that successful engineering does not just involve 
productivity and cost, but must include considerations of quality (Blockley, 1993). 
Engineering safety is one of the critical ingredients of quality. So what is structural 
safety? And what is the difference between safety and vulnerability? 
The Oxford English Dictionary defines "safety" as " The quality of being unlikely to 
cause or occasion hurt or injury; freedom from dangerous". Fido (1989) defined safety 
as "freedom from unacceptable risks/personal harm" (Blockley, 1992b). Safety can 
also be numerically defined by the two terms "probability" and "consequence" (Terry, 
1991). 
It will be useful to note some definitions of some other basic terms: risk and hazard. A 
risk is the combined effect of the chances of occurrence of some undesirable event and 
its consequences in a given context. Risk analysis refers to the attempt to identify and 
if possible quantify the likelihood of adverse consequences arising from a particular 
project or course of action (Blockley, 1992b). A hazard has been defined as "a set of 
conditions in the operation of a product or system with the potential for initiating an 
accident sequence" (Blockley, 1992b). 
Engineering safety is about predicting and managing the risks involved in building and 
operating engineered facilities (Blockley, 1992b). 
Probability and statistics provide a framework for dealing with the "probability" arm of 
the safety problem. Reliability theory is being increasingly used in practice. Much work 
have been done in this field in the last 50 years and the theory contains a rich body of 
techniques and considerable depth of understanding. However, reliability theory has 
limitations which has been addressed critically by Elms and Turkstra (Blockley, 
1992b), such as: 
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" the system failure problem is difficult to deal with, 
" complex dependencies between random variables describing the components 
of the system are difficult to deal with, 
" complexity in some parameters and distributions, such as loading, are 
difficult to model, 
" limit states are hard to define, 
" judgement variables are difficult to incorporate, 
" human factors are difficult to deal with etc.. 
Vulnerability theory therefore, consider the whole problem from different aspect. It is 
concern with the "consequence" arm of the structural safety. The word vulnerability is 
defined in the Oxford English dictionary as: 
" susceptibility to injury or hurt, 
" openness to temptation, 
" liability to attack. 
Wu (1991) has defined the central issue of vulnerability is about susceptibility to 
damage and failure. It is a combination of the effort with which the system may be 
damaged and the potential consequence of such damage. 
Yu (1997) defined that vulnerability is a quality of the system and concerned with: 
" the damage (or failure events ) to which the system is subjected, 
" the capability of the system to remain intact, and 
" the consequence of the damage. 
In this research, a theory has been developed to assess the internal vulnerability of a 
structural system. The internal vulnerability is the vulnerability in the form of a system 
which stems from its internal configuration (Yu, 1997). 
Note that the treatment of risk and vulnerability are quite different. Risk is the 
combination of the chance and consequences of an event in a stated context. 
Vulnerability, on the other hand, is about the relative size of the consequences of 
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damage to the effort in producing that damage no matter the chance of it happening. It 
is important to understand that the emphasis of structural vulnerability theory is not the 
usual one of structural response analysis where a structure is examined under specific 
loading conditions. In structural vulnerability theory the loading case in the damage 
can be any possible action (dead load, live load, wind load, accidental damage, terrorist 
attack etc. ). Vulnerability analysis is independent of the loading action because the 
theory is concerned with identifying a series of damage events which make up a failure 
scenario. The theory is not concerned with identifying the most likely failure scenarios 
rather it is concerned with identifying the most vulnerable failure scenarios no matter 
how likely or unlikely they may be. Once vulnerable failure scenarios are identified the 
designer can then decide the actions (loads) that may interact with a possible changing 
sequence of deteriorating events and, through a normal structural response analysis, 
decide what needs to be done. For example the engineer can decide to redesign the 
vulnerable parts of the structure, alternatively he/she can protect those parts of the 
structure or he/she can accept that the chances of that failure scenario happening are so 
small no special action is needed. 
Structural vulnerability theory is thus about identifying possible weaknesses in a 
structure because in many structures the possible demands and combinations of 
demands are actually very difficult to predict, particularly when the actions may be rare 
but the consequences of failure very severe (e. g. a nuclear pressure vessel). 
The vulnerability theory is potentially of use in the design of protection and 
performance monitoring programmes for safety management and to reduce the risk of 
overlooking vulnerable failure scenarios. 
1.5 Key Concepts 
The key concepts which are used or related to this thesis are listed below. 
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Vulnerability: 
Vulnerability is about the relative size of the consequences of damage to the effort in 
producing that damage (see Chapter 1). 
Structural system: 
A structural system is a set of elements (joints and members in a structure) with inter- 
relationship to fulfil functions such as a civil engineering structure (see Chapter 2). 
Graph model of a 2D structural system: 
A structural system can be represented by a graph S= (J, MI, which consists of a 
finite set of joint objects J and finite set of member objects M (see Chapter 2). 
Structural ring: 
A structural ring is a minimum structural loop or path which has sufficient degrees of 
freedom to maintain equilibrium (see Chapter 2). 
Holon: 
A holon is a concept which is both a part and a whole. It is a part of a wider system 
and is itself a system ( of subsystem) (see Chapter 2). 
Degree of freedom: 
The degree of freedom in structural systems analysis is the capacity of a structural joint 
to permit the transmission of movement in a defined co-ordinate direction (see Chapter 
2). 
Well-formedness: 
The well formedness of a structural ring is defined as a measure of the quality of the 
form of a structure (see Chapter 2). 
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Structural cluster: 
A structural cluster is a subset of the graph model of a structure. The objects in a 
cluster form a structural ring and more tightly connected to each other than to those 
not inside the cluster (see Chapter 2). 
Deteriorating event: 
A deteriorating event is the damage that results from an action (load) which causes 
the loss, by a structural ring, of the capacity to transmit a force in one given degree of 
freedom (see Chapter 2). 
DHSR: 
The Deteriorating Hierarchy of Structural Rings (DHSR) is a set of all possible ways 
in which an overstiff structural ring deteriorates into a mechanism (see Chapter 2). 
Failure scenario: 
A failure scenario for a structural ring is a path in the DHSR such that the final ring is 
a mechanism, i. e. is a set of deteriorating events such that the final event results in a 
mechanism (see Chapter 2). 
Damage demand: 
The damage demand of a structural cluster is a measure of the effort which is required 
to cause a deteriorating event. In this theory it is assumed that the damage demand is 
directly proportional to the loss of the principal stiffness caused by a deteriorating 
event (see Chapter 2). 
Separateness: 
Separateness is the measure of failure consequence. It is calculated as the ratio of the 
losses in structural well-formedness of the separated structure to the well-formedness 
of the intact structure (see Chapter 2). 
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Vulnerability index: 
The vulnerability index is a measure of vulnerability in a structural system. It is 
calculated as the ratio of the separateness which is caused by the failure scenario to the 
relative damage demand of that failure scenario (see Chapter 2). 
Relative damage demand: 
The relative damage demand of a failure scenario is the ratio of the damage demand of 
the failure scenario to the maximum possible damage demand of a failure scenario in 
the structural system (see Chapter 2). 
Minimum demand scenario: 
The minimum demand scenario is defined as the failure scenario which requires the 
least damage demand to cause the failure of a structural ring at a level of description 
(see Chapter 2). 
Minimum failure scenario: 
The minimum failure scenario is the failure scenario in which the least well connected 
cluster in the structure fails first (see Chapter 2). 
Total failure scenario: 
The total failure scenario is the failure scenario which requires the least effort to cause 
total disconnection from the reference cluster (see Chapter 2). 
Maximum failure scenario: 
The maximum failure scenario is the failure scenario which has the highest value of 
vulnerability index (see Chapter 2). 
In 3D structural vulnerability theory, a new set of concepts have been defined as 
follows: 
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Graph model of 3D structural system: 
A graph model represents a 3D structural system and consists of a set of member 
objects and a set of structural ring objects (see Chapter 5). 
3D structural path: 
A 3D structural path is the sequence of adjacent structural ring objects RI, R2, ..., Rk. 
In a structural path the same structural ring object can only appear once (see Chapter 
5). 
3D structural loop: 
A 3D structural loop is the closed 3D structural path which Rk and R, are adjacent. A 
structural loop has no free-end (see Chapter 5). 
Structural round: 
A structural round is a minimum structural path/loop which has sufficient degrees of 
freedom to maintain equilibrium in space (see Chapter 5). 
3D Structural tightness: 
The structural tightness is the ratio of the sum of well-formedness of all possible basic 
structural rounds in the cluster to the total number of joints in the cluster. Structural 
tightness is the measure of well-formedness for 3D structural cluster (see Chapter 5). 
3D leaf Cluster: 
A 3D leaf cluster is a 3D structural cluster which contains a single primitive structural ring 
object or a single member object (see Chapter 5). 
3D branch cluster: 
A 3D branch cluster is a 3D structural cluster which contains more than one primitive 
structural ring objects. It may also contain the same type of clusters from the lower level 
of description (see Chapter 5). 
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Root cluster: 
A 3D root cluster is a 3D structural cluster which contains all the objects in the 3D 
structural system. It is the entire structural system and highest level structural cluster (see 
Chapter 5). 
Reference cluster: 
A reference cluster is a cluster used as a reference specified for an individual purpose 
and interest of the investigator carrying out the vulnerability analysis (see Chapter 5). 
DHSRd: 
A deterioration hierarchy of structural round (DHSRd) is developed to include all 
possible ways in which an overstiff structural round deteriorates into a mechanism (see 
Chapter 5). 
Structural vulnerability analysis: 
Structural vulnerability analysis is concerned with the identification of. 
" the minimum demand failure scenario; 
" the minimum failure scenario; 
" the total failure scenario; 
" the maximum failure scenario; 
" and any failure scenario which are of specific interest to the designer. 
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Part II Two Dimensional Structural Vulnerability Analysis 
---- Theory and Implementation 
Chapter 2 
Theory of 2D Structural Vulnerability Analysis 
2.1 Objectives 
The objectives of this chapter are to: 
" present a refined version of the theory of structural vulnerability for two 
dimensional structural systems which was first introduced by Wu (1991) and 
improved by Yu (1997). The purpose of the theory is to identify the most 
vulnerable part or parts of a 2D structural system; 
" review the theoretical background of graph theory; 
" review the concept of a structural ring for 2D; 
" re-examine the concept of well-formedness as a measure of the form of a structural 
system and to improve the measure; 
" review the application of cluster analysis in structural vulnerability analysis; 
" represent a structural system in the form of hierarchy; 
" review the failure scenario of a structural ring and a structural system, redefine the 
representation of failure scenario of a structural system; 
" review the definition of vulnerability failure scenarios. 
2.2 Introduction 
In this chapter, a refined version of structural vulnerability theory for two dimensional 
structural systems which was first introduced by Wu (1991) and improved by Yu 
(1997) is presented. 
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First of all, the theoretical background of graph theory is reviewed and the graph 
model which represents a structural systems is introduced. 
Secondly, the measure of the quality of well-formedness of joint object and structures 
is re-examined and improve. The concept of structural ring and of well-formedness are 
fundamental to this theory. A structural ring is defined as a minimum structural 
path/loop which has sufficient degree of freedoms to maintain equilibrium (Yu, 1997). 
The well-formedness of a structural ring is defined as a measure of the quality of the 
form of a structure (Yu, 1997). 
Thirdly, the concepts of a structural cluster, cluster criteria and cluster formation for 
two dimensional structures are reviewed. A structural system is represented in the 
form of a hierarchy of structural clusters. 
Finally, the definition and the representation of a failure scenario of a structural ring, 
the Deterioration Hierarchy of Structural Ring(DHSR) and failure scenario of 
structural systems are introduced. The definition of five important vulnerable failure 
scenarios is reviewed. 
In this Chapter the theoretical background for Chapter 3,4 and 5 is set out. 
2.3 The Graph Representation of a 2D Structure 
2.3.1 Graph theory 
Graph theory is the mathematical foundation of structural vulnerability theory. The 
basic concepts of graph theory introduced in this section generally follow that of 
Christofides ( 1975), Wilson & Beineke (1979) and Swamy & Thulasiraman (1981). 
A graph G= (N, L) is a collection of two sets: a finite non-empty set N of elements 
called nodes and a finite set L of elements called links. For the graph used in two 
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dimensional vulnerability theory, each link is denoted by the pair of its initial and final 
nodes. If the links of a graph G are identified with order, then G is called a directed or 
an oriented graph. Otherwise G is called an undirected or a non-oriented graph. In 
this research, only undirected graphs are used. 
Examples: 





16 n n4 14 nn 
n5 
G GI 
Figure 2.3.1 Examples of graph 
For graph G: 
G (N, L) 
N= (ni, n2, n3, n4, ns ) 
L=(11,12,13) 14,15,16,17) 
and 
lr=(ni, n2) 12=(n2, n4) 13=(n2, n4) 14=(n4, ns) 
13=(n3, n4) 16=(n3, n3) 17=(n3, nj) 
If the link whose two end nodes are the same, i. e. lk =(n;, n; ), then the link is call a 
self loop at node n,. Two or more links having the same pair of end nodes are called 
parallel links. In graph G, 16 is self -loop link and 12 and 13 are parallel links. A graph 
is called simple graph if it has no self-loops or parallel links. Graph G1 is an example 
of simple graph. In this research, only simple graphs are used except where specified. 
A link is said to join or to be incident on its end nodes. Two nodes are adjacent if they 
are the end nodes of same link. Also if two links have a common end node, then these 
links are said to be adjacent. The incidence and adjacency of a graph can be described 
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by matrices. The incidence matrix of a graph M(G) = [m j] is a nxl matrix (n is the 
total number of nodes of the graph, l is the total number of links of the graph) in which 
m;; is the number of times that n; and l; are incident. The adjacency matrix A(G) = [a, 1] 
is a nxn matrix in which ay is the number of links joining n; and n;. 
For example, for graph GI in Figure 2.3.1 , 
1,12 13 14 
nj 1001 




ni n2 n3 n4 
n, 0110 
A(G1) = n2 1001 
n3 1001 
n4 0110 
The incidence and adjacency matrices are just a mathematical representation of the 
graph which is essential for computer manipulation. 
The degree of a node d(n; ) is the number of links incident with node n;. It is the sum of 
all the elements of each row in adjacency matrix A(G). For example, for graph GI in 
Figure 2.3.1, 
d(nj) =2 




A graph G' _ (N', L'] is said to be the subgraph of G, if N'E N and L' EL. 
A path in a graph G is a finite alternating sequence of nodes and links P=( n,, l,, n2,12, 
..., nk. l, lk.,, nk J which l; is incident with n, and n; +,. In a path, links and nodes can 
appear more than once. The path is a simple path if all links and nodes in the path are 
distinct. In two dimensional structural vulnerability theory, all paths discussed are 
simple paths. A closed path is a cycle if all its nodes except the end nodes, are distinct. 
The length of the path is the sum of the number of links in a path. 
A graph G is connected if there is a path joining every pair of nodes in the graph G. 
Otherwise it is disconnected. A cut-link is the link whose removal disconnects the 
graph G. The connectivity of a graph is defined as the number of cut-links in a graph. 
In this research, all graphs discussed are connected. 
A weighted graph is a graph in which each link l; has been assigned a number, called its 
weight w(l; ). Otherwise it is called unweighted graph. The weight of a graph or 
subgraph can be calculated by adding up the weight of all its links. 
The purpose of this brief introduction to graph theory is to use those fundamental 
definitions to develop a graph model to represent a two dimensional structural system. 
The graph theory used in three dimensional structural vulnerability analysis will be 
slightly different from above and will be specified in Chapter 5. 
2.3.2 Representing a 2D structural system with a graph 
2.3.2.1 Structural systems 
The word `system' is open to many interpretations under different context. General 
speaking, a system encompasses a collection of elements (components, units, modules) 
between which there is a mutual interaction (interconnection) which can be separated 
from the environment of that system (system boundaries) (Klaassen & Peppen, 1989). 
The mutual interaction between the elements of a system realises the system function, 
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which can, in general, be divided into a number of specified attributes or properties. 
The purpose of a certain system is reflected by the system functions, which in turn 
consist of one or more specified properties or attributes. A system is, at the same time, 
a subsystem of some wider system and is itself a wider system to its subsystem (Wilson, 
1984). In another word, it is a holon which is both a part and a whole (Koestler, 1968). 
A structural system is a set of elements (joints and members in a structure) with inter- 
relationship to fulfil functions such as civil engineering structure ( Yu, 1997). 
2.3.2.2 Degree of freedom 
The degree-of-freedom (DOF) of an interacting object is the capacity of the interacting 
object to permit transmission of the attributes in a defined co-ordinate direction 
(separate and independent of other messages) (Chandra, 1992). 
When considering a structural system, the interacting object is specified as a structural 
joint and the attributes of the interacting object are specified as the movements of the 
joint. Therefore the definition of degree of freedom in structural systems analysis is 
the capacity of a structural joint to permit the transmission of movement in a defined 
co-ordinate direction (separate and independent of other movements) (Wu, 1991). 
This definition is similar to the definition in the structural analysis. In structural 
analysis the number of the independent joint displacements in a structure is called the 
degree of kinematic indeterminacy or the number of degrees of freedom (Ghali, 
Neville, 1972). Kinematic indeterminacy is defined by Beaufait (1977) in his book 
Basic Concepts of Structural Analysis as " Kinematic indeterminacy refers to the 
freedom of the joints of the structure to experience displacement when the structure is 
subjected to a disturbance. " Kinematic indeterminacy is complementary to the 
concept of statical indeterminacy. As statical indeterminacy deals with the number of 
force quantities that must be determined in order to render the equilibrium solution 
complete, kinematic indeterminacy refers to the number of displacement quantities 
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(kinematic degree of freedom) that are necessary to define the deformational response 
of the structure (West, 1989). 
For two dimensional structural systems, an object can have up to three degrees of 
freedom, corresponding to longitudinal, transverse and rotational displacements 
respectively. A joint object can be the type of Rigid, Pinned, Roller or Cut. The type 
of a joint object is related to its numbers of degrees of freedom. For example, the DOF 
of a rigid joint object is 3, pinned joint is 2, roller and cut are I and 0 respectively. For 
three dimensional structural systems, an object can have up to six degree of freedom, 
corresponding to the displacement along X, Y, Z axis and the rotation about X, Y, Z 
axis respectively. 
2.3.2.3 Graph representation of a 2D structural system 
A structural system can be represented by a graph S= (J, M), which consists of a finite 
set of joint objects J and finite set of member objects M (Wu, 1991). 
A joint object j is a node in the graph model. It is the reference point in the structural 
system where member objects connect to each other. The features of a joint object 
include its geometrical position, type of joint and its degree of freedom (Yu, 1997). 
A member object m is defined by a pair of joint objects m= jkjl. The pair of joint 
objects is not ordered, that is m= jkj: = jijk (Yu, 1997). A member object is a link, or a 
communication channel between joint objects. The features of a member object include 
its degree of freedom, and geometrical and physical properties such as length 1, area of 
cross-section A, second moment of area I and Young's Modules E, etc.. These 
features make the graph a weighted graph. 
The association matrix and the joint fixity matrix are used to described the 
configuration of a structural system mathematically which is essential for computer 
programming. 
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If n is the total number of joint objects in S, then the association matrix C(S) _I ck, ] is 
anxn matrix in which: 
Ckj=1 if (jkjf)EM 
Ckl =0 otherwise 
If n is the total number of joint objects in S, I is the total number of member objects in 
S, then the joint fixity matrix F(S) = [fij ] is anxl matrix in which: 
flj = DOF of the end-node, if joint i is an end-node of member i or, 
fu =0 otherwise. 
i 
465 
A structure S 
A structure S which has 5 joint objects and 6 member objects as shown above can be 
presented in the matrices: 
il J2 j9 j4 j5 
j, 0 11 0 0 
j2 1 01 0 0 
C(S)= j3 1 10 1 1 
j4 0 01 0 1 
j5 0 01 1 0 
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MI m2 m3 m4 ms m6 
j, 3 3 0 0 0 0 
j2 2 0 2 0 0 0 
F(S)= j3 0 3 3 3 3 0 
j4 0 0 0 2 0 2 
is 0 0 0 0 2 2 
A structural path is a sequence of joint objects and member objects P=(jj, mi, j2, m2, 
... , 
jk-i, Mk-i, jk J which j; and j; +l are the two end joints of m;. In the structural path, all 
joint objects and member objects are distinct. A structural loop is a closed structural 
path beginning and ending with the same joint object (Wu, 1991). 
The degree of joint j; , d(j; ), is the number of member objects incidenting with 
it (Yu, 
1997). It is the sum of all the elements of each row in the association matrix C. 
2.3.2.4 Comparison of graph model of 2D structural system and graph theory 
A graph model of a structural system is a graph in which the definitions and 
methodologies of graph theory set out in the previous section are used. The 
terminologies describing a structural system and those of graph theory are shown 
below: 
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A structure (S) Graph (G) 
Sub-structures ( S') Sub-graphs ( G' ) 
Members (M) Links (L ) 
Joints (J) Nodes (N) 
Association matrix C(S) Adjacency Matrix A (G) 
Fixity matrix F(S) Incidence matrix M (G) 
Structural paths Paths 
Structural loops Loops 
Degree of joints D(j) Degree of Nodes d(n) 
Well-formedness Qs Link Weight w(l) 
* Note: the concept of well-formedness will be introduced in Section 2.5 . 
Now, a structural system can be represented by a simple, undirected and weighted 
graph. On the base of this mathematical foundation, the most important concept in 
structural vulnerability theory --- structural rings can be defined. 
2.4 Structural Rings 
A structural ring is a minimum structural loop or path which has sufficient degree of 
freedoms to maintain equilibrium (Yu, 1997). A structural ring must be either just-stiff 
or over-stiff so that it has one (for just-stiff ring) or more than one (for over-stiff ring) 
DOF to be removed to make the structural ring into a mechanism. A structural ring is a 
"holon" (Koestler, 1968), which is both a part and a whole. It is a part for the upper 
level structural ring and it itself is a whole. Therefore, a structural system can be 
described as different structural rings at different level of description. 
There are two basic types of structural ring: 3-link-ring and 2-link-ring (Yu, 1997). 
For a simple graph, the minimum structural loop that has sufficient degree of freedom 
to maintain equilibrium is a 3-joint-3-member loop. An example of the different forms 
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of 3-joint-3-member structural loops that can resist arbitrary set of force, i. e. all 
different kinds of 3-link-ring, are illustrated in Figure 2.4.1. 
A 3-joint-3-member structural loop Represented as a 3-link-ring 
ji 
ji 
m3 ml m3 m! 






m3 m! m3 
Dm2j2 





m3 ml m3 ml 
j3 
m2 
j2 j3 m2 
j2 




q m3 ml 
j3 m2 j2 
m2 
3 DOF over-stiff 
jl 
jil 








m3 ml m3 ml 
j3 
m2 
j2 j3 m2 j2 
I DOF over-stiff 
Figure 2.4.1 Illustration of different kinds of 3-link-ring 
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The shortest structural path in the graph model is a 1-joint-2-member path. In this case 
in a structural ring, the joint would have to be a fixed joint so that the structural path 
can have sufficient degrees of freedom to maintain equilibrium. This type of ring is 





A structure with a fixed joint. Represented as a 2-link-ring. 
just-stiff 
Figure 2.4.2 Illustration of a 2-link-ring 
As mentioned at the beginning of this section a structural ring is a holon which can 
represent the whole structural system or structural sub-system at different level of 
description. The structural rings discussed above only involve primitive member 
objects. In a higher level of description, a sub-structure can be represented as a member 
object in the structural ring and represented as an arc. This will be further discussed in 
Section 2.6. However, a couple of examples will be shown in Figure 2.4.3 to give an 
















Sub-Structurc2 a 2-link-ring 
(1 DOF over- stiff) 






(2 DOF over-stiff) 
Sub-structure 1 Cý 
Jý J/ 
C` 
sub-swcture2 a 2-link-ring 
(3 DOF over-stiff) 
Figure 2.4.3 Examples of structural ring at a higher level of description 
A structural ring can also be described in the form of a string pattern for computer 
manipulation which is a sequence of member and joint objects. In the string pattern, a 
member object or a joint object can be represented by a string pattern of 1µ, v, 01 
which corresponding to the degrees of freedom of three principal co-ordinate 
directions, i. e. the lateral (µ), vertical (v) and rotational (0). The value associated with 
each direction is I if the object is capable of transmitting displacement along the 
specific principal co-ordination or otherwise is 0( Yu, 1997). An example of 




R= (ml, jl, m2, j2, m3, j3 
MI 2 String pattern: 
m3 
R=i (1,1,1), 11,1,0), 11,1,0), /1,1,1), [1,1,0] ) 
ý3 ý2 
Figure 2.4.4 A string pattern of structural ring 
The failure of a structural ring and the Deterioration Hierarchy of Structural Rings 
(DHSR) will be introduced in Section 2.7. 
2.5 Well-formedness of a Structure 
As defined in Section 2.3.2.1 a structural system is a set of joints and members in a 
structure which are inter-related so as to fulfil the functions required (Yu, 1997). All 
the discussions so far are concerned with the interrelationships of joints and members. 
Another very important aspect of a structural system is how well it fulfils its function as 
a civil engineering structure, for example its ability to resist loading from any arbitrary 
direction. The well-formedness is defined as a measure of the quality of the form of a 
structure (Yu, 1997). In other words, it is a measure of the ability of a structural 
system to withstand an arbitrary set of forces and to perform its desired function (Wu, 
1991). 
From engineering experience, the value of well-formedness should relate to the 
following four factors: 
9 the configuration of the structure, 
" member properties of the structure, 
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" the type of joints between members, 
" the connectivity of the structure or redundancy of the structure. 
1. The configuration of the structure. 
In Figure 2.5.1, Structure A should have higher value of well-formedness than structure 
B and C. Because all of the elements of Structure A are distributed evenly and there is 





Structure A Structure B 
Figure 2.5.1 Structures with different configurations 





In Figure 2.5.2, the stiffness of all members in Structure A is larger than that of in 
structure B. Structure A should have larger well-formedness because obviously 








Structure A Structure B 
Figure 2.5.2 Structures with different member properties 
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3. The type of joints between members. 
In Figure 2.5.3, the joints in Structure A are all fixed whilst in Structure B, all joints are 
pinned. Structure A should have larger well-formedness than Structure B because 
fixed joints offer better connection between members. The structure can work better as 









Structure A Structure B 
Figure 2.5.3 Structures with different type of joints 
4. The connectivity of the structure or redundancy of the structure. 
In Figure 2.5.4, Structure A has a greater connectivity (or more redundancy) than 










Structure A Structure B 
Figure 2.5.4 Structures with different connectivity 
It is expected that the measure of well-formedness will include the above four factors 
and the outcomes should agree with the above expected result. 
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Based on the measure developed by Wu (1991) and Yu (1997), an improved measure 
to evaluate the quality of well-formedness of joint objects and structures will now be 
introduced. 
The well-formedness of a joint J denoted as q, is the determinant of the stiffness 
submatrix associated with joint J; (for more details about the stiffness matrix and its 
eigenvalue, see Wu, 1991 and Yu, 1997 ): 
q; = det(K;; ) (2.5.1) 
where K;; is the stiffness submatrix associated with joint J;. 
Depending on the dimension of the matrix, there may be two or three eigenvalues. 
For a pin joint: 
det(K;, ) = A. IA2 (2.5.2a) 
For a fix joint: 
det(K; 1I = 
X1xA2x 
b3 (2.5.2b) 
where det(K;; ) is simply called the determinant of joint J;, and 7 is called the 
eigenvalue of the joint. 
Since the measure q; is the product of the eigenvalues of the stiffness submatrix, i. e. 
principal stiffness coefficients, it is a measure of quality of the form of the structural 
joint. The measure is independent of co-ordinate system, and only related to 
" the type of the joint (pinned or rigid), 
" the stiffness of the members meeting at the joint, 
" configuration of the members at the joint, 
" the number of members meeting at the joint (connectivity). 
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If R is the structural ring representing the structure S, the well-formedness of a 
structure (QS) is defined as the sum of the well-formedness of all joints in the ring 
divided by the total number of the joints in the ring (Yu 1997). 
NC(R) 
QJ= ýq1 /N; (R) (2.5.3) 
where Qs is the well-formedness of the structure S, 
NJ(R) is the total number of joints in ring R, and 
qi is the well-formedness of the ith joint in ring R. 
For a structure where all joints are pinned, then qi is the product of X, and X2 so the 
unit of well-formedness is consistent for a whole structure. For a structure where all 
joints are fixed the q; is the product of A1, X2 and ? so the unit of well-formedness is 
consistent for the whole structure. However, for a structure with both pin joints and 
fixed joints, some q, are the product of X1, X2 and some q, are the product of k i, X2 and 
2 3. Since the units are not the same they cannot be simply added together. In this case, 
for all joints ( pinned and fixed), q; is the product of X,, X2 only and Xj will be 
considered separately and used only when two sub-structures have identical well- 
formedness. 
Qs is a measure of the form of the structure. Again, it is independent of any co- 
ordinate system. It is only related to 
" the type of the joint ( pinned or rigid) in the structure, 
" the stiffness of the members in the structure, 
" configuration of the members in the structure, 
" the connectivity in the structure. 
Having introduced the method to calculate well-formedness, some examples are needed 
to test the measure. Figures 2.5.1,2.5.2,2.5.3,2.5.4 give the following results. 
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Example 1: Figure 2.5.1 
The joint co-ordinates and member properties of Structure A, B, C are all listed in 
Table 2.5.1 to Table 2.5.4 and the results of well-formedness are listed in Table 2.5.5 
for comparison. It is clearly seen that the well-formedness of Structure A is larger 
than Structure B and C which is as required. 
Table 2.5.1. Joint co-ordinate table of Structure A 
Joint No. X Co-od. Y Co-od. 
(m) (m) 
1 2.5 4.33 
2 0.0 0.0 
3 5.0 0.0 
Table 2.5.2. Joint co-ordinate table of Structure B 
Joint No. X Co-od. Y Co-od. 
(m) (m) 
1 7.5 4.33 
2 0.0 0.0 
3 15.0 0.0 
Table 2.5.3. Joint co-ordinate table of Structure C 
Joint No. X Co-od. Y Co-od. 
(m) (m) 
1 2.5 9.33 
2 0.0 0.0 
3 5.0 0.0 
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Table 2.5.4 Member properties table of Structure A, B, C 
Member End Joints End Fixit * E A I 
No. Joint-1 Joint-2 Joint-1 Joint-2 (N/m2) (m2) (m4) 
1 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 
2 1 3 0 0 1 1 1 
3 2 3 0 0 1 1 1 
* Note: pin joint is denoted as 0 while fixed joint is denoted as 1. 
Table 2.5.5 Comparison of well-formedness of Structure A, B, C 
Structure 
t l 3 
A 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 
B 0.01 0.0019 0.0019 0.0046 
C 0.0027 0.019 0.019 0.014 
Example 2: Figure 2.5.2 
The joint co-ordinates of Structure A, B are the same as listed in Table 2.5.1. The 
member properties of Structure A and B are listed in Tables 2.5.6 and 2.5.7 
respectively. The results of well-formedness are listed in Table 2.5.8 for comparison. 
It is clearly seen that the well-formedness of Structure A is larger than Structure B 
which is as required. 
Table 2.5.6 Member properties table of Structure A 
Member End Joints End Fixity E A I 
No. Joint-1 Joint-2 Joint-I Joint-2 (N/m2) (m2) (m4) 
1 1 2 0 0 1 2 2 
2 1 3 0 0 1 2 2 
3 2 3 0 0 1 2 2 
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Table 2.5.7 Member properties table of Structure B 
Member End Joints End Fixity E A I 
No. Joint-1 Joint-2 Joint-1 Joint-2 (N/m2) (m2) (m4) 
1 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 
2 1 3 0 0 1 1 1 
3 2 3 0 0 1 1 1 
Table 2.5.8 Comparison of well-formedness of Structure A, B 
Structure 2 3 
A 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 
B 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 
Examples 3: Figure 2.5.3 
The joint co-ordinates of Structure A, B are the same as listed in Table 2.5.1. The 
member properties of Structure A and B are listed in Tables 2.5.9 and 2.5.10 
respectively. The results of well-formedness are listed in Table 2.5.11 for comparison. 
It is clearly seen that the well-formedness of Structure A is larger than Structure B 
which is as required. 
Table 2.5.9 Member properties table of Structure A 
Member End Joints End Fixity E A I 
No. Joint-1 Joint-2 Joint-1 Joint-2 (N/m2) (m2) (m4) 
1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 
3 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 
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Table 2.5.10 Member properties table of Structure B 
Member End Joints End Fixity E A I 
No. Joint-1 Joint-2 Joint-1 Joint-2 (N/m2) (m2) (m4) 
1 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 
2 1 3 0 0 1 1 1 
3 2 3 0 0 1 1 1 
Table 2.5.11 Comparison of well-formedness of Structure A, B 
Structure , z 3 
A 0.076 0.076 0.076 0.076 
B 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 
Example 4: Figure 2.5.4 
The joint co-ordinates and member properties of Structure A, B are all listed in Table 
2.5.12 to Table 2.5.14 and the result of well-formedness is listed in Table 2.5.15 for 
comparison. It is clearly seen that the well-formedness of Structure A is larger than 
Structure B as required. 
Table 2.5.12 Joint co-ordinate table of Structure A, B 
Joint No. X Co-od. Y Co-od. 
(m) (m) 
1 0.0 5.0 
2 8.0 5.0 
3 8.0 0.0 
4 0.0 0.0 
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Table 2.5.13 Member properties table of Structure A 
Member End Joints End Fixity E A I 
No. Joint-1 Joint-2 Joint-1 Joint-2 (N/m2) (m2) (m4) 
1 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 
2 2 3 0 0 1 1 1 
3 1 3 0 0 1 1 1 
4 2 4 0 0 1 1 1 
5 3 4 0 0 1 1 1 
6 1 4 0 0 1 1 1 
Table 2.5.14 Member properties table of Structure B 
Member End Joints End Fixity E A I 
No. Joint-1 Joint-2 Joint-1 Joint-2 (N/m2) (m2) (m4) 
1 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 
2 2 3 0 0 1 1 1 
3 2 4 0 0 1 1 1 
4 1 4 0 0 1 1 1 
5 3 4 0 0 1 1 1 
Table 2.5.15 Comparison of well-formedness of Structure A, B 
Structure z 3 4 
A 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.044 
B 0.025 0.044 0.025 0.044 0.035 
The results of the above four examples demonstrate that the measure behaves as 
required, so the measure of the well-formedness of the joint, structural ring is 
appropriate. 
The calculation of the well-formedness of the whole structure will be introduced in 
Section 2.7.3. 
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2.6 Structural Clusters and the Hierarchy 
As we know from the previous sections, a structural system can be represented by 
interconnected structural rings. However, the number of possible structural rings is 
enormous and the interactions between them would be very complicated for a complex 
structure. In order to carry on structural vulnerability analysis efficiently, cluster 
analysis is needed to reveal structure and relations in the data and reduce a very large 
body of data to a relatively compact description. 
Anderberg (1973) classified cluster analysis methods into two types a) hierarchical 
clustering methods and b) nonhierarchical clustering methods. In this research, we 
desired to find a weak link in the complex structural systems. In a structural system, 
the information and interrelationships between objects ( member objects or joints 
objects) is complicated. It is required to look at the system at different level of detail. 
The level of description indicates the intensity in terms of the connectivity between 
clusters and the form of the structure. Wilson (1984) suggested that the hierarchy 
approach should be applied to the investigation of a system where the area of concern 
is highly complex and contains a high variety in the degree of detail to be considered 
and the detail of description is refined as the depth of analysis increases. Therefore the 
hierarchical clustering method seems most appropriate to meet our requirement and is 
chosen for structural vulnerability analysis. Hierarchical cluster analysis consists of 
constructing a tree to depict specified relationships among the entities as in Figure 
2.6.2 on Page 46. The branches on the bottom each represent one entity while the root 
represents the entire collection of entities. Hierarchical clustering methods which 
build a tree from branches to root often are called agglomerative methods. Divisive 
methods to divide up the clusters begin at the root and work towards the branches. In 
this research, agglomerative method is used. Herein lie both the strength and weakness 
of hierarchical methods. By taking early decisions and making them permanent the 
number of possibilities that need to be examined is reduced greatly as compared with 
complete enumeration; but this same convention precludes discovering early mistakes 
or capitalising on later opportunities (Anderberg, 1973). In the hierarchical method, 
some entities are merged by some criteria. They are joined together permanently and 
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become a building block for later mergers. By doing this, the number of entities at the 
next level reduce dramatically and the number of possibilities that need to be examined 
reduce greatly as the analysis proceeds to higher and higher levels. However, because 
the decision is permanent, if it is found in the later stage that the early decision is not 
the optimum one, it cannot easily be changed. This is why the criteria for decision 
making are very important for hierarchical method to minimise the number of "wrong" 
decisions. 
The main steps of cluster analysis are to decide the data unit, to choose the variables 
and the available alternatives and then by applying the relative criteria to select among 
the options, to choose an algorithms and then to implement on the computer and to 
interpret the results (Anderberg, 1973). The following is a step by step procedure for 
applying general cluster analysis in structural vulnerability analysis. 
2.6.1 Choice of data unit 
The basic data unit in the cluster analysis is the structural cluster. A structural cluster is 
a subset of the graph model of a structure. The objects in a cluster form a structural 
ring and more tightly connected to each other than to those not inside the cluster (Yu, 
1997). 
There are four different types of clusters defined by Yu(1997): 
"A leaf cluster is a structural cluster which contains a single member object. 
"A branch cluster is a structural cluster which contains more than one member 
object. It may also contain clusters which are of the same type but form a lower 
level of description. 
"A root cluster is a structural cluster which contains the entire set of member and 
joint objects in the structural system. A root cluster is the entire structural system, 
i. e. S. 
0A reference cluster is a cluster which is specified for an individual purpose and 
interest of the investigator in carrying out a vulnerability analysis. It is the cluster 
from which the structure is separated in a failure scenario. For earthly structure the 
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reference cluster is normally the ground. For structures in outer space it may be the 
accommodation module. 
The leaf, branch and root clusters are at different levels of description. 
2.6.2 Choice of variables 
The choice of variables has the greatest influence on the ultimate results of a cluster 
analysis. The variables chosen for the vulnerability analysis are the well-formedness of 
a structural cluster, the minimum damage demand of a structural cluster, the nodal 
connectivity of a structural cluster, the distance from the reference of a structural 
cluster. A brief description of the measures of these variables are given in the 
following, for more details, see Yu(1997). 
" The well formedness of a structural cluster is found as for a ring (see section 2.4). 
" The damage demand of a structural cluster is a measure of the effort which is 
required to cause a deteriorating event and is directly proportional to the loss of the 
principal stiffness caused by a deteriorating event. The minimum damage demand 
of a structural cluster is the smallest damage demand among those of all objects in 
the cluster. 
" The nodal connectivity of a structural cluster is the sum of the degree of joint of all 
the joints in the cluster. It is the indication of the potential capacity of the cluster to 
form further structural ring with other structural clusters. 
" The distance from the reference of a structural cluster is the average distance 
between all the joint objects in the cluster and the reference cluster. It is related to 
the potential damage consequence of a cluster. 
2.6.3 Clustering criteria (Yu, 1997) 
The following five criteria are used to select among all the options in the following 
order: 
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1. maximum well-formedness of a cluster; 
2. maximum minimum damage demand of a cluster; 
3. maximum nodal connectivity of a cluster; 
4. maximum distance from the reference of the cluster; 
5. random choice. 
2.6.4 Cluster formation 
There are three distinct stages in the cluster formation process: Stage I- the initial 
clustering, Stage II - the secondary clustering and Stage III - the reference clustering. 
Stage I results in clusters of all of the primitives and does not involve the reference 
cluster. Only primitive clusters are allocated to an existing cluster when doing so 
increases the weil-formedness of the cluster. If two choices of adding clusters into the 
original cluster produce the same well-formedness then other criteria are used to 
decide which of them should be admitted. They are, in order, the maximum of the 
minimum damage demand, the maximum nodal connectivity and the maximum 
distance from the reference. Thus if two options could be admitted to a cluster 
because they produce identical values of well-formedness then the one with the biggest 
minimum damage demand is chosen and added in. If however there is still no clear 
choice then the one with the biggest nodal connectivity is chosen. Again if this does 
not decide the matter then the one which is furthest from the reference cluster is 
chosen or otherwise the choice is made randomly. When there are no more primitive 
cluster to be added which will increase the well-formedness of the cluster, then another 
cluster is initialised. 
In Stage II the value of the well-formedness of the growing cluster will decrease as 
clusters of clusters are formed. The criteria to terminate the process is therefore that 
no further valid structural clusters can be formed except by including the reference 
cluster. 
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The inclusion of the reference cluster is the final Stage III of cluster formation. The 
criteria are as for Stage II. The clustering finishes when the whole structure is one 
4X3m=l2m 
complete cluster. 
The computing algorithm and interpretation of results will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
2.6.5 Example 
The following example is used to illustrate the process of cluster formation and its 
hierarchical representation. The example structure has been designed in steel UBs to 
BS5950. The dimensions of the structure and the member properties are listed in 
Tables 2.6.1 to 2.6.3. The cluster formation is shown in Figure 2.6.1 and the hierarchy 
is shown in Figure 2.6.2. For more details of the full cluster formation process such as 
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Table 2.6.1. Joint co-ordinate table of Example 2.1 




1 0.0 5.0 
2 3.0 5.75 
3 3.0 5.0 
4 6.0 6.5 
5 6.0 5.0 
6 9.0 7.25 
7 9.0 5.0 
8 12.0 8.0 
9 12.0 5.0 
10 12.0 0.0 
11 15.0 6.5 
12 15.0 5.0 
13 18.0 5.0 
14 18.0 0.0 
Table 2.6.2. Constraint condition of Example 2.1 












Table 2.6.3 Member properties table of Example 2.1 
Member End Joints End Fixity E A I 
No. Joint-1 Joint-2 Joint-1 Joint- 
2 
(N/m2) (m2) (m4) 
1 1 2 0 1 210x106 4.54x 10-3 710x 10-8 
2 1 3 0 1 210x 106 4.54x 10-3 710x 10-8 
3 2 3 0 0 210x 106 2.75x 10-3 368x 10-8 
4 2 4 1 1 210x 106 4.54x 10-3 710x I0-8 
5 3 4 0 0 210x 106 2.75x 10-3 368x 10-8 





5 0 0 210x106 2.75x10-3 368x10-8 
" -+ o 1 1 210x 100 4.54x 10-3 7l Ox 10-K 
9 5 6 0 0 210x106 2.75x10-3 368x10-8 
10 5 7 1 1 210x 106 4.54x 10-3 710x 10-8 
11 6 7 0 0 210x106 2.75x10-3 368x10-8 
12 6 8 1 0 210x 106 4.54x 10-3 710x 10-8 
13 7 8 0 0 210x106 2.75x10-3 368x10-8 
14 7 9 1 1 210x 106 4.54x10-3 710x 10-8 
15 8 9 0 0 210x 106 2.75x10-3 368x 10-8 
16 8 11 0 1 210x 106 4.54x 10-3 710x 10-8 
17 8 12 0 0 210x106 2.75x10-3 368x10-8 
18 9 12 1 1 210x 106 4.54x10-3 710x 10-8 
19 9 10 0 1 210x 106 7.6x 10-3 215x 10-6 
20 11 12 0 0 210x106 2.75x10-3 368x10-8 
21 11 13 1 0 210x106 4.54x10-3 710x10-9 
22 12 13 1 0 210x 106 4.54x 10-3 710x 10-8 





































Note: please refer to Figure 3.5.1 in Page 81 for information in hierarchical representation. 
Figure 2.6.2 The hierarchy of Example 2.1 
2.7 Failure Scenarios & Vulnerability Analysis of 
Structural Systems 
2.7.1 Failure of a structural ring and deterioration hierarchy of 
structural rings ( DHSR) (Wu, 1991, and Yu, 1997) 
As is discussed in Section 2.4.1, a structural just-stiff ring is statically determinate and 
only one degree of freedom need to be removed either adjacent to the joint object or 
the member object in the ring to transfer the ring into a mechanism. For a structural 
over-stiff ring, there are a number of redundant DOFs so that more than one DOF need 
to be removed to make such a transfer. The number of redundant DOF (Red. ) is a 
measure of the degree of redundancy of the structural ring. It can be calculated using 
the following equation (Yu 1997): 
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Red. =(1 1D'-E ZDm)+3 (2.7.1) 
1 n=µ. v. 9 m n=µ. v. 0 
m --- Number of member objects 
j --- Number of joint objects 
Dn--- Degree of freedom of an object at nth principle direction. 
In the process of damage leading to failure, one DOF is released at a step and this is 
called a deteriorating event. A deteriorating event is the damage that results from an 
action (load) which causes the loss, by a structural ring, of the capacity to transmit a 
force in one given degree of freedom. In structural vulnerability theory the loading 
causing the damage can be any possible action (dead load, live load, wind load, 
accidental damage, terrorist attacked etc. ). A deteriorating event can occur either 
adjacent to a joint object or in a member object. 
The Deterioration Hierarchy of Structural Rings (DHSR) has been developed (Wu 
1991) to include all possible patterns in which an over-stiff ring deteriorates into a 
mechanism. At each step, only one degree of freedom is released, either at a joint 
object or in a member object, and the ring degenerates into a new ring. For a single 
structural ring a failure scenario is a path in the DHSR such that the final ring is a 
mechanism. The path may not start from the top of the DHSR but always ends at the 
bottom. Thus a failure scenario is a set of deteriorating events such that the final event 
results in a mechanism. Therefore, a failure scenario of a structural ring can be 
described as the record of a sequence of deteriorating events. When a structural system 
is modelled with the graph model as a structural ring, using the DHSR, all possible 
failure scenarios can be studied and the vulnerability of the structural system can then 









Figure 2.7.1 A partial deterioration hierarchy of structural rings (DHSR) 
The damage demand of the failure scenario is the sum of the damage demand for all 
its component deteriorating events. 
2.7.2 Failure scenario of a structural systems 
In Section 2.7.1 only the failure scenario of a structural ring was addressed. However 
the failure scenario for a structural system is far more complicated. As mentioned in 
the cluster analysis a structural system can be represented by a hierarchy of different 
levels of structural clusters which can be represented by a structural ring. The failure 
of a ring at a different level will have different consequence and needs different efforts. 
The failure of a ring at a certain level of description will lead to the failure of some 
other rings related to it directly or indirectly. The deteriorating event required to fail a 
certain cluster of a ring, if this cluster is a branch, may required the failure of the ring 
at a lower level which can only be achieved by introducing other deteriorating events at 
that level which will pass down until a leaf cluster is reached. Therefore, a failure 
scenario in the structural system consists of a sequence of deteriorating events which 
may occur at different levels of description in the hierarchy. Usually after the first set 
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of deteriorating events has happened, the hierarchy of the structural system will change 
due to those failures and the remaining structure needs to be reclustered. Thus another 
set of deteriorating events is detected within the new hierarchy. Therefore, the failure 
scenario of the structural system can be represented by a sequence of deteriorating 
events and the hierarchy of the remaining structure, i. e. 
Fh[C] = (Dj, HI, D2, H2, ... D1, He,... D. Hn I 
Where Fh[C] is the hth failure scenario of a cluster C, 
D; is the ith set of deteriorating events, 
H; is the hierarchy of the structure after the ith set of deteriorating evens 
occurred, 
n is the number of the total sets of the deteriorating events in this failure 
scenario. 
An example is given in the following to illustrate a representation of a failure scenario. 
Example: 
All members in this example have the same uniform cross section. 











Note: Please refer to Figure 3.5.1 in Page 81 for information in hierarchical representation. 
Figure 2.7.3 Hierarchy of Example 2.2 
Ist set of 
deteriorating 
events 
A failure scenario 
of cluster 13 
Pin cluster 1, 
Hierarchy of the 
structure after the 





Hierarchy of the 
structure after the 
2nd set of ? deteriorating set of 
deteriorating deteriorating 
events events occurred 
Pin cluster 3, the structure totally fails } 
2.7.3 Vulnerability analysis 
Before a full structural vulnerability analysis can be described, some further measures 
must be introduced. 
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" Separateness 
As mentioned in the last section the failure of a structural ring at different levels will 
lead to the failure of some other rings related to it. The failure consequence is a 
very important part of the assessment of structural vulnerability. A structural 
system is vulnerable if the failure of its elements lead to large scale failure 
consequences. Separateness is the measure of failure consequence (Yu, 1997). It 
is calculated as the ratio of the losses in structural well-formedness of the separated 
structure to the well-formedness of the intact structure, i. e. 
'YLFhl = (Q[S1-Q[S'1)/Q[S] (2.7.2) 
where y[Fh] is the separateness of the failure scenario Fh, 
Q[S] is the well-formedness of the intact structure S, 
Q[S'J is the well-formedness of the deteriorated structure S' (after Fh). 
When calculating the well-formedness Q[S] of a certain structure S, Q[S] is the sum 
of the well-formedness of all clusters in the end of the initial clustering stage, i. e. 
stage I. Because after stage I, the well-formedness will decrease. 
Apparently, the value of separateness y will be 0< T< 1, where 0 means the failure 
scenario has no failure consequences and I means the failure scenario will cause the 
structure to completely collapse, i. e. total failure. 
" Relative damage demand (Yu, 1997) 
The relative damage demand of a failure scenario is the ratio of the damage demand 
of the failure scenario to the maximum possible damage demand of a failure 
scenario in the structural system. The failure scenario which has the maximum 
possible damage demand is the one in which deteriorating events occur in every 
primitive clusters. 
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" Vulnerability Index (Yu, 1997) 
The vulnerability index of a failure scenario is defined as the ratio of the 
separateness which is caused by the failure scenario to the relative damage demand 
of that failure scenario. Thus, the vulnerability index is a measure of the 
`disproportionateness' of the consequences ( the separateness) to the damage ( the 
relative damage demand). 
Having defined the variables used to measure the vulnerability of a structure, a 
structural vulnerability analysis can be carried out. The number of the possible failure 
scenarios for a structure can be enormous. Structural vulnerability analysis is 
concerned with the identification of the following five important vulnerable scenarios 
(Yu, 1997). 
" The minimum demand failure scenario 
The minimum demand scenario is defined as the failure scenario which requires the 
least damage demand to cause the failure of a structural ring at a level of 
description. This is the easiest possible way to cause damage to the structural 
system however the scale of the damage and the failure consequence is not 
considered. 
" The minimum failure scenario 
The minimum failure scenario is the failure scenario in which the least well 
connected cluster in the structure fails first. 
" The total failure scenario 
The total failure scenario is the failure scenario which requires the least effort to 
cause total disconnection from the reference cluster. 
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" The maximum failure scenario 
The maximum failure scenario is the failure scenario which has the highest value of 
vulnerability index. 
" Failure scenarios which are of specific interest to the user/designer. 
The interesting failure scenarios are those where the designer has a particular 
interest because of the particular conditions of the structure. For example a 
particularly important piece of equipment may have to be protected. 
The algorithm for the identification of these five types of vulnerable scenario will be 
introduced in Chapter 3. 
2.8 Conclusions 
A theory of structural vulnerability for two dimensional structural systems has been 
reviewed. It is a theory of structural form and connectivity the purpose of which is to 
identify the `weak links' inherent within a structure. A structure is vulnerable if damage 
to the structure causes disproportionate consequences. Conversely a structure is robust 
if it can withstand arbitrary damage. 
Graph theory is the mathematical foundation of structural vulnerability theory. A 
structural system can be represented by a graph S= {J, M), which consists of a finite 
set of joint objects J and finite set of member objects M. 
A structural ring is a minimum structural loop or path which has sufficient degrees of 
freedom to maintain equilibrium. There are two basic types of structural rings: 3-link- 
ring and 2-link-ring. 
Well-formedness has been introduced as a measure of the quality of the form of a 
structure. The measure of well-formedness for a joint q; is the determinant of the 
stiffness submatrix associated with the joint. Therefore, for a structure where all joints 
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are pinned, q; is the product of X, and X2. For a structure where all joints are fixed, q, 
is the product of X,, X2 and X3. However, for a structure with both pinned and fixed 
joints, in order to keep the units consistent, for all joints ( pinned and fixed), q; is the 
product of X1, X2 only and X3 will be considered separately and used only when two 
sub-structures have identical well-formedness. 
A structural cluster is a subset of the graph model of a structure. The objects in a 
cluster form a structural ring and are more tightly connected to each other than to 
those not inside the cluster. The clustering criteria include the measure of well- 
formedness of a cluster, the minimum damage demand, the nodal connectivity of a 
cluster and the distance from the reference. Clustering formation can be divided into 
three stages: the initial clustering stage (stage I), the secondary clustering stage (stage 
11) and the reference clustering stage (stage III). A structural system can then be 
represented in the form of hierarchy. An example has been used to demonstrate the 
clustering formation step by step. 
The damage process of a structure is described through a series sets of deteriorating 
events to form failure scenarios of the structural rings. A failure scenario of a 
structural ring is defined as a path in the DHSR (Deterioration Hierarchy of Structural 
Rings ) such that the final element is a mechanism. A failure of a structural system 
consist of a sequence of deteriorating events which may occur at different levels of 
description in the hierarchy. It can be represented by a sequence of deteriorating events 
and the hierarchy of the remaining structure after the deteriorating event occurs. 
The vulnerability index of a failure scenario is defined as the ratio of the separateness 
which is caused by the failure scenario to the relative damage demand of that failure 
scenario, and is a measure of the `disproportionateness' of the failure consequences 
(the separateness) to the damage (the relative damage demand). 
Structural vulnerability analysis is concerned with identifying five important vulnerable 
scenarios which are (i) the minimum demand failure scenario, (ii) the minimum failure 
scenario, (iii) the total failure scenario, (iv) the maximum failure scenario and (v) any 
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failure scenario of specific interest to the designer. The identification and algorithm of 
the above failure scenario will be introduced in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 3 
Structural Vulnerability Analysis by Computer 
3.1 Objectives 
The objectives of this chapter are to: 
" introduce the improved computer program SAVE ( Structural Analysis for 
Vulnerability Estimation ); 
" develop an improved algorithm to search for the total failure scenario and for 
maximum failure scenario; 
" present a computer program to search for the total failure scenario and for 
maximum failure scenario; 
" develop a graphical user interface for SAVE; 
" test 2D structural vulnerability analysis by using SAVE with different examples. 
3.2 Introduction 
The theory of 2D structural vulnerability analysis has been presented in Chapter 2. In 
order to show it is a workable theory and to provide the user with efficient analysis 
tool, computer program SAVE ( Structural Analysis for Vulnerability Estimation) has 
been developed by Yu (1997) initially. The program has been improved by the author 
and has been tested by different types of examples. 
In this chapter, SAVE will be introduced briefly, with outline of SAVE, data input, data 
output and algorithms. 
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In order to produce a graphical user interface for SAVE, some graphical functions have 
been developed and are introduced in detail. 
At the end of this chapter, different types of examples have been chosen to test SAVE, 
and to help explain how the program works in more detail. 
3.3 Vulnerability Estimation 
3.3.1 Introduction of SAVE 
The computer program SAVE ( Structural Analysis for Vulnerability Estimation ) was 
initially designed and written by Yu (1997). The data structure, basic five modules 
have been set up by Yu (1997). The algorithm for searching for the most vulnerable 
failure scenarios has been improved by the author and the computer program has been 
improved accordingly. In this section, the general information of the input and outputs 
of the program, data structures, the function of the five modules will be briefly 
introduced. For more detail please refer to Yu (1997). The improved algorithm will be 
introduced in the next section. 
3.3.1.1 Data Input 
When running the program, the user is required to type in the input data file name. 
The data file must include essential information about the structure to be analysed. The 
data file can be created by any text editor in the following format: 
Total numbers of joint <return> 
( For all the joints: ) 
Index of each joint <tab> 
Co-ordinate---X of the joint <tab> 
Co-ordinate---Y of the joint <tab> <return> 
Total numbers of member <return> ( continue ) 
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(For all the members: ) 
Index of each member <tab> 
Index of the joint as the member's first node <tab> 
Index of the joint as the member's second node <tab> 
The fixity at the first node <tab> 
The fixity at the second node <tab> 
The value of the member's Young's Modules <tab> 
The area of the member's cross section <tab> 
The member's second moment of area <tab> <return> 
Total numbers of constraint <return> 
( For all the constraint: ) 
Index of the constraint <tab> 
Index of the joint at the constraint <tab> 
Constraint in Horizontal direction (X) <tab> 
Constraint in Vertical direction (Y) <tab> 
Constraint in Rotational direction (0) <tab> <return> 
Note: 
" there is no space between the input data of joints, members and constraints; 
" the fixity of a node is: 
1 when a force can be transmitted along x, y and 0 
directions, i. e. fixed joint, 
0 when a force can only be transmitted along x, y 
directions, i. e. pin joint, 
" the constraint in displacement in X, Y direction or rotation will be: 
1 when there is a constraint along the specified direction, 
or 
0 when there is no such constraint along the specified 
direction. 
" the units of all the dimensional values in the data file can be any of the user's 
choice provided they are consistent with the rest of the data. 
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3.3.1.2 Data output 
The standard data output will include: 
" cluster information, including the type of cluster, the well-formedness of the 
cluster, the minimum damage demand, the cluster's relationship with 
reference, the parent and children of the cluster from which the hierarchy of 
the structural system can be drawn; 
" the result which is the minimum demand failure scenario; 
" the result which is the minimum failure scenario; 
" the result which is the total failure scenario; 
" the result which is the maximum failure scenario. 
At the end of the program, the user will be asked whether he/she would like to input 
any interesting failure scenario. The user can then input any failure scenario that he/she 
is interested in by answering this question "Y" and then input the data in the following 
format: 
1. The number of members damaged in the failure scenario; 
2. For each member, input 
member number <tab> form a cut (input 1) or a pin (input 0) in the member 
The program will output the result of the relative damage demand, separateness, 
vulnerability index of the interesting failure scenario. 
3.3.1.3 SAVE (Yu, 1997) 
The main tasks of SAVE are to derive the following: 
0a method for representing the graph; 
0a data structure to represent the interrelated structural clusters; 
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0a method for organising the data involved in the computations; 
0a way of forming a hierarchy; 
0 various search procedures to find and identify failure scenarios. 
The program contains four modules, each of which performs a distinct task. They are: 
" Data Input, 
" Data Preparation and Preliminary Calculation, 
" Hierarchy Formation, 
" Search for the Most Vulnerable Failure Scenarios. 
The basic unit in structural vulnerability analysis is the structural cluster. The data 




End nodel and End node2 
details 
Up to 3 child clusters 
Figure 3.3.1 The data structure for a structural cluster 
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The complete data structure representing a cluster object is : 









Parent_cluster ( if not a Root ) 
Nos. 
-children-clusters 





= Nos. _of 
deterioration_event_required 
= Nos. _ofjoints_contained 
(if a complex joint ) 
0 List_ofjoints 




=> Type_of node 
= String-pattern 




(if a complex joint ) 
0 List_of joints 
The other cluster it connects to in the next level of 
description 
Cluster-relationship-with-reference 
Cluster contatins ref. 
= Leaf relationship_with_ref. 
Minimum_distance_from_ref. 
3.3.2 Algorithm 
The algorithm for SAVE was initially developed by Yu (1997). For more detail please 
refer to Yu (1997). In the following, the algorithm for data preparation and hierarchy 
formation will be briefly introduced. The focus will be on the algorithm for the search 
of the most vulnerable failure scenarios which has been improved by the author. 
In the Data Preparation and Preliminary Calculation module, the input data is 
processed and generated into intermediate data to be used in later stages. The tasks of 
this module are to, 
" create an association matrix of the graph model of the structure; 
" create a fixity matrix, in which the type of structural connection is specified; 
" create the stiffness matrices for all the structural components in global co- 
ordination; 
" calculate the Eigenvalues of the stiffness matrices; 
" calculate the minimum damage demand of each of the members; 
" generate the nodal connectivity information. 
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In the Hierarchy Formation module, the algorithm is an agglomerate algorithm. It 
starts with the disjoint clustering, which places each of the objects in an individual Leaf 
Cluster. The algorithm uses combination of measures firstly to evaluate the structural 
tightness of the structural ring and secondly to merge one or two other clusters into 
next partition. The process started from the most connected cluster and is then 
repeated to form a sequence of Branch Cluster until a single cluster which containing 
all objects, called the Root Cluster, is obtained. 
The search for the most vulnerable failure scenarios is effectively an unzipping of the 
hierarchy. By searching down the hierarchy in a desired path, the most vulnerable 
failure scenarios can be identified. There are five different types of most vulnerable 
failure scenario as introduced in Chapter 2. They are: the minimum demand failure 
scenario, the minimum failure scenario, the total failure scenario, the maximum failure 
scenario and the interesting failure scenario. The algorithm to identify these failure 
scenarios will be introduced in the following. 
The minimum demand failure scenario is the failure scenario which requires the least 
damage demand to cause the failure of a structural ring at a level of description. 
Because the minimum damage demand of a structural ring is the smallest minimum 
damage demand of all the Leaf Clusters in the ring, the search for a least damage 
demand for a ring will always lead to the Leaf Cluster. Therefore, the minimum 
demand failure scenario can be identified by a simple search for the Leaf Cluster to 
find the one with the smallest minimum damage demand. The detail of the algorithm is 
shown in the flowchart of Figure 3.3.2. 
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input the structure 
calculate the 
minimum damage_deman 
for all the members 
among all the members, find the member(s) 
that have the minimum minimum damage_demand 
and mark the corresponding cluster(s) as cluster(i) 
to damage cluster(i) is the minimum 
demand scenario 
END 
Figure 3.3.2 Search for minimum demand failure scenario 
The minimum failure scenario is the failure scenario in which the least well connected 
cluster in the structure fails first. The hierarchy is built in the way that the more tightly 
connected clusters merge in first. Therefore, the minimum failure scenario can easily be 
identified by searching down the hierarchy and spot the last leaf cluster merged into 
the hierarchy which is the least well connected cluster. The detail of the algorithm is 
shown in the flowchart in Figure 3.3.3 
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Build hierarchy for 
structure 
Is any 
No LEAF cluster left after 
initial cluterine2 
the minimum failure Yes 
scenario is not 
applicable find all the leaf cluster that left 
after initial clustering: cluster(i) 
find cluster(j) among cluster(i) that its 
parent is in the highest level 
Is the 
-r of < 
, >I? 
find cluter(x) among cluster(j) that has the I 
minimum minimum_damage_demand 
to damage cluster(x) is the 
minimum failure scenario 
cluster(x)= cluster(j) 
Figure 3.3.3 Search for the minimum failure scenario 
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The total failure scenario is the failure scenario which requires the least effort to cause 
a total failure, i. e. the total disconnection from the reference cluster. The search for 
total failure scenario is more difficult than the search for minimum demand failure 
scenario and minimum failure scenario. The algorithm for searching for total failure 
scenario has been greatly improved. In comparison with the original algorithm, the 
following aspects have been improved: 
" The search is more complete. The original search approach was to use a set of 
criteria to look for a unique way to unzip the hierarchy. The improved search 
approach looks into different possible vulnerable failure scenarios which end up 
with total failure and finds the one with maximum vulnerability index. This then is 
the most vulnerable failure scenario for total failure. The improved search is more 
complete because it explores all of the possible vulnerable total failure scenario 
instead of just look into one case. 
" The search always uses the most up to date hierarchy. The old search approach use 
the same hierarchy, which is the hierarchy for the intact structure, through the 
whole search. The improved search approach keeps the hierarchy up to date as the 
search is carried out. When the initial deteriorating event has been identified, further 
deteriorating events should be identified within the structure assuming the initial 
deteriorating event has happened. In this case, the structure is damaged and its 
form and internal configuration have changed. Therefore, a new hierarchy should be 
set up based on the up to date structure and the search for further deteriorating 
event should follow this up to date hierarchy. 
" The treatment of mixed types of joints. In the original algorithm, there is no special 
treatment for mixed types of joints. The new computer program can deal with 
structures with a mixture of types of joints. 
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The purpose of the search for the total failure scenario is to unzip the root cluster and 
so that is where the search begins as shown in Figure 3.3.4. 
The maximum failure scenario is the failure scenario which has the highest value of 
vulnerability index. The search process for the maximum failure scenario and the total 
failure scenario are similar except that the scale of the search may be different. The 
algorithm of searching for maximum failure scenario has been greatly improved by the 
author. The new algorithm considers all of the branch clusters individually. It is 
supposed that each branch cluster is independent and then all of the other members not 
inside this branch cluster are considered as an "extended reference cluster" of this 
branch cluster. There is then a search for the total failure scenario for this Branch 
cluster. All of the vulnerable failure scenarios are found and the vulnerability index 
recorded. After all the branch cluster have been searched, the vulnerability index of all 
possible vulnerable failure scenarios are compared and the one with the highest 
vulnerability index found. This is the maximum failure scenario. The search process for 
the maximum failure scenario is shown in Figure 3.3.5. 
The interesting failure scenario is the one that are of specific interest to the 
user/designer. The program allow user to input any failure scenario that they are 
interested in and calculate the relative damage demand, separateness, vulnerability 





IS ICluster A= raut cluster 
S_ Identify the children of Cluster A 
lu. sie 11 = next child of Cluster A 
4: lgnorc 11 
SýQI: Does B depend 
Y'-ý un another child cluster which 
N`ý -: Is Cluster 
S3: Ignore N 
ýttt, tins the Reference? Leuj 
Nn ;: Does Chester } Yr. a 
unIa, n Ref. 
d: Can any child of 
S6: Absorb all other clusters into an 
No 
:1 (call it B) form a ring with 
Extended Reference Cluster of n- he Reference Cliacler'? 
Reference Cluster= Extended 
Reference Cluster of A Ye. r 
NO QS: ls Cluster B +7. Clue7er A= Glister B 
t leaf cluster 
S8: Fail Cluster A by introducing enough deteriorating events 
into Cluster B and any other child cluster of A which is a lea] 
to form a tnechanistn. Calculate the separateness and 
vulnerability index of the failure scenario. 
S9: Store the deteriorating events a No 
the first set of damage events. 
ce 6: Separateness =1 
Recluster the whole structure with 
the deteriorating events contained Yes S/2: ClusterA =C 
within it. S! O: Store the failure scenario as a 
candidate for total failure . 
Q7: Have all 
children of A that can No 
form a ring with the SlI: Identily the next child of :1 
Refrence Cluster to be searched as B. 
been searched? 
S/i: Cluster A= (luster As parent 
Re/'rence Cluster = Ei tended Re/creme CAmYrr of cluster A 
No QN Cluster A= 
uee! Clusrrr 
Yes 
Si : Search completed. 
S 15: Compare the vulnerability indices for all of the sceuarius 
for which the separateness is I and the one with the maximum 
vuncrahility index is the 1nlcll Fuihlrr. Si en rm 
END 
Figure 3.3.4 Searching processes for the 'T'oto! Failure S( cnario 
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build hierarchy for the structure 
i=0 
i=i+1 >maximal cluste 
No 
ster(i) is a 
Yes 
Yes 
compare the vulnerability 
index of all the failure 
scenario, the one with 
the largest vulnerability 
index is the maximal 
failure scenario For all the 
joints in cluster(i), any joint 
connect to the member which is n 
included in cluster(i)? / 
Yes 
record those joints: 
A[x][i] 
any 
cluster depend on 
--, cluster(i)? / 
C[x][i] = A[x][i] 
find the Total Failure Scenario 
for the original structure and 
calculate its vulnerbility index 
record the joints that 
connected to the dependent 
cluster(s): B[x][i] 
reduce B[x][i] from A[x][i] 
to form C[x][i] 
consider all C[x][i] 
connect to the reference 
and form a new structure 
find the Total Failure Scenario for the new 
structure, that is the failure scenario for 
cluster(i), calculate its vulnerability index 
Figure 3.3.5 Searching processes for Maximum Failure Scenario 
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TAR 




and well_formness for the 
structure 
input the damaged member(s) I 
Rebuild hierarchy 
for the damaged 
structure 
calculate the separateness, relative 
damage demand and the vulnerability 
index for this interesting failure scenario 
END 
Figure 3.3.6 Flowchart for interesting failure scenario 
3.4 Graphical Functions for SAVE 
In order to create a friendly user interface for SAVE, the graphical user interface for 
vulnerability analysis has been developed by the author. The graphical interface allows 
the user to check the data input by drawing out the structure to be analysed, to draw 
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the hierarchy for the structure automatically to free the user from struggling with the 
massive data output, to show the clustering formation step by step in the structure, to 
show the most vulnerable failure scenarios in the structure. All the data for the 
graphical functions are created by running SAVE. 
The graphical interface including the following functions: 
" drawing the structure, 
" drawing the cluster formation procedures, 
" drawing the hierarchical presentation, 
" drawing the most vulnerable failure scenario in the structure. 
3.4.1 Drawing the structure 
Computer program STRUCT is used to draw out the structure from the input data file. 
The user will be asked to input the data file name when running the program and the 
structure will be drawn on the screen. The input data file name should be the same as 
the one for SAVE. The flowcharts for STRUCT and its subroutine 
DRAW STRUCTURE are shown in Figure 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. 
3.4.2 Drawing the cluster formation procedures 
CLUSTER is used to draw the cluster formation step by step in the structure on the 
screen. Before running CLUSTER, SAVE and LINKDAT have to be run to create the 
data file cluster. dat for CLUSTER. The user will be asked to input two data file names, 
one is for drawing the structure --- the structure data file which is the same as used for 
SAVE, another one is the clustering formation data file which is cluster. dat. The 
flowcharts for the main program of CLUSTER and its subroutines clu_step_draw 
which is used to draw the cluster formation step by step and draw_branch which is 




/ Import the structure data file / 
set the desired graphics mode 
_setvideomode() 
clear screen 
determine which video adapter is 
installed: 
_getvideoconfig() 
set background color: 
_setbkcolor() 
draw structure on the screen: 
subroutine draw_structure() 
ND 
Figure 3.4.1 Flowchart for STRUCT 
TAR 
set the original on the screen: 
_setvieworg() 
draw the structure member by member, 
considering member connection 
draw reference 
ND 
Figure 3.4.2 Flowchart for subroutine draw-structure 
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TAR' 
Import the structure data fil 
Import the clustering data file 
set the desired graphics mode 
_setvideomode() 
clear screen 
determine which video adapter is 
installed: 
_getvideoconfig() 
set background color: 
_setbkcolor() 
draw the clustering procedure 
step by step in the structure: 
subroutine clu_step_draw0 
END 




/ Are both 
clusters of action (i) 
-, ý- not branch? ,. 
No 
Yes Is one of the 
clusters of action (i) branch, 
the other one not? / 
draw the cluster that 
is not a branch onto 
the structure and 
make it flash. 
No 
'Are both 







set a new color 
draw the two clusters of 
action(i) in the structure 
and make them flash. 
set a new color 
draw the two branch clusters 
in the structure by using 
subroutine draw branchO. 
Figure 3.4.4 Flowchart for subroutine clu_step_draw 
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Figure 3.4.5 Flowchart for subroutine draw branch 
3.4.3 Drawing the hierarchy 
HIERARCHY is used to draw the hierarchical representation of the structure on the 
screen. The data file clus_hi is created by SAVE. Therefore SAVE have to be run 
before the running of HIERARCHY. The flowchart for drawing the hierarchy and its 
subroutine cal_dimension which is used to calculate the dimension of every cluster are 
shown in Figure 3.4.6 and 3.4.7. 
3.4.4 Drawing the most vulnerable failure scenarios 
Drawing the most vulnerable failure scenarios including the following four functions: 
" draw the minimum demand failure scenario in the structure (min_dema. c); 
" draw the minimum failure scenario in the structure (min_dama. c); 
" draw the total failure scenario in the structure (totalfa. c); 
" draw the maximum failure scenario in the structure (maxfail. c). 
These programs will show the most vulnerable failure scenario step by step on the 
screen. For the minimum demand failure scenario, because it is possible to have more 
than one candidate, the program will show the different possibility one by one. The 
data file name for minimum demand failure scenario is min_dem. dat, for minimum 
failure scenario is min_dam. dat, for total failure scenario is totjail. dat, for the 
maximum failure scenario is max faiLdat. All the above data files are created by 
running SAVE. In order to create data file min_dem. dat for minimum demand failure 
scenario, linkdat also need to be run. The algorithm for all the above functions are 
rather similar, therefore only the flowcharts for drawing the total failure scenario are 
shown in Figure 3.4.8,3.4.9. 
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TAR 
Import the vulnerability 
analysis result data file 
set the desired graphics mode 
_setvideomode() 
clear screen 
determine which video adapter is 
installed: 
_getvideoconfig() 
set background color: 
_setbkcolor() 
calculate the dimension of 
every cluster by using 
subroutine: cal_dimension() 
draw the hierarchy of structure 
by using sub routine: draw -hierarchy() 
ND 
Figure 3.4.6 Flowchart for drawing the hierarchy 
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TAR 
calculate the number of leaves that 
each cluster including by chasing 
to the bottom of hierarchy: No_leaf() 
I stepx= 1000/(nos_leaf[MAX_CLUSTERS]+1) 
find the maximal level: Find_level_max() 
stepy= 700/(level_max) 
find the children of every cluster and then 
order it from larger to smaller: children_order() 
calculate the x and y dimension for the 
MAX-CLUSTERS and its children. 
calculate the x and y dimension for 
all the other children 
END 
Figure 3.4.7 Flowchart for subroutine cal_dimension 
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TAR 
Import the structure data fi 
Import the total failure 
scenario data file 
set the desired graphics mode 
_setvideomode() 
clear screen 
determine which video adapter is 
installed: 
_getvideoconfig() 
set background color: 
_setbkcolor() 
draw the the total failure 
scenario in the structure: 
subroutine draw_total_fail() 
END 




Is i<max steps No 
of total failure scenario 
Y 
1s the No 
ber of step i 
Yes write "CUT" in the middle 
of the member in red color 
draw a pin in the middle of 
the member in red color 
draw the member of step i in 
red color and make it flash 
Ii=i+1 
Figure 3.4.9 Flowchart for subroutine draw-total-fail 
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3.5 Examples 
Different types of structures are used to illustrate how the program SAVE works and 
to test its application. The clustering formation is closely followed and well explained 
in Example 3.1. Please refer to Yu (1997) for more details and for earlier examples. 
The searching of total failure scenario is explained in detail and followed step by step 
in Example 3.1 and 3.4 because this part of the program is complicated and is very 
different from the previous version developed by Yu (1997). 
Figure 3.5.1 gives information to help understand the hierarchical representation in this 
section 
The structural ring at this 
level of description 
A 3-link-rin, Sý 
A 2-link-ring 
A Branch cluster 
ý, 1 
Number of deterioration events 
required to tail the structural ring 
at this level of description. 
1S It) 20 4 
16 12 11 13 A leaf duster 
kýc 
15 8 
Reference Leal & 
Reference cluster 
Criteria used for 
candidate selection 
* Note: Q -- Well-formedness, E -- Minimum damage demand, N -- Nodal connectivity, 
D -- Distance from the reference, R -- Choose randomly. 
Figure 3.5.1 Information in the hierarchical representation 
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3.5.1 Truss structures 
Two trusses are used to demonstrate the vulnerability analysis procedure in this 
section. 
Example 3.1: 
Example 3.1 has been used to demonstrate a failure scenario in Chapter 2. The 
structure of Example 3.1 is shown again in Figure 3.5.2. The detail of the structure is 
given in Table 3.5.1,3.5.2,3.5.3. The step by step cluster formation of Example 3.1 is 
shown in Table 3.5.4. The summary of cluster formation is shown in Figure 3.5.3. The 
hierarchical representation of the structure is shown in Figure 3.5.4. The searching of 
the total failure scenario is followed closely to illustrate how the program works 
through this simple example. Finally, the results for the most vulnerable failure 
scenarios are listed in Table 3.5.7. 
2 
4 
Figure 3.5.2 Example 3.1 
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Table 3.5.1 Joint co-ordinate table of Example 3.1 




1 0.0 0.0 
2 3.0 1.5 
3 6.0 0.0 
4 3.0 -1.5 
5 2.0 0.0 
6 4.0 0.0 
Table 3.5.2 Member properties table of Example 3.1 
Member End Joints End Fixity E A I 
No. Joint-1 Joint-2 Joint-1 Joint-2 (N/m2) (m2) (m4) 
1 1 2 0 0 205x 106 21.7x 10-3 17x 10-4 
2 2 3 0 0 205x 106 21.7x 10-3 17x 10-4 
3 3 4 0 0 205x 106 21.7x 10-3 1 '1x 10-4 
4 1 4 0 0 205x 106 21.7x 10-3 17x 10-4 
5 2 5 0 0 205x 106 21.7x 10-3 17x 10-4 
6 4 5 0 0 205x 106 21.7x 10-3 17x 10-4 
7 2 6 0 0 205x 106 21.7x 10-3 17x 10-4 
8 4 6 0 0 205x 106 21.7x 10-3 17X10-4 
Table 3.5.3. Constraint condition of Example 3.1 












In the clustering formation of Example 3.1, because no ring can be formed without 
bringing in the reference cluster, the cluster formation begins from the reference 
clustering stage. There is no initial clustering stage and secondary clustering stage in 
this example. 
Table 3.5.4 Step-by-step cluster formation --- Example 3.1 
Steps Components Cluster Well- Damale Nodal Distance 







cluster 9 is the ground cluster ( reference). 
----- Reference Clustering Stage ----- 
1+2+9 2 3.7x 1011 166 8 1.0 
Step 
3+4+9 3.7x1011 166 9 1,0 
Ji 
Forming Selection Criteria: 
1+2+9 as Choose randoinly as 
Cluster 10 
Step 2 3+4+10 1.12x1012 - - 
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Forming 3 Beintroll CIitelIII: 
3+4+10 as One choice. Increase wrll-101nir(lncss. 





3.54x101'` 166 14 1.6 






5+6+11 as a Choose randomly. Increased well-f<Ormednes,;. 
Cluster 12 as 
ýV 




Step 4 Forming 43 Selection Criteria: 
7+8+12 as as One choice. Increased well-formalness. 
Cluster 13 t3 
Encl of Re_fere»ce Clustering Stage 
The structure at the end of Reference Clustering Stage: 
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Cluster Formation Completed. 
13 
11 12 






Note: The shaded clusters are primitive clusters. 
Figure 3.5.4 Hierarchy of Example 3.1 
Identification of different types of most vulnerable failure scenarios: 
The minimum demand failure scenario: 
The minimum damage demand for all the members (leaf clusters) in Example 3.1 are 
listed in Table 3.5.5. The minimum demand scenario is to damage the one with the 
smallest minimum damage demand. 
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Table 3.5.5 Minimum damage demand of leaf clusters of Example 3.1 
Cluster No. Min. Damage 
Demand 
Cluster No. Min. Damage 
Demand 
1 166.2 5 309.3 
2 166.2 6 309.3 
3 166.2 7 309.3 
4 166.2 8 309.3 
Therefore, the minimum demand scenario is to damage member 1 or 2 or 3 or 4. 
The minimum failure scenario: 
The minimum failure scenario is identified by searching down the hierarchy. The last 
leaf cluster join into the hierarchy is the minimum failure scenario. Therefore, the 
minimum failure scenario is to damage member 7 or 8. By symmetric, it can also be 
member 5 or 6. 
The total failure scenario: 
The search for the total failure scenario is followed closely step by step as below (refer 
to Figure 3.5.4 for the hierarchical representation of this example): 
Process of Searching for total failure scenario: 
Note: the cluster number in bold is for the clusters in the original hierarchy, the cluster number not in 
bold is for the clusters in the up to date hierarchy. 
" Start the search from the Root, i. e. cluster 13. 
" The corresponding structural ring is a just-stiff 3-link-ring: 
" Identify the child clusters of cluster 13, as cluster 7,8 and 12. 
" Cluster 7,8 are identified as dependent-cluster of cluster 12, therefore, 
" Ignore cluster 7,8 . 
" Search down cluster 12. 
" The corresponding structural ring is a just-stiff 3-link-ring: 
" Identify the child clusters of cluster 12, as cluster 5,6 and 11. 
" Cluster 5,6 are identified as dependent_cluster of cluster 11, therefore, 
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" Ignore cluster 5,6 . 
" Search down cluster 11. 
" The corresponding structural ring is a just-stiff 3-link-ring: 
" Identify the child clusters of cluster 11, as cluster 3,4 and 10. 
" Cluster 3,4 can form a ring with reference. Cluster 10 contains reference. 
" Cluster 3 and 4 are both leaf , so try to fail cluster 11 by introducing 
enough deterioration events into cluster 3 or 4. 
" Check the deterioration event required to cause failure in cluster 11, which 
is 1. 
Take actions: 
" pin cluster 3 
Relative-damage-demand = 0.087 
Separateness = 0.946 
Vulnerability index = 10.82 
or 
" pin cluster 4 
Relative_damage_demand = 0.087 
Separateness = 0.946 
Vulnerability index = 10.82 
" The separateness of both failure scenarios is not 1, so recluster the whole 
structure with the deteriorating event in it and start searching from the top 
cluster. 
" The new structure is: 
l2 
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and the new hierarchy is: 
" Search from top, which is cluster 10. 
" The corresponding structural ring is a just-stiff 3-link-ring: 
" Identify the child clusters of cluster 10, as cluster 1,2 and 9. 
" Cluster 9 is a Ref-leaf, therefore, ignore it. 
" Cluster 1 and 2 can both form a ring with the Reference. 
" Cluster 1 and 2 are both leaves, so try to fail cluster 10 by introducing 
enough deterioration events into cluster I or 2. 
" Check the deterioration event required to cause failure in cluster 10, which 
is 1. 
" Take actions: 
" (pin cluster 3), pin cluster 1 
Relative-damage-demand = 0.175 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 5.721 
or 
" (pin cluster 3), pin cluster 2 
Relative-damage-demand = 0.175 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 5.721 
or 
" (pin cluster 4), pin cluster I 
Relative-damage-demand = 0.175 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 5.721 
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or 
" (pin cluster 4), pin cluster 2 
Relative_damage_demand = 0.175 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 5.721 
" The separateness of all the above failure scenarios is 1, stop the searching for 
cluster 3 or 4. Go back to search down cluster 10. 
" Search down cluster 10. 
" The corresponding structural ring is a just-stiff 3-link-ring: 
" Identify the child clusters of cluster 10, as cluster 1,2 and 9. 
" Cluster 9 is a Ref leaf, therefore, ignore it. 
" Both cluster 1, and 2 can form a ring with the Reference. 
" Both cluster I and 2 are leaves, so try to fail cluster 10 by introducing 
enough deterioration events into cluster 1 or 2. 
" Check the deterioration event required to cause failure in cluster 10, which 
is 1. 
" Take actions: 
" pin cluster 1 
Relative_damage_demand = 0.087 
Separateness = 0.946 
Vulnerability index = 10.82 
or 
" pin cluster 2 
Relative_damage_demand = 0.087 
Separateness = 0.946 
Vulnerability index = 10.82 
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" The separateness of both failure scenarios is not 1, so recluster the whole 
structure with the deteriorating event in it and start searching from the top 
cluster. 
" The new structure is: 
l 
and the new hierarchy is: 
10 
Ref. 
" Search from top, which is cluster 10. 
" The corresponding structural ring is a just-stiff 3-link-ring: 
" Identify the child clusters of cluster 10, as cluster 3,4 and 9. 
" Cluster 9 is a Ref-leaf, therefore, ignore it. 
" Cluster 3 and 4 can both form a ring with the Reference. 
" Cluster 3 and 4 are both leaves, so try to fail cluster 10 by introducing 
enough deterioration events into cluster 3 or 4. 
" Check the deterioration event required to cause failure in cluster 10, which 
is 1. 
" Take actions: 
" (pin cluster 1), pin cluster 3 
Relative_damage_demand = 0.175 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 5.721 
or 
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" (pin cluster 1), pin cluster 4 
Relative_damage_demand = 0.175 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 5.721 
or 
" (pin cluster 2), pin cluster 3 
Relative-damage-demand = 0.175 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 5.721 
or 
" (pin cluster 2), pin cluster 4 
Relative_damage_demand = 0.175 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 5.721 
The separateness of the above failure scenarios are all 1, therefore stop the search 
for cluster 10. 
" There are no more focus clusters, search completed. 
" There are four failure scenarios reach total failure which are- 
* pin cluster 1, pin cluster 3 
Relative_damage_demand = 0.175 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 5.721 
" pin cluster 1, pin cluster 4 
Relative-damage-demand = 0.175 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 5.721 
" pin cluster 2, pin cluster 3 
Relative-damage-demand = 0.175 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 5.721 
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0 pin cluster 2, pin cluster 4 
Relative-damage-demand = 0.175 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 5.721 
" The vulnerability index of the above failure scenario is the same so all the above 
failure scenarios are The Total Failure Scenario. 
The maximum failure scenario: 
In search of the maximum failure scenario, some possible failure scenarios are found 
which are listed in Table 3.5.6. To compare the vulnerability index of these failure 
scenarios, the vulnerability index of pinning member 1 or 4 is the largest. Therefore, 
the maximum failure scenario is to pin member 1 or 4 and by symmetric to pin member 
2or3. 








1 pin member 1 0.0874 0.946 10.82 
2 pin member 1 
pin member 3 
0.1748 1.0000 5.72 
3 pin member 4 0.0874 0.946 10.82 
4 pin member 5 0.1626 0.485 2.98 
5 pin member 8 0.1626 0.485 2.98 
6 pin member 1 
pin member 2 
0.1748 0.946 5.41 
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7 pin member 1 0.2500 0.946 3.78 
pin member 5 
8 pin member 1 0.2500 0.946 3.78 
pin member 8 
9 pin member 1 0.1748 1.0000 5.72 
pin member 4 
The results of the vulnerability analysis for Example 3.1 are listed in Table 3.5.7. This 
example is a symmetric structure, therefore some results are also symmetric. By 
following the step by step clustering formation, we can see that some decisions are 
made by "choose randomly" because of the symmetric structure. Therefore, the 
symmetric results have to be added in by the user to made up this "random" decision. 
Table 3.5.7 Vulnerability analysis results for Example 3.1 
Minimum Demand Failure Scenario The Minimum Failure Scenario 
To introduce a pin in To introduce a pin in 
member 1 member 7 
or member 2 or member 8 
or member 3 or member 5 
or member 4 or member 6 
Relative Damage Demand = 0.163 
Separateness = 0.485 
Vulnerability Index = 2.984 
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Total Failure Scenario The Maximum Failure Scenario 
To introduce a pin in To introduce a pin in member 1 
member I or 2 or member 4 
then introduce a pin in or member 2 
member 3 or 4 or member 3 
Relative Damage Demand = 0.175 Relative Damage Demand = 0.087 
Separateness = 1.0 Separateness = 0.946 
Vulnerability Index = 5.721 Vulnerability Index = 10.82 
Example 3.2: 
Example 3.2 shown in Figure 3.5.5 is a similar structure to Example 3.1. The cross- 
section of the members are uniform and are the same as that of Example 3.1. In this 
example, we particularly look into the result for the minimum failure scenario which is 
the least well-formed cluster. By inspection member 11 is the least well-formed cluster 
in the structure and this is what is given by the computer program. For this simple 
example, one may say by inspection the total failure scenario is to introduce a pin in 
member 11. SAVE gives us a result "to introduce a pin in member 4 then to introduce 
a pin in member I". To look into the result we may find that although to introduce a 
pin in member 11 will, in fact, lead the structure to total failure, it requires a larger 
damage demand than to introduce one pin in member 4 and another pin in member 1. 
The summary of cluster formation is shown in Figure 3.5.6. The hierarchical 
representation of the structure is shown in Figure 3.5.7. The results of the most 
vulnerable failure scenario are listed in Table 3.5.10. 
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Figure 3.5.5 Example 3.2 























Figure 3.5.7 Hierarchy of Example 3.2 
Table 3.5.8 Minimum damage demand of leaf clusters of Example 3.2 
cf. 
Cluster No. Min. Damage 
Demand 
Cluster No. Min. Damage 
Demand 
1 166.2 7 309.3 
2 166.2 8 309.3 
3 166.2 9 309.3 
4 166.2 10 309.3 
5 278.8 11 371.7 
6 278.8 
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1 pin member 4 
pin member 1 
0.1174 1.0 8.516 
2 pin member 1 0.0587 0.0968 1.648 
3 pin member 2 0.0587 0.1724 2.937 
4 pin member 3 0.0587 0.0968 1.648 
5 pin member 11 0.1313 1.0 7.617 
6 pin member 8 0.1092 0.2720 2.490 
7 pin member 10 0.1092 0.1724 1.579 
8 pin member 1 
pin member 5 
0.1572 1.0 6.362 
9 pin member 1 
pin member 2 
0.1174 1.0 8.516 
10 pin member 1 
pin member 3 
0.1174 1.0 8.516 
11 pin member 1 
pin member 11 
0.1900 1.0 5.263 
12 pin member 11 
pin member 5 
0.2297 1.0 4.352 
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13 pin member 1 0.1679 1.0 5.954 
pin member 8 
Table 3.5.10 Vulnerability analysis results for Example 3.2 
Minimum Demand Failure Scenario The Minimum Failure Scenario 
To damage 
member I To damage member 11. 
or member 2 
or member 3 Relative Damage Demand = 
0.1313 
or member 4 Separateness = 1.0 
vulnerability Index = 7.6171 
Total Failure Scenario The Maximum Failure Scenario 
To introduce a pin in Same as total failure scenario. 
member 4 or 3, 
then introduce a pin in 
member 1 or 2. 
Relative Damage Demand = 0.117 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability Index = 8.516 
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3.5.2 Frame structure 
Example 3.3: 
The structure of Example 3.3 is shown in Figure 3.5.8. This example is a reinforced 
concrete structure designed using BS8110. The details of the example are listed in 
Table 3.5.11,3.5.12,3.5.13. The cluster formation of the structure is presented in 
Figure 3.5.9, followed by the hierarchical presentation in Figure 3.5.10. Table 3.5.14, 
3.5.15 give information for vulnerability analysis, with the hierarchy, the results of 
vulnerability analysis can be worked out as listed in Table 3.5.16. 
4679 11 
12 





Figure 3.5.8 Example 3.3 
Table 3.5.1 1 Joint co-ordinate table of Example 3.3 




1 0.0 0. () 
2 0.0 4.0 
3 0.0 8.0 
4 3.0 0.0 
5 3.0 4.0 
6 3.0 8.0 
7 9.0 0.0 
8 9.0 4.0 
9 9.0 8.0 
10 13.0 0.0 
11 13.0 4.0 
12 13.0 8.0 
Table 3.5.12 Member properties table of Example 3.3 
Member End Joints End Fixit E A I 
No. Joint-1 Joint-2 Joint-1 Joint-2 (N/m2) (m2) (m4) 
1 1 2 1 1 28x 106 0.203 0.0034 
2 2 3 1 1 28x 106 0.203 0.0034 
3 2 5 1 1 28x 106 0.18 0.0054 
4 3 6 1 1 28X106 0.18 0.0054 
5 4 5 1 1 28x 106 0.203 0.0034 
6 5 6 1 1 28x 106 0.203 0.0034 
7 6 9 1 1 28x 106 0.18 0.0054 
8 7 8 1 1 28x 106 0.203 0.0034 
9 8 9 1 1 28x 106 0.203 0.0034 
10 8 11 1 1 28x 106 0.18 0.0054 
11 9 12 1 1 28X106 0.18 0.0054 
12 10 11 1 1 28X106 0.203 0.0034 
13 11 12 1 1 28x 106 0.203 0.0034 
Table 3.5.13 Constraint condition of Example 3.3 
Constraint No. Joint No. x 0 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 4 1 1 1 
3 7 1 1 1 
4 10 1 1 1 
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End of Stage I 
Figure 3.5.9 Cluster formation of Example 3.3 
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End of' Stage ll 






















Figure 3.5.10 Hierarchy of Example 3.3 
Table 3.5.14 Minimum damage demand of leaf clusters of Example 3.3 
Cluster No. Min. Damage 
Demand 
Cluster No. Mini. Damage 
Demand 
1 28.6 8 28.6 
2 28.6 9 28.6 
3 80.6 10 45.4 
4 80.6 11 45.4 
5 28.6 12 28.6 
6 28.6 13 28.6 
7 13.4 
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Table 3.5.15 Possible failure scenarios for the maximum failure scenario 
Failure Actions Relative damage Separateness Vulnerability 
Scenario demand index 
I cut member 5 0.302 1.0 3.31 
cut member 1 
cut member 12 
cut member 8 
2 cut member 5 0.076 0.002 0.027 
3 cut member 12 0.15 0.012 0.08 
cut member 8 
4 cut member 8 0.076 0.0005 0.064 
5 cut member 9 0.296 0.427 1.44 
cut member 11 
cut member 13 
cut member 10 
6 cut member 9 0.148 0.26 1.76 
cut member 10 
7 cut member 1 0.076 0.002 0.027 
8 cut member 2 0.356 0.573 1.61 
cut member 3 
cut member 6 
cut member 4 
9 cut member 6 0.178 0.34 1.91 
cut member 3 
10 cut member 5 0.23 1.0 4.35 
cut member 1 
cut member 
12 
in member 8 
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Table 3.5.16 Vulnerability analysis results for Example 3.3 
Minimum Demand Failure Scenario The Minimum Failure Scenario 
To damage To damage member 7. 
member 7. 
Relative Damage Demand = 0.0016 
Separateness = 0.0 
vulnerability Index = 0.0 
Total Failure Scenario The Maximum Failure Scenario 
To cut member 5 Same as total failure scenario. 
then cut member 1, 
then cut member 12, 
then pin member 8. 
Relative Damage Demand = 0.23 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability Index = 4.35 
3.5.3 Structure with mixed joints 
Example 3.4: 
This structure is a more practical structure which was designed using steel UBs. The 
joint of the structure is a mixture of pinned and fixed joints which is more realistic in 
engineering design. The search of the most vulnerable failure scenario is followed and 
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explained in detail. The structure is shown in Figure 3.5.11 and the detail of the 






Figure 3.5.11 Example 3.4 
Table 3.5.17 Joint co-ordinate table of Example 3.4 
2.5m 2.5m 2.5m 




1 0.0 0.0 
2 2.5 1.0 
3 2.9 0.0 
4 5.0 2.0 
5 5.8 0.0 
6 7.5 3.0 
7 7.9 2.0 
8 10.0 4.0 
9 20.0 0.0 
10 12.5 3.0 
11 12.1 2.0 
12 15.0 2.0 
13 14.2 0.0 
14 17.5 1.0 
15 17.1 0.0 
4m 
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Table 3.5.18 Constraint condition of Example 3.4 











Table 3.5.19 Member properties table of Example 3.4 
Member End Joints End Fixity E A I 
No. Joint-1 Joint-2 Joint-1 Joint-2 (N/m2) (m2) (m4) 
1 1 2 0 1 210x 106 3.12x 10-3 309x 10-8 
2 1 3 0 1 210x 106 1.87x 10-3 117x 10-8 
3 2 3 0 0 210x106 1.07x10-3 48.3x10-8 
4 2 4 1 1 210x 106 3.12x 10-3 309x 10-8 
5 3 4 0 0 210x 106 1.07x 10-3 48.3x 10-8 
6 3 5 1 0 210x 106 1.87x 10-3 117x 10-8 
7 4 5 0 0 210x 106 1.07x 10-3 48.3x 10-8 
8 4 6 1 210x 106 3.12x 10-3 309x 10-8 
9 6 7 0 
HO 
210x106 1.07x10-3 48.3x10-8 
10 5 7 0 1 210x 106 1.07x 10-3 48.3x 10-8 
11 6 8 1 0 210x106 3.12x10-3 309x10-8 
12 7 8 1 0 210x 106 1.07x 10-3 48.3x 10-8 
13 8 10 0 1 210x 106 3.12x 10-3 309x 10-8 
14 8 11 0 1 210x 106 1.07x 10-3 48.3x 10-8 
15 10 11 0 0 210x 106 1.07x 10-3 48.3x 10-8 
16 10 12 1 1 210x 106 3.12x 10-3 309x 10-8 
17 11 13 1 0 210x 106 1.07x 10-3 48.3x 10-8 
18 12 13 0 0 210x 106 1.07x 10-3 48.3x 10-8 
19 5 13 0 0 210x 106 1.87x 10-3 117x 10-8 
20 12 14 1 1 210x 106 3.12x 10-3 309x 10-8 
21 12 15 0 0 210x 106 1.07x 10-3 48.3x 10-8 
22 13 15 0 1 210x 106 1.87x 10-3 117x 10-8 
23 14 15 0 0 210x 106 1.07x 10-3 48.3x 10-8 
24 14 9 1 0 210x 106 3.12x 10-3 309x 10-8 
25 9 15 0 1 210x 106 1.87x 10-3 117x 10-8 
26 4 7 0 0 210x106 1.07x10-3 48.3x10-8 
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End of Stage 11 End of Stage II I 
Figure 3.5.12 Cluster Formation of Example : 3.4 
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Note: The shaded clusters are primitive clusters. 
Figure 3.5.13 Hierarchy for Example 3.4 
Identification of the most vulnerable failure scenarios: 
The minimum demand failure scenario: 
QI : D4 
The minimum damage demand of all leaf clusters of Example 3.4 are listed in Table 
3.5.20. The minimum demand failure scenario is to introduced a pin in member 19 
which required the least effort. 
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Table 3.5.20 Minimum damage demand of all leaf clusters of Example 3.4 
Cluster No. Min. Damage 
Demand 
Cluster No. Min. Damage 
Demand 
1 0.39 15 0.15 
2 0.14 16 0.39 
3 0.15 17 0.06 
4 0.39 18 0.08 
5 0.06 19 0.008 
6 0.14 20 0.39 
7 0.08 21 0.06 
8 0.39 22 0.14 
9 0.15 23 0.15 
10 0.06 24 0.39 
11 0.39 25 0.14 
12 0.06 26 0.06 
13 0.39 27 0.06 
14 0.06 
The minimum failure scenario: 
By searching down the hierarchy, leaf cluster 19 (i. e. member 19) is the last one join in 
the hierarchy. Therefore the minimum failure scenario is to damage member 19. 
The total failure scenario: 
The process of searching for total failure scenario is in below: 
Note: the cluster number in bold is for the clusters in the original hierarchy, the cluster number not in 
bold is for the clusters in the most up to date hierarchy. 
" Start the search from the top, i. e. cluster 44. 
0 The corresponding structural ring is an over-stiff 2-link-ring: 
" Identify the child clusters of cluster 44, as cluster 43 and 28. 
" Cluster 28 is a reference leaf, therefore, 
0 Ignore cluster 28 . 
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" Search down cluster 43. 
" The corresponding structural ring is a just-stiff 3-link-ring: 
" Identify the child clusters of cluster 43, as cluster 40,19 and 42. 
" Cluster 40 and 42 can both form a ring with the Reference, search down 
both clusters in turn. 
" Cluster 19 cannot form a ring or an overlap with the Reference, ignore 
cluster 19. 
" Search down cluster 42. 
" The corresponding structural ring is an over-stiff 2-link-ring: 
" Identify the child clusters of cluster 42, as cluster 41 and 17. 
" Cluster 41 can form a ring with the Reference. 
" Cluster 41 is a branch cluster, search down cluster 41. 
" Cluster 17 cannot form a ring or an overlap with the Reference , 
ignore 
cluster 17. 
" Search down cluster 41. 
" The corresponding structural ring is a just-stiff 2-link-ring: 
" Identify the child clusters of cluster 41, as cluster 34 and 38. 
" Both cluster 34 and 38 cannot form a ring or an overlap with the 
Reference, choose cluster 41 as the focus cluster, absorb all other clusters 
into the Reference. 
" Cluster 41 is the focus cluster, the new structure is: 
i. e. 
" Search down cluster 41. 
" The corresponding structural ring is a just-stiff 2-link-ring: 
0 Identify the child clusters of cluster 41, aºs cluster 34 and 38. 
0 Both cluster 34 and 38 can form a ring with the Reference, search down 
both clusters in turn. 
" Search down cluster 38. 
" The corresponding structural ring is an over-stiff 3-link-ring: 
" Identify the child clusters of cluster 38, as cluster 37,13 and 14. 
" Cluster 37,13 and 14 cannot form a ring or an overlap with the Reference. 
choose cluster 38 as the focus cluster, absorb all other clusters into the 
Reference. 
0 Cluster 38 is the focus cluster, the new structure is: 
i. e. 








ýý Q 513 
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" Search down cluster 38. 
The corresponding structural ring is an over-stiff 3-link-ring: 
" Identify the child clusters of cluster 38, as cluster 37,13 and 14. 
" Cluster 37,13 and 14 can form a ring with the Reference. 
" Cluster 37 is a branch, come back to search down it after the search for 
cluster 13,14. 
" Cluster 13,14 are leaf clusters, so try to fail cluster 38 by introducing 
enough deterioration events into cluster 13 , 14. 
" Check the deterioration event required to cause failure in cluster 38, which 
is 2. There is 2 inherited events from the Root cluster (for more detail 
about how to calculate inherited events, see Yu, 1997). The total 
deteriorating event required is 2+2 = 4. 
" Take actions: 
note: if it is required to form 2 pins in one member, try one pin first because 
if the pin makes 3 pins on same line, that pin equivalent to 2 deterioration 
events. 
"2 pins in cluster 14, pin cluster 13 
Relative_damage_demand = 0.00044 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 2273 
"2 pins in cluster 14,2 pins Cluster 13 
Relative_damage_demand = 0.0008 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 1250 
" cut cluster 14, pin cluster 13 
Relative_daniage_denuind = 0.028 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 35.9 
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" cut cluster 13, pin cluster 14 
Relative-damage-demand = 0.087 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 11.49 
" The separateness of all the above failure scenario is I, stop the searching 
for cluster 13,14. Go back to search down cluster 37 . 
" Search down cluster 37. 
" The corresponding structural ring is a just-stiff 3-link-ring: 
" Identify the child clusters of cluster 37, as cluster 15,16 and 27. 
" Cluster 16 and 27 can form a ring with the Reference. 
" Cluster 15 cannot form a ring or an overlap with the Reference, ignore it. 
" Cluster 16 , 27 are leaf clusters, so try to 
fail cluster 37 by introducing 
enough deterioration events into cluster 16 , 27. 
" Check the deterioration event required to cause failure in cluster 37, which 
is I. There are together 3 inherited events from the Root cluster and cluster 
38. The total deteriorating event required is 1+3 = 4. 
" Take actions: 
" cut cluster 16, pin cluster 27 
Relative-damage-demand = 0.087 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 11.49 
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" The separateness of the above failure scenario is 1, stop the searching for 
cluster 37 . 
Go back to search down cluster 34 . 
" Search down cluster 34. 
" The corresponding structural ring is an over-stiff 3-link-ring: 
" Identify the child clusters of cluster 34, as cluster 33,18 and 22. 
" Cluster 33 can form a ring with the Reference, search down cluster 33. 
" Cluster 18 and 22 cannot form a ring or an overlap with the Reference, 
ignore them. 
" Search down cluster 33. 
" The corresponding structural ring is an over-stiff 3-link-ring: 
" Identify the child clusters of cluster 33, as cluster 32,20 and 21. 
" Cluster 32,20 and 21 cannot form a ring or an overlap with the Relercnec, 
choose cluster 33 as the focus cluster, absorb all other clusters into the 
Reference. 
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" Cluster 33 is the focus cluster, the new structure is: 







z 4Q- 32 20 21 
" Search down cluster 33. 
0 The corresponding structural ring is an over-stiff 3-link-ring: 
" Identify the child clusters of cluster 33, as cluster 32,20 and 21. 
0 Cluster 32,20 and 21 can form it ring with the Reference. 




21 are leaf clusters, so try to fail cluster 33 by introducing 
enough deterioration events into cluster 20 , 
21. 
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Check the deterioration event required to cause failure in cluster 33, which 
is 2. There is 2 inherited events from the Root cluster. The total 
deteriorating event required is 2+2 = 4. 
" Take actions: 
" cut cluster 20, pin cluster 21 
Relative-damage-demand = 0.087 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 11.49 
" The separateness of all the above failure scenario is 1, stop the searching 
for cluster 20,21. Go back to search down cluster 32 . 
" Search down cluster 32. 
" The corresponding structural ring is a just-stiff 3-link-ring: 
" Identify the child clusters of cluster 32, as cluster 23,24 and 25. 
" Cluster 24 and 25 can form a ring with the Reference. 
" Cluster 23 cannot form a ring or an overlap with the Reference, ignore it. 
" Cluster 24 , 25 are leaf clusters, so try to 
fail cluster 32 by introducing 
enough deterioration events into cluster 24 , 25. 
" Check the deterioration event required to cause failure in Cluster 32, which 
is I. There are together 3 inherited events from the Root cluster and cluster 
33. The total deteriorating event required is l+3 = 4. 
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Take actions: 
note: if it is required to form 2 pins in one member, try one pin first because 
if the pin makes 3 pins on same line, that pin equivalent to 2 deterioration 
events. 
"2 pin in cluster 24, pin cluster 25 
Relative_damage_demand = 0.000814 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 1229 
"2 pin in cluster 24,2 pin cluster 25 
Relative_damage_demand = 0.00094 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 1063.8 
" cut cluster 24, pin cluster 25 
Relative_damage_demand = 0.087 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 11.48 
" The separateness of all the above failure scenario is 1, stop the searching for cluster 
32. Go back to search down cluster 40 by following exactly the same procedure as 
search cluster 42. Because the structure is symmetric, the failure scenarios are 
symmetric as well. 
" There are no more focus clusters, search completed. 
" There are 18 failure scenarios reach total failure which are: 
"2 pin in cluster 14, pin cluster 13 
Relative_damage_demand = 0.00044 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 2273 
"2 pin in cluster 14,2 pin cluster 13 
Relative-damage-demand = 0.0008 
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Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 1250 
" cut cluster 14, pin cluster 13 
Relative-damage-demand = 0.028 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 35.9 
" cut cluster 13, pin cluster 14 
Relative-damage-demand = 0.087 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 11.49 
0 cut cluster 16, pin cluster 27 
Relative-damage-demand = 0.087 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index= 11.49 
" cut cluster 20, pin cluster 21 
Relative_damage_demand = 0.087 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 11.49 
02 pin in cluster 24, pin cluster 25 
Relative_damage_demand = 0.000814 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 1229 
"2 pin in cluster 24,2 pin cluster 25 
Relative-damage-demand = 0.00094 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 1063.8 
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" cut cluster 24, pin cluster 25 
Relative_damage_demand = 0.087 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 11.48 
" And the symmetry failure scenarios of the above 9 failure scenarios 
" The Total Failure Scenario is: 
"2 pin in cluster 14, pin cluster 13 
Relative_damage_demand = 0.00044 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 2273 
"2 pin in cluster 12, pin cluster 11 
Relative_damage_demand = 0.00044 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability index = 2273 
The maximum failure scenario: 
The possible failure scenario for maximum failure scenario are listed in Table 3.5.21. 
By comparing the vulnerability index of these failure scenarios, the maximum failure 
scenario is found as introducing two pins in member 14 and then introducing a pin in 
member 13. By symmetric, to introduce two pins in member 12 and then introduce a 
pin in member 11 is also the maximum failure scenario. In this example, the maximum 
failure scenario is the same as total failure scenario. 
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Table 3.5.21 Possible failure scenarios for the maximum failure scenario 
Failure Actions Relative damage Separateness Vulnerability 
Scenario demand index 
1 2 pins in 0.00092 1.0 1084.5 
member 25, 
then 2 pins in 
member 24. 
2 pins in 
2 member 14, 0.00044 1.0 2272 
pin member 
13 
2 pins in 
3 member 12, 0.00044 1.0 2272 
pin member 
11 
4 pin member 27, 0.087 1.0 11.49 
cut member 16. 
5 pin member 26, 0.087 1.0 11.49 
cut member 8, 
pin member 9. 
2 pins in 
6 member 2, 0.00092 1.0 1084.5 
then 2 pins in 
member 1. 
7 2 pins in 0.00063 0.257 407.1 
member 25, 
pin member 24, 
pin member 21. 
2 pins in 
8 member 25, 0.00007 0.284 407.1 
pin member 24, 
pin member 18, 
pin member 21. 
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Results of vulnerability analysis: 
Table 3.5.22 Vulnerability analysis results for Example 3.4 
Minimum Demand Failure Scenario The Minimum Failure Scenario 
To introduce a pin in To introduce a pin in 
member 19. member 19. 
Relative Damage Demand = 7x10"6 
Separateness = 0.0 
Vulnerability Index = 0.0 
Total Failure Scenario The Maximum Failure Scenario 
To form 2 pins in member 14, same as Total Failure Scenario. 
then pin member 13, 
or to form 2 pins in member 12, 
then pin member 11. 
Relative Damage Demand = 0.00044 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability Index = 2273 
3.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter, the data input, data output, data structure and algorithm of the 
improved computer program SAVE has been introduced. There are altogether four 
modules in SAVE. They are: 
" Data Input, 
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" Data Preparation and Preliminary Calculation, 
" Hierarchy Formation, 
" Search for the Most Vulnerable Failure Scenarios. 
The algorithm of the search for total failure scenario and maximum failure scenario has 
been greatly improved. The improved algorithm provides a more complete search, 
always use the most up to date hierarchy and has a special treatment for structures 
with a mixture of types of joint. The computer program SAVE ( Structural Analysis for 
Vulnerability Estimate) has also been improved using the new improved algorithm. 
In order to create a graphical user interface for SAVE, some graphical functions have 
been developed. These graphical functions include: 
" drawing the structure, 
" drawing the cluster formation procedures, 
" drawing the hierarchical presentation, 
" drawing the most vulnerable failure scenario in the structure. 
The detail of data input for all these graphical functions have been introduced and the 
algorithms have been explained by a group of flowcharts. 
Different types of examples have been used to test SAVE as a workable program. 
Different modules of the program have been clearly traced in the examples to help 
understand how the program works. 
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Chapter 4 
Structural Vulnerability Analysis With Structural 
Response Analysis 
4.1 Objectives 
The objectives of this chapter are to: 
" describe a method for integrating structural vulnerability analysis with structural 
response analysis; 
" illustrate the combination of these two analyses with three examples. 
4.2 Introduction 
As mentioned in previous chapters, structural vulnerability theory derives from 
considering the form of the structure system and this stems from its internal 
configuration. It is a theory for finding the weakest links in the structure for any load. 
It is not an action-related vulnerability. However, all structural systems operate under 
particular loading conditions. Thus after the form of the structure is fully investigated, 
the structure should be checked under various loading conditions to make the analysis 
complete and more practically applicable. 
The idea of combining structural vulnerability analysis with standard structural 
response analysis is based on the need to connect vulnerable failure scenario with 
specific loading actions. The analysis procedure for combination of structural 
vulnerability analysis with structural response analysis is developed in this chapter. 
Three examples are presented to illustrate the analysis procedure. 
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4.3 Combination of Structural Vulnerability Analysis with 
Standard Structural Response Analysis 
4.3.1 Standard structural response analysis 
The standard structural response analysis can be carried out by hand or more easily 
using any one of a commercial software packages. In this research, a structural force 
analysis program developed by Dr. N. J. Woodman at Bristol University has been used 
The structure will be checked against limit states. According to BS5950 and BS8110, 
the design of each individual member or section of a member must satisfy two separate 
criteria: the ultimate limit-state, which ensures that the probability of failure is 
acceptably low; and the limit-state of serviceability, which ensures satisfactory 
behaviour under service (i. e. working) loads. However with certain types of structure 
and in special circumstances other limit-state criteria may have to be considered (e. g. 
fatigue, durability, fire resistance etc. ) (Reynolds, C. E. and Steedman, J. C., 1988). 
As the following examples are purely for illustration, only the ultimate limit stage and 
serviceability limit states will be checked. 
4.3.2 Analysis procedure 
The analysis procedure is: 
1) Perform the structural vulnerability analysis with SAVE to identify vulnerable failure 
scenarios. 
2) Identify how the initial deteriorating event might occur, either through an external 
hazard (e. g. a terrorist attack) or through a standard loading combination. 
3) Suppose the initial deteriorating event has happened so that the structure has been 
damaged in a specific way. 
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4) Check the damaged structure under some possible loading combination. Identify if 
further deteriorating events might occur so that the structure progressively collapses or 
"unzips" without any further loading action. 
4.3.3 Loading combination 
In the following examples, the damaged structures will be checked under four different 
loading combination. These four types of loading combinations are: 
" 1.2 dead load + 1.2 imposed load +1.2 wind load; 
" 1.0 dead load + 1.4 wind load; 
" 1.4 dead load + 1.6 imposed load; 
" 1.0 dead load. 
Of course, an individual engineer who carries out such an analysis might want to 
check the damaged structure under different loading which seems unfavourable for the 
structure, as is considered more likely to happen or to be of specific interested to 
him/her. 
4.4 Examples 
Some examples used in the previous chapter are used here to demonstrate the analysis 
procedure. 
Example 4.1: 
The structure of Example 4.1 is the same as Example 3.4 in Chapter 3. The structure is 
shown again in Figure 4.4.1. The frames are at 5 metre centres. Refer to Chapter 3 for 
more details about the structure and the vulnerability analysis of the structure. The 






Figure 4.4.1 Example 4.1 
Table 4.4.1 Vulnerability analysis results for Example 4.1 
4m 
Minimum Demand Failure Scenario The Minimum Failure Scenario 
To introduce a pin in To introduce a pin in 
member 19. member 19 
Relative Damage Demand = 7x10"6 
Separateness = 0.0 
Vulnerability Index = 0.0 
Total Failure Scenario The Maximal Failure Scenario 
To form 2 pins in member 14, same as Total Failure Scenario. 
then pin member 13, 
or to form 2 pins in member 12, 
then pin member 11. 
Relative Damage Demand = 0.00044 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability Index = 2273 
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According to the results in Table 4.4.1, there are two cases of initial failure to be 
considered. Case 1 is to form a pin in member 19 which is the initial failure of the 
minimum demand scenario and the minimum failure scenario. While Case 2 is to form 
two pins in member 14 which is the initial failure of the total failure scenario and the 
maximum failure scenario. 
In Case I( forming a pin in member 19), the damaged structure is shown in Figure 
4.4.2. 













6 19 - 25 
Figure 4.4.3 Damaged structure in Case 2 (Example 4.1) 
The results of the consequent failures in Case I and 2 under different combinations of 
loading are listed in Table 4.4.2. 
Table 4.4.2 Results of combination analysis for Example 4.1 
Loadings Case I 
(pin member 19) 
Case 2 
(2 pins in member 14) 
1.2 Dead load + 1.2 Imposed OK. Member 13,16 will fail 
load +1.2 Wind load because the moment at 
support does not satisfy 
ultimate limit state. 
1.0 Dead load +1.4 Wind OK. Member 13,16 will fail 
load because the moment at 
support does not satisfy 
ultimate limit state. 
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1.4 Dead load +1.6 Imposed OK. Member 13,16 will fail 
load because the moment at 
support does not satisfy 
ultimate limit state. 
Member 27 will fail 
because the compression 
does not satisfy ultimate 
limit state. 
1.0 Dead load OK. Member 13,16 will fail 
because the moment at 
support does not satisfy 
ultimate limit state. 
From the above results, in Case I where Member 19 has been damaged through an 
initial deteriorating event, all the other elements of the structure still satisfy both the 
ultimate state limit and serviceability state limit under all patterns of loadings, i. e. the 
structure will not have progressive damage. However in Case 2 where Member 14 has 
been damaged through an initial deteriorating event then Member 13 will fail under all 
patterns of loading because the bending moment at support (node 10) will exceed the 
lateral torsional buckling resistance moment of the member. The failure of Member 13 
will then turn the structure into a mechanism, i. e. lead to total failure of the structure. 
It is worth pointing out that the damage of Member 14 will lead to progressively 
collapse of the whole structure under 1.0 Dead load which means that the failure of 
Member 14 will trigger the failure of the whole structure. 
Example 4.2: 
The structure of Example 4.2 is the same as Example 3.3 in Chapter 3. The structure is 
shown in Figure 4.4.4. The frames are at 4 metre centres. Details of the structure and 
the vulnerability analysis are given in Chapter 3. The results of structural vulnerability 
analysis are listed again in Table 4.4.3. 
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Figure 4.4.4 Example 4.2 
Table 4.4.3 Vulnerability analysis results for Example 4.2 
Minimum Demand Failure Scenario The Minimum Failure Scenario 
To damage member 7. To damage member 7. 
Relative Damage Demand = 0.0016 
Separateness = 0.0 
vulnerability Index = 0.0 
Total Failure Scenario The Maximum Failure Scenario 
To cut member 5, Same as total failure scenario. 
then cut member 1, 
then cut member 12, 
then pin member 8. 
Relative Damage Demand = 0.23 
Separateness = 1.0 
Vulnerability Index = 4.35 
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According to the results in Table 4.4.3, there are two cases of initial failure that need 
to be considered. Case I is to form a pin in member 7 which is the initial failure of 
minimum demand scenario and the minimum failure scenario. While Case 2 is to cut 
member 5 which is the initial failure of the total failure scenario and the maximum 
failure scenario. 
In Case 1( forming a pin in member 7), the damaged structure is shown in Figure 
4.4.5. 
Figure 4.4.5 Damaged structure in Case I (Example 4.2) 
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In Case 2( cutting member 5), the damaged structure is shown in Figure 4.4.6. 
Figure 4.4.6 Damaged structure in Case 2 (Example 4.2) 
The results of the consequence failure in Case I and 2 under different combination of 
loading are listed in Table 4.4.4. 
Table 4.4.4 Results of combination analysis for Example 4.2 
Loadings Case I 
(pin member 7) 
Case 2 
(cut member 5) 
1.2 Dead load + 1.2 Imposed Member 4,7,11 will fail The whole structure will 
load +1.2 Wind load because bending moment fail because the moment 
at support does not at the support of all 
satisfy ultimate limit state. members does not satisfy 
ultimate limit state. 
1.0 Dead load +I. 4 Wind OK. Member 1,2,3,4,9,12 
load will fail because the 
tllomellt at Support does 




1.4 Dead load +1.6 Imposed Member 4,7,11 will fail The whole structure will 
load because bending moment fail because moment at 
at support does not support of all members 
satisfy ultimate limit state. does not satisfy ultimate 
limit state. 
1.0 Dead load OK. Member 1,2,3,9,12 will 
fail because moment at 
support does not satisfy 
ultimate limit stage. 
From the above results, in Case 1 when the initial deteriorating event of the minimum 
demand failure scenario and the minimum failure scenario occurs, i. e. forming a pin in 
Member 7, Member 4,7,11 will fail under the combination of 1.2 Dead load + 1.2 
Imposed load +1.2 Wind load or 1.4 Dead load + 1.6 Imposed load because the 
bending moment at support (node 6 and 9) will exceed the bending moment resistance 
of the member. In Case 2, When the initial deteriorating event of the total failure 
scenario and the maximum failure scenario occurs, i. e. cutting member 5, then most of 
the structure will fail under dead load. And the whole structure will be brought down 
under all other combinations of loading because the bending moment at all supports 
will exceed the bending moment resistance of the member. It is interesting to know 
that the initial deteriorating event of the total failure scenario and the maximum failure 
scenario will trigger progressively collapse of most of the structure. 
Example 4.3: 
The structure of Example 4.3 is same as Example 2.1 in Chapter 2. The structure is 
shown again in Figure 4.4.7. The frames are at 6 metre centres. More details about the 
structure is given in Chapter 2. The results of structural vulnerability analysis are 
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Table 4.4.5 Vulnerability analysis results for Example 4.3 
Minimum Demand Failure Scenario The Minimum Failure Scenario 
To damage To damage member 23. 
member 13 
or member 17. 
Relative Damage Demand = 0.004 
Separateness =0 
vulnerability Index =0 
Total Failure Scenario The Maximum Failure Scenario 
To pin member 19, To introduce 2 pins in member 21, 
then pin member 23. then pin member 22. 
Relative Damage Demand = 0.008 Relative Damage Demand = 0.001 
Separateness = 1.0 Separateness = 0.986 
Vulnerability Index = 130.3 Vulnerability Index = 803 
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According to the results in Table 4.4.5, there are five cases of initial deteriorating 
events that need to be considered. Case 1 is to form a pin in member 13 which is the 
initial deteriorating event of the minimum demand scenario. Case 2 is to form a pin in 
member 17 which is an alternative initial event of the minimum demand failure 
scenario. Case 3 is to form a pin in member 23 which is the initial event of the 
minimum failure scenario. Case 4 is to form a pin in member 19 which is the initial 
deteriorating event of the total failure scenario. Case 5 is to form 2 pins in member 21 
which is the initial deteriorating event of the maximum failure scenario. 
The damaged structures of the above five cases are shown in Figure 4.4.8 to Figure 
4.4.12. 
Figure 4.4.8 Damaged structure in Case 1 (Example 4.3) 
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Figure 4.4.9 Damaged structure in Case 2 (Example 4.3) 
Figure 4.4.10 Damaged structure in Case 3 (Example 4.3) 
Figure 4.4.11 Damaged structure in Case 4 (Example 4.3) 
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Figure 4.4.12 Damaged structure in Case 5 (Example 4.3) 
The results of the consequence failures in Case I to 5 under different combinations of 
loading are listed in Table 4.4.6. 
Table 4.4.6 Results of combination analysis for Example 4.3 
Loading Case I Case 2 
(pin member 13) (pin member 17) 
1.2 Dead load + 1.2 Imposed OK. OK. 
load +1.2 Wind load 
1.0 Dead load +1.4 Wind Member 8,10,12,14,18 will OK. 
load fail because the moment 
does not satisfy the ultimate 
limit state. 
1.4 Dead load +1.6 Imposed Member 4,8,10,12,14,18 Member 14,16,18,21,22 
load will fail because the moment will fail because the 
does not satisfy the ultimate moment does not satisfy 
limit state. the ultimate limit state. 
1.0 Dead load OK. OK. 
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Loading Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 
(pin member (pin member (2 pins in member 21) 
23) 19) 
1.2 Dead load + 1.2 Imposed OK. OK. Member 18,22 will fail 
load +1.2 Wind load because the moment 
does not satisfy the 
ultimate limit state. 
1.0 Dead load +1.4 Wind OK. OK. Member 14,18,22 will 
load fail because the moment 
does not satisfy the 
ultimate limit state. 
1.4 Dead load +1.6 Imposed OK. OK. Member 14,18,22 will 
load fail because the moment 
does not satisfy the 
ultimate limit state. 
1.0 Dead load OK. OK. Member 14,8,22 will 
fail because the moment 
does not satisfy the 
ultimate limit state. 
In Case 1, when the initial deteriorating event of the minimum demand failure scenario 
occurs, i. e. pinning Member 13, Members 8,10,12,14,18 will fail under the loading 
combination of 1.0 Dead load + 1.4 Wind load because the moment at support (node 
6,7 and 9) will exceed the lateral torsional buckling resistance moment of the member. 
The failure of these members will then bring the whole roof down. Also in Case 1, 
Members 4,8,10,12,14,18 will fail under loading combination of 1.4 Dead load + 1.6 
Imposed load because the bending moment at support (node 4,6,7,9) will exceed the 
lateral torsional buckling resistance moment of the member. The failure of these 
members will bring the whole roof down. In another word, after the initial 
deteriorating event of minimum demand failure scenario occurs, the roof of the 
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structure is in potential failure in a windy condition or under excessive imposed load. 
The structure is fine under the loading combination of 1.2 Dead load + 1.2 Imposed 
load + 1.2 Wind load or 1.0 Dead load. 
In Case 2, when the alternative initial deteriorating event of the minimal demand failure 
scenario occurs, i. e. pinning Member 17, Members 14,16,18,21,22 will fail under 
the loading combination of 1.4 Dead load + 1.6 Imposed load because the bending 
moment at support (node 9,11,12) will exceed the lateral torsional buckling resistance 
moment of the member. The failure of Member 21 and 22 will lead to the collapse of 
the whole roof. In another word, the roof of the structure is in potential danger under 
excessive imposed load. The structure is fine in Case 2 under other loading 
combinations. 
In Case 3, when the initial deteriorating event of the minimum failure scenario occurs, 
i. e. pinning member 23, all the other elements of the structure will still satisfy the 
ultimate limit state and serviceability limit state under all patterns of loading 
combinations. 
In Case 4, when the initial deteriorating event of the total failure scenario occurs, i. e. 
pinning member 19, all the other elements of the structure will still satisfy the ultimate 
limit state and serviceability limit state under all pattern of loading combinations. 
In Case 5, when the initial deteriorating event of the maximum failure scenario occurs, 
i. e. forming 2 pins in member 21, under all patterns of loading combinations, Members 
18 and 22 will fail because the bending moment at support (node 12) will exceed the 
lateral torsional buckling resistance moment of the member. The failure of Member 22 
will then lead to the collapse of the whole roof. The result of this analysis shows that 
the initial deteriorating event of the maximum failure scenario actually triggers the 
failure of the whole roof of the structure. 
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The examples above show that some initial deteriorating event of vulnerable failure 
scenario will lead to very severe progressively collapse under particular loading 
combinations. 
4.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter, a new analysis method which combines structural vulnerability analysis 
with structural response analysis has been introduced. The analysis procedure is: firstly 
perform structural vulnerability analysis with SAVE and find the most vulnerable failure 
scenarios for the structure, assume an initial deteriorating event of the most vulnerable 
failure scenario happens and then check the damaged structure under different 
combinations of possible loading to find out whether other members of the structure 
will be damaged under loading. 
Three examples have been used to demonstrate the analysis procedure. The damaged 
structures have been checked under different combination of dead load, imposed load 
and wind load and the results have been listed. The results show that in some cases, the 
initial deteriorating event of the structure will lead to some other members to be 
damaged as the forces are redistributed within the structure and this may even lead to a 
total failure of the structure. Of course an interested reader may carry on the analysis 
to find out what will happen for a structure under loading after all these damage events 
(including the initial deteriorating event and the damaged made by loading in the above 
analysis) have happened to find out some interesting and helpful results for a specific 
project. 
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Part III Theory of Three Dimensional Structural 
Vulnerability Analysis 
Chapter 5 
Theory of 3D Structural Vulnerability Analysis 
5.1 Objectives 
The objectives of this chapter are to: 
" present a new theory of three dimensional structural vulnerability analysis, the 
purpose of which is to identify the most vulnerable part or parts of three 
dimensional structural systems; 
" develop a graphical representation for three dimensional structural system; 
" define the concept of 3D structural round, introduce different kind of structural 
rounds and the string pattern of structure round; 
" review the concept of well-formedness as a measure of the form of a structural 
system, introduce the concept of tightness and structural tightness, introduce the 
calculation of well-formedness of a joint, basic structural round and 3D structural 
cluster; 
" introduce the computer program to calculate the well-formedness of basic structural 
round and use four sets of examples to test it as a workable program; 
" introduce the concept of 3D structural cluster, define the cluster criteria and 
different stages of cluster formation. Illustrate the cluster formation step by step 
with an example; 
" represent a 3D structural system in the form of hierarchy; 
" develop the deterioration hierarchy of structural round (DHSRd), define failure 
scenario of a structural round, introduce the representation of failure scenario of a 
3D structural system; 
" define five different types of most vulnerable failure scenarios and introduce the 
identification of these vulnerable failure scenario; 
" illustrate 3D structural vulnerability analysis step by step with an example. 
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5.2 Introduction 
The theory of three dimensional structural vulnerability analysis will be introduced in 
this chapter. This theory is an entirely new theory derived from the 2D structural 
vulnerability theory. The purpose of the theory is to identify the most vulnerable part 
or parts of three dimensional structural systems. 
A three dimensional structural system is more complicated than a two dimensional 
structural system. For some simple 2D structural system, the weakest link can be 
identified by the engineer's experience without using an elaborate theory. However 
this is not as likely for a 3D structural system because of its complexity. Therefore, 
from a practical point of view, a 3D theory will be obviously more useful. 
The three dimensional structural vulnerability analysis theory is developed from the 
two dimensional structural vulnerability theory introduced in Chapter 2. The main 
analysis procedure and some definitions are similar to the 2D definitions. However, 
some new definition, concepts and measure are required and are introduced in this 
chapter. 
Graph theory is the fundamental mathematics tool for 3D theory but it is used in a 
slightly different way from the 2D theory. New concepts of a link and how it should be 
represented in a 3D structure are introduced. 
Once the graph model has been set up, the concept of structural round will be defined. 
Some basic structural rounds and other types of structural round which will appear in 
the higher level of description are introduced. 
Well-formedness is one of the fundamental concept in 3D theory as it is in 2D theory. 
It is the measure of the well-formedness of the structure. The measure of well- 
formedness of basic structural round and 3D structural cluster is introduced and an 
example is given to illustrate the calculation. A computer program have been written to 
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calculate the well-formedness of basic structural round. Some tests are presented as 
checks on the validity of the program. 
Cluster formation is the main procedure in 3D analysis. The objects of a structural 
system should be fused, step by step, to form a single cluster which represents the 
whole system. An example is given to shown this clustering. The hierarchical 
representation of the 3D structural system is also presented. 
The hierarchy of the structural system is then used to identify the most vulnerable 
failure scenarios. The concepts of the most vulnerable failure scenario from different 
aspects are introduced. Some variables and concepts used to identify these vulnerable 
failure scenario are introduced. The identification of the most vulnerable failure 
scenario is explained. An example is shown in the end of the chapter to demonstrate 
how to perform the 3D vulnerability analysis step by step. 
5.3 The graph representation of a 3D structural system 
5.3.1 Graph theory 
The graph theory introduced in this section is different from that in Chapter 2, which 
will be especially suitable for the application in three dimensional structural 
vulnerability theory. The basic concepts of graph theory in this Section are developed 
from that of Christofides (1975) , Wilson & Beineke (1979) and Swamy 
& 
Thulasiraman (1981). Graph theory forms the mathematical foundation for 3D 
structural vulnerability theory. 
A graph is defined as a pair G= (N, L), where N is a finite set of elements called nodes 
and L is a finite set of two-end or three-end links joining all or some of these nodes. 
Each link is identified with two or three nodes. The link is denoted as 1, = (n;, nj, nk), 
where n;, n;, nk are the three-end nodes of link lm or lk =(n;, n; ), where n;, nj are the 
two-end nodes of lk. For more details about the graph which has only two-end links, 
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refer to Section 2.3.1. In this Section, only the graph with three-end links is discussed. 
If the links have a direction, which is usually shown by an arrow, the graph G is called 
a directed or an oriented graph. Otherwise G is called an undirected or a non-oriented 




Figure 5.3.1 Example of a graph G 
For graph G: 
G= (N, L) 
N= In,, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6} 
L= {11,12,13,14} 
and 










Figure 5.3.2 Examples of graph definitions 
All links having the same three-end nodes are called parallel links. Parallel links can be 
used to represent some structural rounds in upper levels of description (see Section 5.4 
in page 162 for detail). If l= (n;, n;, n; ), then In is called a self-loop at node n;. 
Examples of parallel link and self-loop are shown in Figure 5.3.2. A graph is called a 
simple graph if it has no parallel links or self-loops. Graph G in Figure 5.3.1 is a simple 
graph. 
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The concepts of incident, adjacent, incidence matrix M(G), adjacency matrix A(G), 
subgraph are the same as those introduced in Section 2.3.1. The degree of node d(n; ) 
is the number of links incident with n;. It is half of the sum of all the elements of each 
row in adjacency matrix A(G). An example is given below for the incidence matrix, 
adjacency matrix and degree of node of graph G in Figure 5.3.1. 
Example: 
1, 12 13 14 
nl 1 0 1 0 
n2 1 1 0 0 
M(G) = n3 0 1 1 0 
n4 0 0 1 1 
ns 0 1 0 1 
n6 1 0 0 1 
n) n2 nj n4 n5 n6 
nl 0 1 11 0 1 
n2 1 0 10 1 1 
A(G) = n3 1 1 01 1 0 
n4 1 0 10 1 1 
ns 0 1 11 0 1 









A node is called a free-end if only one link is connected to it. For example, in Figure 
5.3.3, n7 and n8 are free-end. 
nl t, 
Figure 5.3.3 A graph with free-end 
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A path P in a graph G is a finite alternating sequence of nodes and links P= In], 11, n2, 
12,..., nk_I, lk-I, nk } which I, is incident with n; and n; +1 . If in the path, all nodes and 
links appear only once, the path is a simple path. All paths discussed in the following 
sections are simple paths except where specified. In a path P, if ni and nk are adjacent 
or nl= nk, and all links are distinct, then P is said to be a cycle. Examples of a path and 
cycle are shown in Figure 5.3.4. 
nl  
{ni, ii, n2,12, n3} 
A path in G 
ni 13 nl 13 
n4 n4 
11 n 11 n !4 n3 14 n3 
nS n5 
n2 12 n2 12 
n3 
(RI, I,, n2,12, n3,13, n1 ) {nl, I,, n2,12, n3,13, n4) Inl, ii, n2,12, n3,13, n4,14, n6 
Different forms of circle in G 




The concept of connected (disconnected), cut-link, connectivity of a graph, weight of 
a graph, weighted graph (unweighted graph) are the same as those defined in Section 
2.3.1. Please refer to 2.3.1 for further details. 
5.3.2 The graph representation of a 3-D structural system 
5.3.2.1 3D structural systems 
A 3D structural system is a set of related elements so as to fulfil the functions of a 
civil engineering space structure that can withstand loads. 
A 3D structural system can be represented by a graph S= IM, R), which consists of a 
finite set of member objects M and finite set of structural ring objects R (simplified as 
ring object in the following). 
A member object M in the graph model is a node where ring objects connected, or 
where two ring objects share the same member. A joint object J is the joint where 
member objects connected. Each member object is identified by two joint objects, M= 
(j;, jk), where j;, jk are the two end joint objects of the member. The features of a 
member object include the geometrical position of the two end joints, the type of joint, 
the degree of freedom of its two end joints and the degree of freedom of the member, 
geometrical and physical properties such as length 1, area of cross section A, second 
moment of area I and Young's Modules E, minimum damage demand, etc.. 
A structural ring object R in the graph model is a two or three end link object. The 
definition and relative concepts for structural ring object are the same as those 
introduced in Chapter 2. Each ring object is identified by two (or three) member 
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objects, R= (m;, m) or R= (m m;, Mk), where in, m; are the members that form the 2- 
link-ring R, or m;, m;, Mk are the members that form 3-link-ring R. The features of a 
ring object include its geometrical and physical properties such as well-formedness, 
minimum damage demand, nodal connectivity, distance from the reference etc.. 
The definition of the association matrix C(S), joint fixity matrix F(S) and degree of 
joint D(S) are the same for 3D as introduced in Chapter 2. For a structure of Example 
5.1 shown in Figure 5.3.5, the association matrix C(S), joint fixity matrix F(S) and 






Figure 5.3.5 Example 5.1--- Structure S 
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jl 0111 
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j, 666000 





D(S) = d(j2) 3 
d(jj) 3 
d(j4) 3 
A structural path is the sequence of adjacent structural ring objects R1, R2, ..., Rk. Two 
rings are adjacent if they share a same member object. In a structural path the same 
structural ring object can only appear once. The number of structural ring objects in the 
path is called the length of that path. 
A structural loop is the closed structural path which Rk and R, are adjacent. A 
structural loop has no free-end. 
A degree of freedom (DOF) is defined as the capacity of an object in S (a joint object, 
a member object or a structural ring object ) to permit the transmission of movement in 
the principal co-ordinate direction in the space. For example, the DOF of a ball joint 
object is 3, or 6 if the joint is fixed. For a member object or a structural ring object, the 
DOF is 6. 
5.3.2.2 The graph model for 3-D structural system 
The graph model is used as a mathematical model for a three dimensional structural 
system. In the graph model, a structural ring is represented by a link and a member 
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with its two end joints is represented by a node as shown in Figure 5.3.6. Example 5.2 








A member with its joints is represented by a node as shown 
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R4 m6 C* 
m5 
P 13 j4 
m6 
R4 
Form structural ring R4 
R2 
The graph model of Example 5.2 
Figure 5.3.7 Illustration of the graph model for space structure -- Example 5.2 
In the above graph model of Example 5.2, {R,, R2 ) is a structural path, and ( RI, R2, 
R3, R4) is a structural loop. 
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To help understand the complex 3D graph model and its concepts, comparisons of 
terms between 2D, 3D graph model and those used in graph theory are listed in Table 
5.3.1. 
A 3D structural system can be represented by a plane graph model. On the base of this 
graph model, some important concepts in 3D structural vulnerability theory can be 
introduced. 
Table 5.3.1 Comparison of terms in 2D, 3D graph model and graph theory 
3D Graph Model of 
Structure Systems 
2D Graph Model of 
Structure System 
Graph Theory 
A 3D structure (S) A 2D structure (S) Graph(G) 
Sub-structures(S') Sub-structure(S') Sub-graphs(G') 
Rounds(Rd)* Rings(R) -- 
Rings(R) Members (Al) Links(L) 
Members(M) Joints(J) Nodes(N) 
Association matrix C(S) Association matrix C(S) Adjacency matrix A(G) 
Joint fixity matrix F(S) Joint fixity matrix F(S) Incidence matrix M(G) 
Degree of joint D(j) Degree of joint D(j) Degree of nodes D(n) 
Structural paths Structural paths Paths 
Structural loops Structural loops Cycles 
Well-formedness (Q)' Well-formedness (Q) Link weight (w(l)) 
* Note: the concept of structural round and well-formedness will be introduced in 
Section 5.4 and 5.5. 
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5.4 Structural Round 
A structural round is one of the most important concepts in 3D structural vulnerability 
theory. A structural round is a minimum structural path/loop which has sufficient 
degrees of freedom to maintain equilibrium in space. A structural round will be either 
just-stiff or over-stiff. It must possess a sufficient number of DOF in its ring or member 
and joint objects so that it can withstand an arbitrary equilibrium set of forces. For a 
just-stiff structural round, the removal of single DOF from its member or joint object 
will transform the structural round into a mechanism. For an over-stiff structural 
round, there are more than one DOF that need to be removed to turn it into a 
mechanism. 
A structural round is a "holon". It is a part and a whole. It can be the whole structural 
system or part of the structural system in the lower description level. Thus a 3D 
structural system can be represented as one structural round (at the higher level) or a 
set of interrelated structural rounds (at the lower level). 
There are two types of basic structural round. For a structure with all ball joints, the 
shortest structural loop that can withstand an arbitrary equilibrium set of force in the 
graph model is a 4-ring structural loop. The basic type of structural round for ball joint 










A space structure with ball joints 
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Form ring R4 
R2 
Represented as a structural round 
Figure 5.4.1 Illustration of a basic structural round (ball joints). 
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For an all fixed joint 3D structure, the shortest structural path that has sufficient degree 
of freedom to maintain equilibrium is a 3-ring path with free-ends. The basic type of 
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Represented as a structural round 
Figure 5.4.2 Illustration of a basic structural round (fixed joints) 
The two types of structural round introduced above are the basic structural rounds. In 
the higher level of description, some other types of structural round will also appear. 
Some structural rounds are formed by two sub-structures or one sub-structure with 
one member object connected by the same pair of joints. Sometimes two substructures 
























Figure 5.4.3 Other types of structural rounds 
A structural round can also be described in the form of a string pattern for computer 
manipulation. A structural round can be represented by a sequence of structural ring 
objects. Each structural ring object can be represented by a sequence of member 
objects and joint objects as in 2D. A string pattern of is used to 
represent the detailed degree of freedom for each object (member object and joint 
object). Each of the elements in the string pattern is a degree of freedom corresponding 
to one of the six principal co-ordinate directions: the displacement in X axis (µ ), the 
displacement in Y axis (i)), the displacement in Z axis (6 ), the rotation about X axis 
(a), the rotation about Y axis (n ), the rotation about Z axis (0 ). Their values are either 
1, if the object is capable of transmitting displacement along the specific principal co- 
ordinate, or otherwise are 0. An example of representing the structural round in Figure 
5.4.1 in string pattern is given in the following. 
Example: 
The structural round is shown in Figure 5.4.1. 
Rd =( R1, R2, R3, R4 J 
where RI =( ml, j2, m5, j3, 'n2, J1 J 
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R2=Im2, j3, m6, j4, m3, j1I 
R3=Iml, j2, m4, j4, m3, j1) 
_ ((1,1,1,1,1,1), (1,1,1,0,0,01, (1,1,1,1,1,1), (1,1,1,0,0,01, (1,1,1,1,1,1), 
11,1,1,0,0,0)) 
R4=Im5, j3, m6, j4, m4, j2) 
(1,1,1,0,0,0)) 
The failure of a structural round and the Deterioration Hierarchy of Structural Rounds 
(DHSRd) will be introduced in Section 5.7. 
5.5 Well-formedness of 3D Structure 
As in 2D theory, well-formedness is a very important concept in 3D vulnerability 
theory. Well-formedness for a 3D structure is the measure of the quality of the form of 
a 3D structure. The calculation of well-formedness of a joint is similar to that of 2D 
theory. However, the calculation of well-formedness of a basic structural round and 
3D structural cluster is different from 2D theory. 
5.5.1 Well-formedness of a joint 
The well-formedness of a joint J;, denoted as q,, is the determinant of the 
stiffness submatrix associated with joint J;: 
q; = det( K;; ) 
where K;; is the stiffness submatrix associated with joint J;. 
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The dimension of the submatrix associated with a joint J; depends on the 
degrees of freedom of that joint. If J; is a ball joint, the submatrix is a 3x3 
matrix. If J, is a fixed joint, the submatrix is a 6x6 matrix. The submatrix is 
symmetric. 
For a ball joint: 
det(K;; ) = X, xX2XX3 
For a fixed joint: 
(5.5.2a) 
det(K;; ) _ X)X%2A344Xx5XX6 (5.5.2b) 
where det(K,, ) is the determinant of joint J,, and 
X; is the eigenvalue of K;;. 
Since the measure q, is the product of the eigenvalues of the stiffness submatrix, 
i. e. principal stiffness coefficients, it is a measure of quality of the form of the 
structural joint. The measure is independent of co-ordinate system, and only 
related to 
" the type of the joint (ball joint or fixed joint), 
" the stiffness of the members meeting at the joint, 
" configurations of the members at the joint, 
" the number of members meeting at the joint (connectivity). 
5.5.2 Well-formedness of a basic structural round 
If Rd is a basic structural round in structure S, the well-formedness of the round 
q(Rd) is defined as the sum of the well-formedness of all joints in the round . 
k 
q(Rd) _ q; (5.5.3) 
where k is the total number of joints in the round Rd, 
q; is the well-formedness of the ith joint in round Rd. 
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q(Rd) is a measure of the form of the structure. It is independent of co-ordinate 
system and only related to 
" the type of the joint (ball joint or fixed joint) in the round, 
" the stiffness of the members in the round, 
" configuration of the members in the round, 
" and the connectivity of the structural round. 
5.5.3 Well-formedness of a 3D structure 
The well-formedness of a structure or substructure is the well-formedness of cluster in 
different level of description. A 3D structural cluster is a subset in the graph model of 
a 3D structural system, such that the objects (structural ring objects and member 
objects) within the cluster are more tightly connected to each other than to those 
outside the cluster. The concept of structural cluster will be discussed in more detail 
in Section 5.6. 
The concept of tightness in 3D structure will be introduced before the measure of 
well-formedness of structural cluster is discussed. 
Elms (1983) defined the tightness of a graph as the ratio of the total number of 3-link 
loops to the total number of nodes in the graph. Wu (1991) use the similar idea to 
define the tightness of 2D structural cluster as the ratio of the total number of 
structural rings to the total number of joints in the cluster. Similarly, the definition for 
the tightness of 3D structural cluster is the ratio of the total number of possible basic 
structural rounds to the total number of joints in the cluster. 
T(C'; ) = nRc/n (5.5.4) 
Where T(C'; ) is the tightness of structural cluster C1;, 
nRd is the number of possible basic structural rounds 
in the cluster, 
n is the total number of joints in the cluster. 
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Tightness is the degree of connectedness of a structural cluster. The more 
connectivity between the joints in the cluster, the larger value the tightness is which 
means the structural is tighter. The calculation of tightness is shown in the following 
examples in Figure 5.5.1. 
Si 








T(S3) = 4/5 = 0.8 
Figure 5.5.1 Tightness of different structure 
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The definition of the tightness only includes the number of the possible structural 
rounds in the cluster and the value of well-formedness of these structural rounds is 
not included. Therefore, to be more complete, the well-formedness of each structural 
round is used as a weight and added up together to find the structural tightness. The 
structural tightness is the ratio of the sum of well-formedness of all possible basic 
structural rounds in the cluster to the total number of joints in the cluster. Structural 
tightness is the measure of well-formedness for structural cluster. 
k 
Q(C, ')_ q(Rdd)/n (5.5.5) 
i=I 
Where Q(C'; ) is the well-formedness (or structural tightness) of cluster G1;, 
q(Rd; ) is the well-formedness of the jth basic structural round in the 
cluster, 
k is the total number of possible basic structural rounds in the cluster, 
n is the total number of joints in the cluster. 
The well-formedness of a structural cluster is a measure of both quantity and quality 
of the connections within the cluster or the well form of the cluster. It depends on: 
" the number of possible basic structural rounds in the cluster, 
" the degree of overlap between structural rounds, 
" the well-formedness of the basic structural rounds. 
An example is shown in the following to demonstrate the calculation of well- 
formedness of a structure. 
Example: 
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Figure 5.5.2 Example 5.3 
The structure of Example 5.3 is shown in Figure 5.5.2. The joint co-ordinates, 
member properties of the example can be found in Table 5.6.1 and Table 5.6.3 in Page 
193. 






















































In Example 5.3, there are four possible way of forming basic structural round: 
Z4 
RdI=RI+R4+R5+R7 R7 




















Round 4 (Rd4) 
Therefore, the well-formedness of Example 5.3 is calculated as: 
a 
Q(S) _ q(Rd j) /n (n is the total number of joints in the structure which 
is 5 for this 
i=I 
example) 
(q(Rd, ) + q(Rd2)+ q(Rd3)+ q(Rd4))/5 
=( (q, (Rdj)+ g2(Rd, )+ g4(Rd, )+ g5(Rd, )) +(g2(Rd2)+ q3(Rd2)+ g4(Rd, )+ q5(Rd2))+ 
(gl(Rd3)+ q3(Rd3)+ q4(Rd3)+ q4(Rd3))+ (q, (Rd4)+ g2(Rd4)+ q3(Rd4)+ gs(Rd4)))/5 






5.5.4 Computer program for calculating well-formedness 
Based on the method introduced in the previous sections, a computer program 
3DFIND_Q has been developed to calculate the well-formedness of basic structural 
round. The data input and algorithm of 3DFIND_Q will be introduced and some 
examples are used to test the measure of well-formedness and the computer program. 
5.5.4.1 Data input 
The data input is a data file that describes a 3D structure and gives sufficient 
information for calculation. The data file can be created by any text editor with the 
data in the following format: 
Total number of joints <return> 
( For all the joints: ) 
Index of each joint <tab> 
Co-ordinate---X of the joint <tab> 
Co-ordinate---Y of the joint <tab> 
Co-ordinate---Z of the joint <tab> <return> 
Total number of members <return> 
( For all the members: ) 
Index of each member <tab> 
Index of the joint as the member's first node <tab> 
Index of the joint as the member's second node <tab> 
The fixity at the first node <tab> 
The fixity at the second node <tab> 
The value of the member's Young's Modules <tab> 
The area of the member's cross section <tab> 
The member's second moment of area about Y axis<tab> 
The member's second moment of area about Z axis<tab> 
The member's modulus of elasticity in shear<tab> 
The member's torsional constant<tab> <return> 
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Total number of constraints <return> 
( For all the constraints: ) 
Index of the constraint <tab> 
Index of the joint at the constraint <tab> 
Constraint in X direction<tab> 
Constraint in Y direction<tab> 
Constraint in Z direction <tab> 
Constraint in rotation about X axis <tab> 
Constraint in rotation about Y axis <tab> 
Constraint in rotation about Z axis <tab> <return> 
Note: 
" there is no space between the input data of joints, members and constraints; 
the fixity of a node is: 
1 when a force can be transmitted along x, y, z and a, P, 
6 directions, i. e. fixed joint, 
0 when a force can only be transmitted along x, y and z 
directions, i. e. ball joint, 
the constraint of displacement in X, Y, Z direction or rotation about X, Y, Z 
axis will be: 
I when there is a constraint along the specified direction, 
or 
0 when there is no such constraint along the specified 
direction. 
" the units of all the dimensional values in the data file can be any of the user's 





Figure 5.5.3 Example 5.4 
Table 5.5.1 Joint co-ordinate table of Example 5.4 
Joint No. X Co-od. Y Co-od. Z Co-od. 
(m) (n1) (m) 
1 0.0 0.0 6.53 
2 -4.62 0.0 0.0 
3 2.31 -4.0 0.0 
4 2.31 4.0 0.0 
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Table 5.5.2 Member properties table of Example 5.4 
Member E A I; I G J 
No. (N/m2) (m2) (m4) (m4) (N/m2) (m4) 
1 2.10E8 40.3E-4 1.30E-5 1.30E-5 80 2.59E-5 
2 2.10E8 40.3E-4 1.30E-5 1.30E-5 80 2.59E-5 
3 2.10E8 40.3E-4 1.30E-5 1.30E-5 80 2.59E-5 
4 2.10E8 40.3E-4 1.30E-5 1.30E-5 80 2.59E-5 
5 2.10E8 40.3E-4 1.30E-5 1.30E-5 80 2.59E-5 
6 2.10E8 40.3E-4 1.30E-5 1.30E-5 80 2.59E-5 
The data file for the above structure is: 
4 
1006.53 
2 -4.62 00 
3 2.31 -4 0 
4 2.31 40 
6 
112102.10e8 40.3e-4 1300e-8 1300e-8 1.54e-4 2590e-8 
213102. lOeB 40.3e-4 1300e-8 1300e-8 1.54e-4 2590e-8 
314102.10e8 40.3e-4 1300e-B 1300e-8 1.54e-4 2590e-8 
424002.10e8 40.3e-4 1300e-8 1300e-8 1.54e-4 2590e-8 
523002.10e8 40.3e-4 1300e-8 1300e-8 1.54c-4 2590e-8 






The algorithm used in program 3DFIND_Q is shown in the flow chart in Figure 5.5.4. 
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START 
Input data file, read in 
basic data of the structure. 
Build up Associate matrix and 
Joint fixity matrix for the structure 
Calculate local stiffness matrix KL 
and transfer matrix T for each member. 
Transfer local stiffness matrix to global 
co-ordinate for each member. 
KG= TT* KL*T 
Read in more data (from the key board) 
about the structural round for which 
well-formedness needs to be calculated, i. e. the 
joints and members included in the round. 
Assemble global stiffness matrix. 
Calculate q, for every joint in the 
round. 
q, = Det(Ks, 1 
) 
Calculate the well-formedness Qs 
for the structural round. 
Any more 
structural round need 
he calculated? / 
No 
N 
Figure 5.5.4 Flow chart of well-formedness calculation 
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5.5.4.3 Examples 
Four groups of examples concerning different aspects related to the well-formedness 
of the structure are chosen to test the calculation of well-formedness by using 
computer program 3DFIND_Q. 
1. Examples with different configurations. 
Figure 5.5.5 shows some structures with different configurations. Structure A should 
have higher value of well-formedness than structure B and C. Because all of the 
elements in structure A are distributed evenly (better form) and there is no specific 
weak direction. The joint co-ordinates and member properties of structure A, B, C are 
all listed in Table 5.5.3 to Table 5.5.6. The results of well-formedness of the three 
structures are listed in Table 5.5.7 for comparison. It is clearly seen that the well- 






















Figure 5.5.5 Structures with different configurations 
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Table 5.5.3. Joint co-ordinate table of Structure A 
Joint No. X Co-od. Y Co-od. Z Co-od. 
(m) (m) (m) 
1 0.0 0.0 6.53 
2 -4.62 0.0 0.0 
3 2.31 -4.0 0.0 
4 2.31 4.0 0.0 
Table 5.5.4. Joint co-ordinate table of Structure B 
Joint No. X Co-od. Y Co-od. Z Co-od. 
(m) (m) (m) 
1 0.0 0.0 10.0 
2 -4.62 0.0 0.0 
3 2.31 -4.0 0.0 
4 2.31 4.0 0.0 
Table 5.5.5. Joint co-ordinate table of Structure C 
Joint No. X Co-od. Y Co-od. Z Co-od. 
(m) (m) (m) 
1 0.0 0.0 6.53 
2 -6.0 0.0 0.0 
3 4.0 -4.0 0.0 
4 4.0 4.0 0.0 
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Table 5.5.6 Member properties table of Structure A, B, C 
Member End Joints End Fixity* E A I I G J 
No. Joint-i Joint-2 Joint-1 Joint-2 (N/m2) (m2) (m4 (m4) (N/m2) m4) 
1 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 3 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3 1 4 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
4 2 4 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
5 2 3 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
6 3 4 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
* Note: ball joint is denoted as 0 while fixed joint is denoted as 1. 
Table 5.5.7 Comparison of well-formedness of Structure A, B, C 
Structure , z 3 q q(Rd) Q 
A 4.01E-3 4.01E-3 4.01E-3 4.01E-3 16.04E-3 4.01E-3 
B 0.54E-3 2.82E-3 2.82E-3 2.82E-3 9.0E-3 2.25E-3 
C 2.88E-3 1.04E-3 2.34E-3 2.34E-3 8.6E-3 2.15E-3 
2. Examples with different member properties. 
In Figure 5.5.6, the stiffness of all members in structure A is larger than that of in structure 
B. Structure A should have larger well-formedness because obviously it is stronger and 
stiffer than structure B. The joint co-ordinations of structure A and B are the same as 
listed in Table 5.5.3. The member properties of structure A and B are listed in Table 5.5.8 
and Table 5.5.9 respectively. The results of well-formedness are listed in Table 5.5.10 for 
comparison. The result shows that well-formedness of structure A is larger than that of 

















Figure 5.5.6 Structures with different member properties 
Table 5.5.8 Member properties table of Structure A 
Member End Joints End Fixity 1 E A I I G J 
No. Joint-1 Joint-2 Joint-1 Joint-2 (N/m2) (m2) (m4 (m4) (N/m2) (m4) 
1 1 2 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 
2 1 3 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 
3 1 4 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 
4 2 4 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 
5 2 3 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 
6 3 4 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 
* Note: ball joint is denoted as 0 while fixed joint is denoted as 1. 
Table 5.5.9 Member properties table of Structure B 
Member End Joints End Fixity* E A I, I G J 
No. Joint-1 Joint-2 Joint-1 Joint-2 (N/m2) (m2) (m4) (m4) (N/m2) (m4 
1 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 3 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3 1 4 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
4 2 4 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
5 2 3 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
6 3 4 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
* Note: ball joint is denoted as 0 while fixed joint is denoted as 1. 
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Table 5.5.10 Comparison of we11-formedness of Structure A, B 
Structure , z 3 4 J_ Q 
A 32.1 E-3 32.1 E-3 32.1 E-3 32.1 E-3 128.4E-3 32. l E-3 
B 4.01E-3 4.01 E-3 4.01E-3 4.01E-3 16.04E-3 4.01 E-3 
3. Examples with different type of joints. 
In Figure 5.5.7, the joints in structure A are all fixed joints while in structure B, all joints 
are ball joints. Structure A should have a larger well-formedness than structure B because 
fixed joint offers better connection between members that the structure can work better as 
a whole to resist any arbitrary force and has more redundancy. The joint co-ordinates of 
structure A and B are the same as listed in Table 5.5.3. The member properties of 
structure A and B are listed in Tables 5.5.11 and Table 5.5.12 respectively. The results of 
well-formedness are listed in Table 5.5.13 for comparison. The result shows that well- 

















Figure 5.5.7 Structures with different type of joints 
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Table 5.5.11 Member properties table of Structure A 
Member End Joints End Fixity* E A I I G J 
No. Joint-1 Joint-2 Joint-1 Joint-2 (N/m2 (m2) (m4) (m4) (N/mz) (m4 
1 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 
2 1 3 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 
3 1 4 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 
4 2 4 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 
5 2 3 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 
6 3 4 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 
* Note: ball joint is denoted as 0 while fixed joint is denoted as 1. 
Table 5.5.12 Member properties table of Structure B 
Member End Joints End Fixit * E A I, I G J 
No. Joint-i Joint-2 Joint-1 Joint-2 (N/m2) (m2) (m4 (m4) (N/m2) (m4 
1 1 2 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 
2 1 3 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 
3 1 4 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 
4 2 4 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 
5 2 3 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 
6 3 4 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 
* Note: ball joint is denoted as 0 while fixed joint is denoted as 1. 
Table 5.5.13 Comparison of well-formedness of Structure A, B 
Structure , 2 3 a q(Rd) Q 
A 22.7E-2 22.7E-2 22.7E-2 22.7E-2 90.8E-2 22.7E-2 
B 3.21E-2 3.21E-2 3.21 E-2 3.21E-2 12.84E-2 3.21E-2 
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4. Examples with different connectivity. 
In Figure 5.5.8, structure A has a greater connectivity (or more redundancy) than 
structure B. Structure A should therefore have a larger well-formedness than structure B. 
The joint co-ordinates and member properties of structure A and B are all listed in Table 
5.5.14 to Table 5.5.16. The results are listed in Table 5.5.17 for comparison which show 












Figure 5.5.8 Structures with different connectivity 
Table 5.5.14 Joint co-ordinate table of Structure A, B 






1 -5.0 0.0 0.0 
2 0.0 -5.0 0.0 
3 5.0 0.0 0.0 
4 0.0 5.0 0.0 
5 0.0 0.0 5.0 
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Table 5.5.15 Member properties table of Structure A 
Member End Joints End Fixit * E A I 4 G J 
No. Joint-1 Joint-2 Joint-1 Joint-2 (N/m2) (m2) (m4) (m4) (N/m2) (m4 
1 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 3 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3 3 4 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
4 4 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 I 
5 1 5 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
6 2 5 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
7 3 5 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
8 4 5 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
9 1 3 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
10 2 4 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
* Note: ball joint is denoted as 0 while fixed joint is denoted as 1. 
Table 5.5.16 Member properties table of Structure B 
Member End Joints End Fixity* E A I I G J 
No. Joint-I Joint-2 Joint-I Joint-2 (N/m2) (m2) (m4) (m4 (N/M2) (m4) 
1 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 3 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3 3 4 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
4 4 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
5 1 5 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
6 2 5 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
7 3 5 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
8 4 5 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
9 1 3 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
* Note: ball joint is denoted as 0 while fixed joint is denoted as 1. 
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Table 5.5.17 Comparison of well-formedness of Structure A, B 
Structure z 3 4 s Rd 
7.960E-3 4.145E-3 -- 4.145E-3 7.96E-3 24.21E-3 
A -- 4.145E-3 7.960E-3 4.145E-3 7.960E-3 24.21E-3 24.21E-3 
4.145E-3 -- 4.145E-3 7.960E-3 7.960E-3 24.21 E-3 
4.145E-3 7.960E-3 4.145E-3 -- 7.960E-3 24.21 E-3 
B 4.145E-3 -- 4.145E-3 7.960E-3 7.960E-3 24.21E-3 12.11E-3 
4.145E-3 7.960E-3 4.145E-3 -- 7.960E-3 24.21E-3 
The results of all the above examples agree with our engineering experience. Therefore, 
the measure of well-formedness is appropriate. 
5.6 3D Structural Cluster and Hierarchical Representation 
of Structural Systems 
As in 2D theory, cluster analysis is applied to reduce the data into a manageable group so 
that the vulnerability analysis can be carried out efficiently. In 3D vulnerability analysis, 
hierarchical technique is also used for the clustering analysis because of the requirement of 
different level of descriptions as in 2D analysis. 
The main steps of cluster analysis should be followed as in 2D theory. 
5.6.1 Choice of data unit 
The basic data unit in the cluster analysis is 3D structural cluster. Here, a 3D structural 
cluster is a subset in the graph model of a 3D structural system, such that the objects 
within the cluster must be (1) able to form a structural round or a set of overlapping 
structural round, and (2) more tightly connected to each other than to those outside the 
cluster. Because of the different level of descriptions, there are four different types of 
clusters in the hierarchy. A cluster is also a "holon". It is a whole as its own and a part for 
its higher level of description. It can be used to form a higher level 3D structural cluster 
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with other ring objects and member objects or other clusters. The whole 3D structural 
system itself is a 3D structural cluster at the highest level of description. 
Before the concept of different types of clusters are introduced, the primitive structural 
ring need to be defined. A primitive structural ring is the structural ring that only contains 
member objects. 
A 3D leaf cluster is a 3D structural cluster which contains a single primitive structural ring 
object or a single member object. 
A 3D branch cluster is a 3D structural cluster which contains more than one primitive 
structural ring objects. It may also contain the same type of clusters from the lower level 
of description. 
A 3D root cluster is a 3D structural cluster which contains all the objects in the 3D 
structural system. It is the entire structural system and highest level structural cluster. 
A reference cluster is a cluster used as a reference specified for an individual purpose and 
interest of the investigator carrying out the vulnerability analysis. It is the cluster from 
which the structure is separated in failure scenario. Generally speaking, for a structure 
attached to the ground, the ground is always treated as the reference cluster. Nevertheless 
for a structure in outer space, the accommodation module might be chosen as the 
reference cluster. A reference cluster may contain one or more leaf clusters. A leaf cluster 
which belongs to a reference cluster is called a reference leaf cluster. 
These different types of cluster will be used in different level of descriptions in the 
hierarchy to represent the interrelationship of the system. It is the basic data unit in cluster 
analysis 
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5.6.2 Choice of variables 
The variables chosen for 3D analysis are similar to those of the 2D analysis. They are: 
" the well-formedness of a structural cluster, 
" the minimum damage demand of a structural cluster, 
" the nodal connectivity of a structural cluster, 
" the distance from the reference of a structural cluster. 
The details of each variable and the reason that these variables are chosen for cluster 
analysis will be explained in the following. 
5.6.2.1 Well-formedness of structural clusters 
The well-formedness of a structural cluster is the measure of the quality of the form of a 
structural cluster. Please refer to Section 5.5.3 for details. Vulnerability analysis is 
concerned with the form of the structure. Well-formedness is the most important measure 
of the form of the structure. 
5.6.2.2 Minimum damage demand of structural clusters 
The damage demand of a structural cluster is a measure of the effort which is required to 
cause a deteriorating event and is directly proportional to the loss of the principal stiffness 
caused by a deteriorating event. The concept of deteriorating event will be introduced in 
Section 5.7.1 in Page 202. The calculation of damage demand is similar to that of 2D 
structure. 
e(f; J; k) and e(g; j k) is donated as the damage demand of the deteriorating event 
f; ý! x 
which is adjacent to a joint object, and the deteriorating event gi', jk which is adjacent to 
a member object respectively, 
where Z is the level of description, 
i is the index of the joint object in f;.,., and the member object in gj,,, 
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j={µ, v, 8, (x, (3,9 } is the string pattern of the joint object in f;, 'j. k and 
the member object in g. `jk, and 
k is the level in a failure scenario or in the DHSRd, which will be 
introduced in Section 5.7.1 in Page 202. 
The damage demand of a deteriorating event should be proportional to the principle 
stiffness coefficient corresponding to the specific degree of freedom which is lost after 
the deteriorating event. Thus the damage demand should be calculated as following: 
e` 
i ý: ký 












i. j. k 
X Si, 
j. k - 
Xi, 
j. k+1 
X S' j. k+l 
) (5.6.2) 
in which w,. `1 is a constant, d,. ' Jk or s, 
/,, 
k is the degree of 
freedom of the joint 
or member object before the event and d; ý,. k+, or s,. 
`, 
j. k+, is that after the event, 
'.;. 
j, k is the principle stiffness coefficient corresponding to the lost degree of 
freedom before the event and X.; j, k+, is that after the event. 
The minimum damage demand of a ring object is the minimum damage demand 
amongst all of the member and joint objects in that ring. The minimum damage 
demand of a structural cluster e (C1) is the minimum damage demand among those 
of all ring objects in the cluster. The minimum damage demand of a structural cluster 
e (C1) is then the minimum damage demand among all the member or joint objects in 
the cluster. 
e (C1) = min[ e(fI'J. k ), e(g;,;, k) } (5.6.3) 
where 
i=1,2,..., Nj(Cl) or Nm(C1) Nj(C1) is the total number of joint objects 
in the cluster, and 
Nm(C1) is the total number of the member 




The minimum damage demand of a structural cluster is a reflection of the toughness of 
the cluster. The higher the minimum damage demand is, the stronger and stiffer the 
cluster will be. Therefore, the minimum damage demand of a structural cluster is 
chosen as one of the variables for cluster analysis. 
5.6.2.3 The nodal connectivity of a structural cluster 
The nodal connectivity of a cluster il(C1) is defined as: 
Ni(C') 
Ti(Cl) _ D(Jj) 
=1 
(5.6.4) 
where NJ(C1) is the total number of joint objects in the cluster 
D(Jj) is the degree of joint for jth joint object. 
The degree of a joint object is the number of member objects connecting to it. The 
nodal connectivity of a cluster is then the total number of member objects connecting to 
the joint objects in the cluster. When the nodal connectivity is high, the cluster has high 
connectivity to any external cluster. Thus it is able to form tighter clusters with other 
candidates in the higher level of description. It is the indication of the potential capacity 
of the cluster to form further structural round with other structural clusters. 
5.6.2.4 The distance from the reference of a structural cluster 
The aim of the cluster analysis is to build up a hierarchy for the use of vulnerability 
analysis which is to find the weakest part of the structure in terms of failure 
consequence comparing to the damage effort. Therefore the failure consequence is an 
important aspect. 
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The distance from the reference of a cluster 0(Cl) is a measure of the potential damage 
consequence of a cluster. It is calculated as: 
Ni(C') 
A(CI) _y 8(Ji) Nj(CI) 
i=1 
(5.6.5) 
where Jj is the jth joint object in the cluster 
NJ(C1) is the total number of joint objects in the cluster, and 
S(Jj) is the shortest distance between the jth joint object and the 
plane of the reference cluster. 
The damage to the cluster that has a shorter distance to the reference will cause relative 
larger failure consequence compared to those clusters further away from the reference. 
Because the further cluster is connected to the reference via the closer cluster, then 
when the closer cluster fails, the further cluster will fail automatically. Thus the cluster 
with the larger potential failure consequence should have priority to be included if all 
other variables are the same. 
5.6.3 Clustering criteria 
Among all of the possible ways to form a cluster, certain criteria are used to select the 
optimum candidates for inclusion. The criteria are listed below in the following priority: 
1. maximum well formedness of a cluster; 
2. maximum minimum damage demand of a cluster; 
3. maximum nodal connectivity of a cluster; 
4. maximum distance from the reference of a cluster; 
5. choose randomly. 
The priority of the criteria means that when the first criterion produces just one 
candidate then this candidate is selected. If the first criterion produces two or more 
candidates, the second criterion applies and so on. If all the first four criteria apply and 
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still can not select a candidate, then the decision is made randomly from the candidates 
that have the identical value for the first four variables. 
5.6.4 Cluster formation 
In 3D vulnerability analysis, there are three stages in the clustering formation similar to 
the 2D analysis: Stage I- the initial clustering, Stage II - the secondary clustering and 
Stage III - the reference clustering. 
Stage I is the initial clustering stage in which only the primitive cluster is allowed to be 
included and the reference cluster is excluded. In stage I, primitive clusters are 
allocated to an existing cluster when doing so increases the well-formedness of the 
cluster. If two choices of adding clusters into the original cluster produce the same 
well-formedness then other criteria are used to decide which of them should be 
admitted. They are, in order, the maximum of the minimum damage demand, the 
maximum nodal connectivity and the maximum distance from the reference cluster. 
When there are no more primitive clusters to be added which will increase the well- 
formedness of the cluster, then another cluster is initialised. At the end of Stage I, we 
will get a set of intermediate clusters which have the maximum tightness in 
themselves. 
In Stage II the value of the well-formedness of the growing cluster will decrease as 
clusters of clusters are formed. The criteria to terminate the process is therefore that 
no further valid structural clusters can be formed except by including the reference 
cluster. 
In stage III, the reference cluster is considered as a candidate to be included. The 
criteria are the same as for Stage II. The clustering finishes when the whole structure 
is one complete cluster. 
The computing algorithm and interpretation of results will be discussed in Section 5.7 
in Page 202. 
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5.6.5 Example 
Example 5.5 shown in Figure 5.6.1 is used to illustrate the clustering formation step by 
step. The co-ordinates of the structure, constrain information and member properties 
are listed in Table 5.6.1 to Table 5.6.3. The hierarchical representation of the example 
is shown in Figure 5.6.2 in the end of the example. 
Z 
Figure 5.6.1 Example 5.5 
Table 5.6.1 Joint co-ordinate table of Example 5.5 






1 -3.0 0.0 0.0 
2 0.0 0.0 3.0 
3 6.0 0.0 0.0 
4 0.0 0.0 -3.0 
5 0.0 3.0 0.0 
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Table 5.6.2. Constraint condition of Example 5.5 
Constraint No. Joint No. x z a ß 0 
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 
3 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 
Table 5.6.3 Member properties table of Example 5.5 
Member End Joints End Fixit A I I J 
No. Joint-1 Joint-2 Joint-I Joint-2 (m2) (m4) (m4) (m4) 
1 1 2 0 0 4.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 
2 2 3 0 0 4.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 
3 3 4 0 0 4.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 
4 4 1 0 0 4.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 
5 1 5 0 0 4.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 
6 2 5 0 0 4.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 
7 3 5 0 0 4.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 
8 4 5 0 0 4.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 
9 1 3 0 0 4.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 
10 2 4 0 0 4.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 
For all the members, E= 2.10x 108 N/m2 , G= 80 N/m2. 
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Cluter formation step by step: 
Table 5.6.4 Primitive clusters for Example 5.5. 
Cluster Components Structure Represented Represented 
No. (member No. ) as a ring in a round 
4r 
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Initial clustering stage: 
Step 1: 
Case No. 1 2 3 4 
Components CI+C4+C5 C2+C3+C6 C3+C4+C8 CI+C2+C8 










1 " ; 
10 






m C2 C8 C4 
CI 
C7 C8 
as a round ^6 7C 7 C9 C1 
m, o m3 rn3 ý8 rn7 ßn7 
C7 
C3 C3 C2 
Well- 
formedness 2.76E15 1.81E15 1.42E15 
1.42E15 
Minimum 





12 12 12 12 
Distance from 
the reference 
0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 
Case No. l has the largest well-formedness, therefore it is chosen to form 
Cluster 11 (C11). 
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Step 2( Initial cluster continue): 
Case No. 1 2 3 
C11+ C2+C3+C6 C11+ C3+C8+C9 Cl l+ C8+C2+C 10 Components 
Structure 
s s 
"f0 3 . "i0 
17 1 
2 2 2 
mR m8 ^S 
Represented Cll I 
C11 C11 C8 
C3 C3 
as a round m6 C6 m5 C9 mh C 
m7 ßn9 m7 
m2 m7 





1.30E4 0.97114 0.97114 damage 
demand 
Nodal 
18 18 18 
connectivity 
Distance from 
0.6 0.6 0.6 the reference 
Case No. 1 has the largest well-formedness, therefore it is chosen to form 
Cluster 12 (C12). 
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Step 3 (Initial clustering continue): 
Case No. 1 
Components C12+ m9 















the reference 0.6 
This is the only choice to form a further cluster. The well-formedness of 
prospective cluster is larger than that of Cluster 12. Therefore, member 9 is 
added in to form Cluster 13 (C13) as shown in the above table. No further 
cluster can be formed without the reference cluster and so now we go to the 
reference clustering stage. In this example, there is no secondary clustering 
stage. 
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Reference clustering stage: 
Step 4 (Reference clustering): 
Case No. 1 
Components C13+ Reference cluster 
(Ring No. ) 
Structure 
"' 3 
















the reference 0.6 
Reference cluster is included to form Cluster 14 (C14) as shown in the above table. 
Cluster 14 is the root cluster which represent the whole structural sytem and includes 
all of the member objects and joint objects in the structural system. 
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5.7 Failure Scenarios & Vulnerability Analysis 
5.7.1 Failure of a structural round and Deteriorating Hierarchy of 
Structural Round (DHSRd) 
In 2D vulnerability theory, an overstiff structural ring can be failed by introducing 
sufficient deteriorating events. In each deteriorating event, one degree of freedom is 
released. The concept of deteriorating event is the same in 3D. A deteriorating event 
is the damage that results from an action (load) which causes the loss, by a structural 
round, of the capacity to transmit a force in one given degree of freedom. 
Theoretically, at each step of failure, only one deteriorating event is introduced. 
However, in the following analysis, three deteriorating events will be introduced at the 
same time, i. e. three degrees of freedom are released, to simplify the analysis 
procedure. This is also practical because it means that a fixed joint deteriorates into a 
ball joint or a ball joint is introduced to the member object. Figure 5.7.1 shows how an 
overstiff structural round can deteriorate into a mechanism. At each step, three degrees 
of freedom are released (e. g., a fixed joint becomes a ball joint) which means that three 
deteriorating events take place. The structure deteriorates into a new structure, until a 
just-stiff structure form as shown in Figure 5.7.1(e). This needs only one deteriorating 
event to turn it into a mechanism as shown in Figure 5.7.1(f). 
There are many ways to deteriorate an overstiff structural round into a mechanism. A 
deterioration hierarchy of structural round (DHSRd) is developed to include all 
possible ways in which an overstiff structural round deteriorates into a mechanism. 
Theoretically, at each step in the DHSRd, only one degree of freedom is released, 
either at a joint object or in a member object, and the round degenerates into a new 
round. However, in the partial DHSRd shown in Figure 5.7.2, three degrees of 
freedom are released at each step to simplify the procedure. This is done by 
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The structural round at the higher level in the DHSRd is more tightly connected and 
has more redundancy than that in the lower level. At the top level of the DHSRd, the 
structural round is a maximum over-stiff round which is a basic structural round with 
all fixed joints. When moving down from the top level, the structural round becomes 
looser and looser. All structural rounds at the second lowest level are all just stiff 
rounds. Only one degree of freedom needs to be released to turn them into a 
mechanism. So from this level to the lowest level, only one deteriorating event is 
introduced. All structural rounds in the bottom level are mechanisms. 
A path through the DHSRd is a failure scenario. The path may begin from any level in 
the DHSRd, but always ends at the bottom level. The failure scenario is a specific way 
to fail a structural round. It can be described as the record of a sequence of 
deteriorating events. 
Fh(Rd`) ={ ff"i. k I g;.;. k Ik =1,2, =1,2, ..., n; 
j=t, v, S, a, ß, 6 ;} 
(5.7.1) 
where F,, (Rd) is the hth failure scenario of the structural round Rd at the Ith 
level of description, 
, 
lIi 
k is the deteriorating event that occurs adjacent to a 
joint, 
g; 1, k is the deteriorating event that occurs 
in a member, 
mit is the total number of deteriorated rounds in the failure scenario, 
n is the number of joint objects or member objects, 
Therefore, the failure scenario in Figure 5.7.1 can be represented as: 
m,, = 6, and for joint objects n=4, for member objects n=6. 
Fh(Rd`)={ f. l. k I gt .'j. k I k=1s 2,..., mh ý -1"i=1r 2e..., nt"j=µ, viS, atßtO 
) 
ý., 
_r = 191 
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Therefore, when the structural system is modelled using the graph model of a 
structural round, all possible failure scenarios can be found. The vulnerability of the 
structural system can be analysed by matching it in the DHSRd. 
A partial DHSRd is shown in Figure 5.7.2. 
5.7.2 Failure scenarios of a structural system 
As we know from the vulnerability theory of 2D structures, the identification of the 
failure scenario for a structural system is far more complicated than that for a structural 
ring. This is the same in 3D, but the case is even more complicated than 2D. In a 
structural system, a structural cluster in the hierarchy is a holon which is a part and a 
whole. For a structural cluster at the higher level, the failure of this cluster may need 
the failure of some other clusters at the lower level. A structural system or subsystem is 
represented as a set of clusters at different levels with complicated interrelationships. 
Therefore, the failure of one structural cluster at different levels may lead to the failure 
of some other clusters related to it. Thus, a failure in the structural system is 
represented as a sequence of deteriorating events and the hierarchy of the structure 
after the deteriorating event(s) occurred. 
Example: 
A failure scenario of a 3D structure Example 5.5 shown in Figure 5.6.1 can be 
represented as shown in Figure 5.7.3. For more details about Example 5.5, see Section 
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5.7.3 Some concepts for vulnerability analysis 
5.7.3.1 Damage demand and relative damage demand of a failure scenario 
From the above section, we know that a failure scenario consists of a sequence of 
deteriorating events at different levels. The damage demand of a failure scenario is the 
sum of the damage demands for each deteriorating event. The calculation of damage 
demand of a deteriorating event is introduced in Section 5.6.2.2. Therefore, the damage 
demand for a failure scenario is 
E[Fh(Rd')] - ýk 
.,; 
E; e(. f; l :k +ýx 
ý; eigi ý, k (5.7.2) 
where E[Fh(Rd)] is the damage demand of hth failure scenario of the 
structural round Rd at the lth level of description, 
e(f l, J, k) is the damage demand for a deteriorating event f'i j, k, 
e(gIUk) is the damage demand for a deteriorating event g`; J, k, 
k =1,2, ..., mh-1; 
i=1,2, ..., 
j =µ, v, S, aj3, e. 
The relative damage demand of a failure scenario is the ratio of the damage demand of 
the failure scenario to the maximum possible damage demand of a failure scenario in 





Where E, [Fh] is the relative damage demand of failure scenario Fh, 
E[FhJ is the damage demand of failure scenario Fh, 
E, is the maximum possible damage demand of a failure scenario 
in the structural system which can be calculated by adding all 




As in 2D theory, separateness is used to assess the failure consequence of a failure 
scenario. A structural system is vulnerable if a small damage lead to a large scale of 





where 7[Fh] is the separateness of the failure scenario Fh, 
Q[S] is the well-formedness of the intact structure S, 
Q[S'] is the well-formedness of the deteriorated structure S' (after 
Fhb. 
The well-formedness Q[S] is calculated by adding up the well-formedness of all 
clusters at the end of the initial clustering stage which gives the maximum well- 
formedness of the structure, because after the initial clustering stage the well- 
formedness of clusters will decrease. 
The value for separateness 7 ranges from 0 to 1. When the separateness is 1, the 
structural system reaches total failure. 
5.7.3.3 Vulnerability index 
The definition of the vulnerability index is the same as in 2D theory. It is the ratio of the 
separateness caused by the failure scenario to the relative damage demand of that 
failure scenario. 
Because the separateness and relative damage demand of a failure scenario are non- 
dimensional, vulnerability index is non-dimensional. Vulnerability index is the most 
important value in the vulnerability analysis. It is a measure of the proportionateness of 
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the failure consequences to the damage effort. the calculation of vulnerability index will 
be illustrated by the following example. 
Example: 
The structure of Example 5.6 is shown in Figure 5.7.4. Four different failure scenarios 
of Example 5.6 are chosen to illustrate the calculation of vulnerability index. These four 
failure scenarios are: 
1. To introduce a ball joint in member 10 
2. To introduce a ball joint in member 8 
3. To introduce a ball joint in member 4 
4. To introduce a ball joint in member 6. 
The joint co-ordinates, constraint conditions and member properties are shown in Table 
5.7.1, Table 5.7.2 and Table 5.7.3 respectively. The calculation of vulnerability index is 




Figure 5.7.4 Example 5.6 
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Table 5.7.1 Joint co-ordinates of Example 5.6 






1 0.0 0.0 3.0 
2 0.0 0.0 -3.0 
3 8.0 0.0 0.0 
4 0.0 8.0 0.0 
5 8.0 3.0 0.0 
Table 5.7.2 Constraint conditions of Example 5.6 
Constraint No. Joint No. x z a ß 0 
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 
3 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 
Table 5.7.3 Member properties table of Example 5.6 
Member End Joints End Fixit A I I J 
No. Joint-1 Joint-2 Joint-1 Joint-2 (m2) (m4) (m4) (m4) 
1 1 2 0 0 4.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 
2 1 3 0 0 4.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 
3 2 3 0 0 4.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10'5 2.59x10-5 
4 1 4 0 0 4.03x10-3 1.3x10'5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 
5 2 4 0 0 4.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 
6 3 4 0 0 4.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10`5 2.59x10-5 
7 2 5 0 0 4.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 
8 1 5 0 0 4.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 
9 4 5 0 0 4.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 
10 3 5 0 0 4.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 
For all the members, E=2.10x 108 N/m2 ,G= 80 N/m2. 
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Table 5.7.4 Calculation of vulnerability index 
Failure Scenario E E, Q[S'] y Vulnerability 
index 
1 29.2x 103 0.200 1.51x10'5 0.545 2.725 
2 9.64x 103 0.066 1.51x10'5 0.545 8.258 
3 20.6x103 0.141 6.10x1014 0.816 5.787 
4 10.22x103 0.070 2.43x10'5 0.268 3.829 
5.7.4 3D vulnerability analysis 
The number of possible failure scenarios for a 3D structural system are enormous. 
However, only the most critical and most vulnerable failure scenarios are the ones we 
are most interested in. The vulnerable failure scenario can be viewed from different 
aspects: some failure scenarios need the least damage effort to achieve; some are the 
least well-formed; some will lead to a structure total failure or large scale of damage by 
only small effort; and some are particularly interesting to the designer or client. 
According to this, five different types of vulnerable failure scenarios and their 
identification are defined here: 
" the minimum demand failure scenario, 
" the minimum failure scenario, 
" the total failure scenario, 
" the maximum failure scenario, 
" the interesting failure scenario. 
5.7.4.1 The minimum demand failure scenario 
The minimum demand scenario is the one that requires the least damage demand to 
cause the failure of a structural round at the level of description. The minimum demand 
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scenario is the easiest possible way to make any damage to the structural system. In the 
identification of this failure scenario, damage scale is not considered. The damage of a 
structural round will always require the damage of a primitive cluster, i. e. a primitive 
ring. The failure of a ring is achieved by the failure of member object in the ring. 
Therefore, the minimum damage demand of the failure of a structural round is the 
minimum damage demand of the failure of a primitive ring, which is the minimum 
damage demand of the failure member objects in that ring (more details in Section 
5.6.2.2 in Page 187). Thus, the identification of the minimum demand scenario is to 
find the failure scenario that cause failure in the member object that required the 
minimum minimum damage demand. 
5.7.4.2 The minimum failure scenario 
The minimum failure scenario is the failure scenario in which the least well-formed 
cluster in the structural system fails first. In the clustering formation, the most well- 
formed round is clustered first and the looser one comes in the hierarchy later. This 
means that the least well-formed cluster is the one that comes into the hierarchy the 
latest, i. e. comes in at the higher level. Therefore, the identification of the minimum 
failure scenario is to find the failure scenario that causes the failure of the least well- 
formed cluster, which can be found by searching from the top of the hierarchy to find 
the primitive cluster in the highest level of the hierarchy. 
5.7.4.3 The total failure scenario 
The total failure scenario is the failure scenario which requires the least effort to reach 
total failure of the structural system. Total failure of a structural system means a total 
disconnection of all members of the structure from the reference cluster. In the total 
failure scenario, the separateness is 1. To identify the total failure scenario, a complete 
search in the hierarchy is required to find all possible ways to reach the total failure, and 
the one with the largest vulnerability index is the total failure scenario. 
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5.7.4.4 The maximum failure scenario 
The maximum failure scenario is the failure scenario that has the largest vulnerability 
index. In the identification of maximum failure scenario, the damage scale is not 
considered. To identify the maximum failure scenario, search the failure scenarios with 
different damage scales and compare their vulnerability index, the one with the 
maximum vulnerability index is the maximum failure scenario. 
5.7.4.5 Interesting failure scenarios 
Some other failure scenarios that may not fall into any of the above categories, but they 
may have relative large vulnerability index or may be specially interesting to the 
designers, clients or those who carry out the vulnerability analysis. These are the 




An example is shown below to demonstrate the vulnerability analysis step by step. 
low- 
Figure 5.8.1 Example 5.7 
Table 5.8.1 Joint co-ordinates table of Example 5.7 






1 0.0 0.0 3.0 
2 5.0 0.0 0.0 
3 0.0 0.0 -3.0 
4 0.0 5.0 0.0 
5 5.0 5.0 0.0 
6 2.5 5.0 -3.0 
7 2.5 8.0 0.0 
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Table 5.8.2 Constraint condition of Example 5.7 








10 0 0 
1 1p p p 
Table 5.8.3 Member properties table of Examp le 5.7 
Member End Joints End Fixit A j No. Joint-1 Joint-2 Joint-I Joint-2 (rn2) (m4) 
j 
(m4) (mq 13 
2 
004.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10'5 2.59x10'5 12 
3 
004.03x10-3 1.3x10'5 I. 3x10'5 2.59x10-5 23 
4 
004.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10`5 2.59x10-5 14 
5 
004.03x10'3 1.3x10'5 1.3x10'5 2.59x10-5 15 
6 
004.03x10'3 1.3x10`5 1.3x10'5 2.59x10'5 25 004.03x10'3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 
5 
8 
004.03x10'3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 36 
9 
004.03x10-3 1.3x10`5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 37 
10 
004.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 34 
11 
004.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 45 
12 
004.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 56 
13 
004.03x10'3 1.3x10'5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 46 
14 
004.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 47 
15 
004.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 57 
16 
004.03x10-3 1.3xIO-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 67 004.03x10-3 1.3x10-5 1.3x10-5 2.59x10-5 
For all the members, E= 2.10x108 N/m2 
, G= 80 N/m2. 
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Step by step cluster formation: 
Table 5.8.4 Primitive clusters for Example 5.7 
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CIO 11+12+13 6 








































































Note: in the following table, Q is the well-formedness of the cluster, Em;  is the 
minimum damage demand of the cluster, N is the nodal connectivity of the cluster, D 
is the distance from the reference of the cluster. 
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Initial clustering stage: 
Step 1: 
Case Components Structure Represented as a round Q E, ;,, N D 




1 CI+C4+C5 1.19 1.14 19 1.25 
+C7 2 E15 E4 1 
C7 
11 m, o 
0 C2 
3 45 C6 2 C2+C3+C6 1.19 1.14 21 2.5 
+C7 fts E15 E4 m7 
C7 
6 . 10 
13 ¢. 12 
" , 4. C6 11 ' '" 
C8 
3 C6+C8+C9 \'o 8: ý C 2.31 1.14 21 3.75 
" 
M12 
+C1O 3d '" M EIS 
E4 
C10 




C 2 1 
4 C10+C11 a Il mC 
3.76 1.75 19 5.75 
M, J 




14 IS cu 
f 
 / 9 
C16 
5 C6+C11+C1 4' 
, C 
0.47 0.98 21 4.5 





1x 15 C16 : cls 
6 C9+C12+C1 9r c 1.26 0.98 20 4.5 
5 t /8 . ý6 E15 E4 
' +C16 "" ." cla 
3 
Case No. 4 has the largest well-formedness of 3.76E15. Therefore, case 4 is chosen to 
form Cluster 17 (C 17). 
In step 2, other primitive clusters are added to C 17 to form further clusters if the well- 
formedness of the prospective cluster is larger than that of C17. If there is no further 
cluster that can be formed with a greater well-formedness than C17, another cluster 
should be initialised. 
Step 2( Initial clustering continue): 
Case 
No. 
Components Structure Represented as a 
round 




m s C8 
1 C17+C6+C8 4.86E 1.14E 25 4.6 
+C9 
f0 1 







2 C17+C6+C1 9; ' 3.39E 0.98E 25 4.6 
4+C 16 
1o mro 




14 15 cl 
3 C17+C9+C1 , c 4.01E 0.98E 25 4.6 g 
9. ý nf2 
5 15 4 
+C16 %" C17 
Case No. 1 has the largest well-formedness 4.86E15 which is greater than the well- 
formedness of C17 (3.76E15). Therefore, primitive clusters should be added in as in 
case 1 to form Cluster 18 (C18). 
In step 3, other primitive clusters will be added to C18 to form further cluster if the 
well-formedness of the prospective cluster is larger than that of C18. If there is no 
further cluster that can be formed with a greater well-formedness than C18, another 
cluster should be initialised. 
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Step 3 (Initial clustering continue): 
Case 
No. 
Components Structure Represented as a 
round 
Q Emir N D 
7 C18 
" 1 C18+m9 ýý ýý "ý ' 6.24 0.98 25 4.6 9 . Io : "; .:.. 
" 
" ""', 
% E15 E4 
" 
' Mro 
! ! 6ý S 
"S 
C18 
2 C18+C2+C3 `; ° ;' :"' 4.84E 1.14E 29 3.8 
+C7 15 4 mr 
C7 
Case No. 1 has the larger well-formedness of 6.24E15 which is also greater than the 
well-formedness of C18 (4.86E15). Therefore, member 9 should be added in as in case 
I to form Cluster 19 (C 19). 
In step 4, other primitive clusters will be added to C19 to form further clusters if the 
well-formedness of the prospective cluster is larger than that of C19. If there is no 
further cluster that can be formed that has a greater well-formedness than C 19, then 
another cluster should be initialised. 
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Step 4( Initial clustering continue): 
Case 
No. 
Components Structure Represented as a 
round 
Q E,;,, N D 
" 
. 10 
1, I6/ý If 
C19 
1 C19+C2+C3 6.00 0.98 29 3.8 
, . 1 M3 +C7 3. M7 
E15 E4 
C7 
There is only one possible way to form a further cluster from C19 as shown in case 1. 
However, the well-formedness of this prospective cluster is 6.00E 15 which is smaller 
than that of C19 (6.24E15). Therefore the clustering for C19 should stop and other 
cluster should be initialised. There are two possible way to initialise another cluster as 
shown in the table below. 
Case 
No. 




1 C1+C4+C5 3 1.19E 1.14E 19 1.2 2 C 








2 C2+C3+C6 1.19E 1.14E 21 2.5 
1C 
+C7 15 4 7 
C7 
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The first two criteria (well-formedness and minimum damage demand) of the above 
two prospective clusters are the same, then the third criteria (nodal connectivity) is 
used to make the decision. The nodal connectivity of the prospective cluster in case 2 
is larger than that of case 1. Therefore, case 2 is chosen to form a new cluster Cluster 
20 (C20). 
In step 5, other primitive clusters (or structural rings) will be added to C20 to form 
further cluster if the well-formedness of the prospective cluster is larger than that of 
C20. If there is no further cluster can be formed that have the greater well-formedness 
than C20, another cluster should be initialised. 
Step 5( Initial clustering continue): 
Case 
No. 
Components Structure Represented as a 
round 
Q E, ;,, N D 
. 
Cl 
4, ' C4 




There is only one possible way to form a further cluster from C20 as shown in case 1. 
The well-formedness of this prospective cluster is 1.91E15 which is larger than that of 
C20 (1.19E 15). Therefore Cluster 21 (C21) is formed by adding C 1, C4 and C5 in as 
shown in case 1. There are no more unused member object left so the initial clustering 
stage is finished. The next step (step 6) will go into the secondary clustering stage. 
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Components Structure Represented as a 
round 
Q Em;,, N D 
: ý.. rý"-ýQ"h.. r . C21 C19 
1 C19+ C21 
9i ,1 
5.82E 0.98E 32 3.3 
;'ý, _JA 15 4 
There is only one possible way to form a further cluster Cluster 22 (C22), as shown in 
case 1. There are no more clusters that can be formed except by bringing in the 
reference cluster. We then go into the reference clustering stage. 





(Rin No. ) 
Structure Represented as a round Q Emj N D 
ý..... }ý. ,1 " j Refemre 
1 C22+ "+° j" (ýrxorý 5.82E 0.98E 32 3.3 
Reference 
t r'ý'""'; 
;,.,, m? 15 4 
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There is only one possible way to form a further cluster Cluster 23 (C23) with 
reference cluster, as shown in case 1. Thus the whole structural system is been fused 
to a one single cluster C23. 
Cluster formation completed. 
The hierarchy of Example 5.7 is shown in Figure 5.8.2. 
Vulnerability Analysis: 
The minimum demand failure scenario is to look into the minimum damage demand of 
every member object in the structure. To fail the one that has the smallest minimum 
damage demand is the minimum demand failure scenario. The minimum damage 
demands of each member are listed in Table 5.8.5. Obviously, member 9 has the 
smallest minimum damage demand. In this structure, all members have a uniform cross- 
section and member 9 is the longest member. Thus damaging member 9 will need less 
effort. The minimum demand failure scenario is to fail member 9. 
Table 5.8.5 Minimum damage demand for all members in Example 5.7 
Member No. Min. Damage 
Demand 
Member No. Mini. Damage 
Demand 
1 1.46E4 9 0.98 E4 
2 1.50E4 10 1.50E4 
3 1.50E4 11 1.75E4 
4 1.50E4 12 2.24E4 
5 1.14E4 13 2.24E4 
6 1.75E4 14 2.24E4 
7 1.14E4 15 2.24E4 





























































The minimum failure scenario is identify by searching down the hierarchy to find the 
one that is brought into a cluster last. We search the hierarchy from the top. The search 
begins from level 5, then level 4, then level 3. Until level 2, we meet some primitive 
clusters which are member 9, Cl, C4 and C5. Because four primitive clusters are at the 
same level, when the minimum damage scenario is concerned, the one with minimum 
minimum damage demand is the one more vulnerable at that level. Therefore, to fail 
member 9 which have the minimum minimum damage demand among the four 
primitive clusters is the minimum demand failure scenario. 
The total failure scenario is the failure scenario that uses the least effort to cause a total 
failure. The hierarchy is used to help identifying the total failure scenario. The search 
proceeds as follows. Search down from the root which is C23. The children of C23 are 
C22 and the reference cluster. The reference cluster is the ground which is 
undamageable, so ignore it and search down C22. The children of C22 are C19 and 
C21. C19 is a dependent of C21 which means when C21 fail, C19 will fail 
automatically. Therefore we search down C21. The children of C21 are C20 and three 
primitive cluster Cl, C4, C5. C20 is dependent on Cl, C4 and C5, so ignore it. 
Deteriorating events are introduced to fail the primitive clusters. Try to fail these three 
primitive clusters one by one. 
1) Try to fail Cl. Members 1,2,3 form Cl. However, the two ends of member 1,2 or 
3 are all attached to the ground, so to fail any of these members will not lead to any 
further damage. So ignore it. 
2) Try to fail C4. Members 2,5,6 form R2. When a ball joint is introduced to any of 
these three members, C4 will fail. Within these three members, member 5 has the 
smallest minimum damage demand which means it is easiest to damage. Therefore, a 
ball joint is introduced into member 5. When we recluster the structure after the 
damage occurs, we find that the structure reaches total failure. 
For this failure scenario, relative damage demand = 1.14E4/26.8E4 = 0.043, 
Separateness = 1.0, Vulnerability index = 1.0/ 0.043 = 23.3 
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3) Try to fail C5. Members 3,6,7 form C5. When a ball joint is introduced to any of 
these three members, C5 will fail. Among all these three members, member 7 has the 
smallest minimum damage demand which means it is easiest to damage. Therefore, a 
ball joint is introduced into member 7. When we recluster the structure after the 
damage occurs, we find that the structure reaches total failure. 
For this failure scenario, relative damage demand = 1.14E4/26.8E4 = 0.043, 
Separateness = 1.0, Vulnerability index = 1.0/ 0.043 = 23.3 
Thus, there are two failure scenarios found that can reach total failure with least effort. 
To compare the vulnerability index of these two failure scenario, they are the same. 
Therefore, the total failure scenario of Example 5.7 is to introduced a ball joint in 
member 5 or member 7. 
The maximum failure scenario is found by comparing the vulnerability index of all 
possible vulnerable failure scenario and find the one with the maximal vulnerability 
index. Table 5.8.6 lists vulnerable failure scenario that are possible for maximum failure 
scenario. These possible maximum failure scenario are also found by searching down 
the hierarchy. It is found that failure scenario 1 or 2 have the maximal vulnerability 
index. Therefore, the maximum failure scenario for Example 5.7 is to introduce a ball 
joint in member 5 or member 7 which is the same as the total failure scenario for this 
Example. 





E E, Q[S'J y Vulnerability 
index 
To introduced a 
1 ball joint in 1.14x104 0.043 0 1.0 23.3 
member 5. 
To introduced a 




To introduced a 
ball joint in 
member 9. 
0.98x10° 0.037 6.77x10 
15 
0.17 4.59 
To introduced a 
4 ball joint in 2.12x104 0.079 0 1.0 12.66 
member 9 and 
7. 
To introduced a 
5 ball joint in 1.75x104 0.065 1.19x10 0.85 13.1 
member 11. 5 
Note: For Example 5.7, the well-formedness for the whole structure is the sum of the 
well-formedness of all clusters at the end of the initial clustering stage (C19 and C21). 
So Q(S) = 6.24E 15 + 1.91E 15 = 8.15E 15. The maximum possible damage demands for 
the Example 5.7 is the sum of the minimum damage demand of all the members which 
is 26.8E4. 
The results of all the vulnerable failure scenario are listed in Table 5.8.7. 
Table 5.8.7 Structural vulnerability analysis results for Example 5.7 
Minimum Demand Failure Scenario The Minimum Failure Scenario 
To introduce a ball joint in member 9. To fail member 9 
Relative Damage Demand = 0.037 
Separateness = 0.17 
Vulnerability Index = 4.59 
Total Failure Scenario The Maximum Failure Scenario 
To introduce a ball joint in ( same as total failure scenario) 
member 5 To introduce a ball joint in 
or member 7. member 5 
or member 7. 
Relative Damage Demand = 0.043 Relative Damage Demand = 0.043 
Separateness = 1.0 Separateness 1.0 
Vulnerability Index = 23.3 Vulnerability Index = 23.3 
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5.9 Conclusions 
In this chapter, a new 3D structural vulnerability analysis theory has been introduced. 
Although the theory has been developed from 2D vulnerability theory, it is based on a 
new approach. Just as with 2D theory, it is a theory of structural form and connectivity 
the purpose of which is to identify the weak links in a 3D structural system; again the 
loading of the structure is not considered. 
A graph model is used to represent a 3D structural system but in different way from 
that of 2D theory. In 2D theory the graph model was S= (J, M), in 3D theory it is S= 
(M, R), which consists of a finite set of member objects M and a finite set of structural 
ring objects R. A structural ring object can be represented by a three end link and a 
member with its two end joints that can be represented by a node. A structural path is 
the sequence of adjacent structural ring objects R3, R2, ..., Rk. A structural loop is the 
closed structural path which Rk and Rl are adjacent. A structural loop has no free-end. 
A comparison of the terms used in 2D, 3D graph models and those used in graph 
theory is listed in Table 5.3.1. 
A structural round is defined as a minimum structural path/loop which has sufficient 
degrees of freedom to maintain equilibrium in the space. Two types of basic structural 
round have been defined. The basic type of structural round for ball joint structure in 
the graph model is a 4-ring structural loop(see Figure 5.4.1). For a fixed joint structure, 
the basic structural round in graph model is a 3-ring structural path with free-ends (see 
Figure 5.4.2). Both basic structural rounds have no redundant degrees of freedom. 
Other types of structural round which will appear in the upper level of description are 
also been introduced (see Figure 5.4.3). For example some structural rounds are 
formed by two sub-structures or one sub-structures with one member etc. A structural 
round can also be described in the form of a string pattern for computer manipulation. 
A structural round can be represented by a sequence of structural ring objects. Each 
structural ring object can be represented by a sequence of member objects and joint 
objects as in 2D. 
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Well-formedness is a measure of the form of the structure. The calculation of the well- 
formedness of a joint is the determinant of the stiffness submatrix associated with that 
joint. The calculation of the well-formedness of a basic structural round is the sum of 
the well-formedness of all the joints in the round. The tightness of a 3D structural 
cluster is the ratio of the total number of possible basic structural rounds to the total 
number of joints in the cluster. The structural tightness is the ratio of the sum of well- 
formedness of all possible basic structural rounds in the cluster to the total number of 
joints in the cluster. Structural tightness is the measure of well-formedness of a 
structural cluster. An example has been given to explain the calculation. 
The computer program 3DFIND_Q has been written to calculate the well-formedness 
of basic structural round. The format of the input data file has been explained and the 
algorithm for the computer program has been shown by a flow chart. A series of 
examples to test the program as a workable program have been suggested. 
A 3D structural cluster is a subset of the graph model of a 3D structural system, such 
that the objects within the cluster must be (1) able to form a structural round or a set of 
overlapping structural rounds, and (2) are more tightly connected to each other than to 
those outside the cluster. There are four types of 3D structural clusters: 3D leaf cluster, 
3D branch cluster, 3D root cluster and reference cluster. The criteria for clustering 
formation are listed below in the following priority: 
1. maximum well-formedness of a cluster; 
2. maximum minimum damage demand of a cluster; 
3. maximum nodal connectivity of a cluster; 
4. maximum distance from the reference of a cluster; 
5. choose randomly. 
There are three stages in the clustering formation which are the initial clustering stage, 
the secondary clustering stage and the reference clustering stage. An example is used to 
illustrate the clustering formation step by step and to represent the structure in the form 
of hierarchy. 
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There are many ways to deteriorate an overstiff structural round into a mechanism. 
Therefore a deterioration hierarchy of structural round (DHSRd) has been developed to 
include all possible ways to deteriorate an overstiff structural round into a mechanism. 
The failure of a structural round is a path in the DHSRd, which may not begin from the 
top level of DHSRd but always ends at the bottom level. 
A failure of the structural system is represented as a sequence of deteriorating events 
and the hierarchy of the structure after the deteriorating event(s) occurred. An example 
is shown to explain the representation. 
Some definitions which will be used to assess the vulnerability of different failure 
scenarios have been introduced. The damage demand of a failure scenario is the sum 
of the damage demands for each deteriorating event. The relative damage demand of a 
failure scenario is the ratio of the damage demand of the failure scenario to the 
maximum possible damage demand of a failure scenario in the structural system. The 
separateness is the ratio of the loss of well-formedness caused by the failure scenario 
to the well-formedness of the intact structural system. It is used to assess the failure 
consequence of a failure scenario. The vulnerability index is the ratio of the 
separateness caused by the failure scenario to the relative damage demand of that 
failure scenario. An example is used to illustrate the calculation of vulnerability index. 
Structural vulnerability analysis is concerned with identifying five important most 
vulnerable scenarios which are: 
" the minimum demand failure scenario, 
" the minimum failure scenario, 
" the total failure scenario, 
" the maximum failure scenario, 
" the interesting failure scenario. 
The minimum demand scenario is the one that requires the least damage demand to 
cause the failure of a structural round at the level of description which is the easiest 
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possible way to make any damage to the 3D structural system. It can be identified by 
searching for the member object which require the smallest minimum damage demand. 
The minimum failure scenario is the failure scenario in which the least well-formed 
cluster in the structural system fails first. It can be identified by searching from the top 
of the hierarchy to find the primitive cluster in the highest level of the hierarchy. 
The total failure scenario is the failure scenario which requires the least effort to reach 
total failure of the structural system. It can be identified by searching for the total 
failure with the largest vulnerability index. 
The maximum failure scenario is the failure scenario that has the largest vulnerability 
index. A structure is vulnerable if damage to the structure causes disproportionate 
consequences. Conversely a structure is robust if it can withstand arbitrary damage. 
Some other failure scenarios which are especially interesting to the designers, clients or 
those who carry out the vulnerability analysis are called the "interesting" failure 
scenarios. 
An example is used to demonstrate the vulnerability analysis step by step at the end of this 
chapter. 
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Part IV Conclusions 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
6.1 Conclusions 
1. A structure is vulnerable if any damage, no matter how slight, produces 
consequences which are disproportionate to that damage. Conversely, a robust 
structure is one where the consequences of any possible damage to a structure are 
not out of proportion to the magnitude of that damage. Vulnerability theory, as 
presented and further developed in this thesis, is a theory of structural form and 
connectivity the purpose of which is to identify the "weak links" within a structure 
so that they may be designed out, protected or monitored. 
2. A method of combining structural vulnerability analysis with structural response 
analysis has been developed and illustrated with three examples. The analysis 
procedure is: firstly perform a structural vulnerability analysis with the computer 
program SAVE and hence identify vulnerable failure scenarios. Secondly, identify 
how the initial deteriorating event might occur. Thirdly, assume the initial 
deteriorating event happens so that the structure has been damaged in certain way. 
Fourthly, check the damaged structure under different possible combinations of 
loading to identify if further deteriorating events might occur so that the structure 
progressively collapses or "unzips" without any further loading action. 
3. A new theory of vulnerability for 3D structures has been developed. An entirely new 
approach has been derived from the 2D theory developed by Wu(1991), Yu(1997). 
New concepts of graph model for 3D structural systems, 3D structural path and 
loop, structural round, string pattern of structural round, 3D structural tightness, 3D 
structural clusters, deterioration hierarchy of structural round etc. have been defined 
and introduced. 
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4. A graph model to represent a 3D structural system has been derived. It consists of a 
set of structural ring objects and a set of member objects. A structural ring in a 3D 
model is represented by a three end link. A member with two end joints is 
represented by a node. 
5. A structural round is a new concept which has been named and introduced in 3D 
theory as the equivalent of 2D rings. It is defined as a minimum 3D structural path 
or loop which has sufficient degrees of freedom to maintain equilibrium in the space. 
Two types of basic structural round have been defined. The basic type of structural 
round for ball joint structure in the graph model is a 4-ring structural loop(see 
Figure 5.4.1). For fixed joint structure, the basic structural round in graph model is a 
3-ring structural path with free-ends (see Figure 5.4.2). Both basic structural rounds 
have no redundant degrees of freedom. Other types of structural round which will 
appear in the upper level of description are also been introduced (see Figure 5.4.3), 
such as some structural rounds are formed by two sub-structures or one sub- 
structures with one member etc. 
6. For computer manipulation, a structural round has been described in the form of a 
string pattern. It is represented by a sequence of structural ring objects which in turn 
are represented by a sequence of member objects as in 2D theory. 
7. The calculation of the well-formedness of a basic structural round and structural 
cluster has been developed. For a basic structure round, it is the sum of the well- 
formedness of all the joints in the round. For a 3D structural cluster, it is the ratio of 
the sum of well-formedness of all possible structural rounds in the cluster to the total 
number of structural joints in the cluster. 
8. The computer program 3DFIND_Q has been written to calculate the well- 
formedness of basic structural round. The format of the input data file has been 
explained and the algorithm for the computer program has been shown by a flow 
chart. A series of examples to test the program have been calculated. 
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9. A 3D structural cluster is a subset in the graph model of a 3D structural system, 
such that the objects within the cluster must be (1) able to form a structural round or 
a set of overlapping structural rounds, and (2) are more tightly connected to each 
other than to those outside the cluster. There are four types of 3D structural 
clusters: 3D leaf cluster, 3D branch cluster, 3D root cluster and reference cluster. 
The criteria for clustering formation are listed below in the following priority: 
" maximum well-formedness of a cluster; 
" maximum minimum damage demand of a cluster; 
" maximum nodal connectivity of a cluster; 
" maximum distance from the reference of a cluster; 
" chosen randomly. 
There are three stages in the clustering formation: the initial clustering stage-- stage 
I, the secondary clustering stage-- stage II and the reference clustering stage-- stage 
III. 
IO. There are many ways to deteriorate an overstiff structural round into a mechanism. 
Therefore a deterioration hierarchy of structural round (DHSRd) has been 
developed to include all possible ways to deteriorate an overstiff structural round 
into a mechanism. The failure of a structural round is a path in the DHSRd, it may 
not begin from the top level of DHSRd but always ends at the bottom level. 
11.2D structural vulnerability theory as developed most recently by Yu(1997) has also 
been re-examined and improved. The calculation of well-formedness has been 
improved to apply to structures with a mixture of types of joint. The failure scenario 
which identify the least well connected member has been renamed as the minimum 
failure scenario. The failure scenario of a structural system is represented by a 
sequence of deteriorating events and the hierarchy of the remaining structure. 
12. The algorithm for computer implementation of 2D structural vulnerability theory 
has been greatly improved, especially the algorithm of the search for total failure 
scenario and maximum failure scenario. The improved algorithm provides a more 
complete search, always use the most up to date hierarchy and has a special 
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treatment for structure with a mixture types of joint. The computer program SAVE ( 
Structural Analysis for Vulnerability Estimate) has also been improved using the new 
improved algorithm. 
13. In order to create a graphical user interface for SAVE, some graphical functions 
have been developed. These graphical functions include: 
" drawing the structure, 
" drawing the cluster formation procedures, 
" drawing the hierarchical presentation, 
" drawing the most vulnerable failure scenario in the structure. 
14. Different types of examples have been used to test SAVE as a workable program. 
Different modules of the program have been clearly traced in the examples to help 
understand how the program works. 
15. A failure of the structural system can be represented as a sequence of deteriorating 
events and the hierarchy of the structure after the deteriorating event(s) occurred. 
16. Structural vulnerability analysis is concerned with identifying five important most 
vulnerable scenarios which are: 
" the minimum demand failure scenario, 
" the minimum failure scenario, 
" the total failure scenario, 
" the maximum failure scenario, 
" the interesting failure scenario. 
6.2 Recommendations 
1. Some important concepts and foundation have been set up for 3D structural 
vulnerability theory in this research. However, the theory needs to be further 
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developed and the algorithm and computer program to implement the theory needs 
to be developed. 
2. Further work is needed to develop a generalised theory of vulnerability. In 
particular to develop a theory for all network systems which can be described in 
terms of graph theory (e. g. water pipe grids, electrical circuits, traffic flows); 
3. To integrate the theory with a theory of appropriate physics and the IOPM 
(Interacting Objects Process Model) (Chandra., S., Blockley, D. I., and Woodman, 
N. J., 1992; Agarwal, J., Blockley, D. I. and Woodman, N. J., 1997) to produce a 
vulnerability theory of process which applies across all systems. IOPM is a 
computer model of both physical and human processes which simulates behaviour 
through software objects as holons which interact by exchanging messages. It is 
desired that the vulnerability theory be generalised to find ways of clustering and 
unzipping the holons hence revealing weak links and vulnerable scenarios. 
4. To extend the theory of structural vulnerability to dynamic systems by including the 
dynamic characteristics of the system. 
5. Integrate the theory with a theory of interval probability (Cui, and Blockley, 1990), 
also developed at Bristol, to produce a new methodology for reliability and risk 
assessment. The proposed approach would link the concepts of vulnerability theory 
to the action effects causing damage so that probability of failure can be worked out 
for different failure scenarios. This approach have the potential to avoid 
catastrophic failure due to actions that would have otherwise been ignored (e. g. 
accidental loading or fire). 
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Appendix I 
Step-by-step Cluster Formation for Example 2.1 
Steps Components Ring Q Damage Nodal Distance 
formed demand deeree 
8 
6 
48 11 l. Sm 
4X a75m 




l. Sm 137 20 13 
236S !07 14 18 12 22 
9 
19 3 Sm 
10 4 
4X3m=12m 
------- Initial Clustering Stage ------ 
1+4 4 1.1x109 0.77 9 19.5 
I 
2+6 026; 1.2x109 0.80 
10 18.1 
4+8 8 1.3x 109 0.77 11 16.7 
4 
6+10 6 10 1.4x109 0.80 12 13.6 
8+12 
8 
12 9.7x108 0.77 13 15.7 
10+14 1 10 14 I 1.4x 109 10.80 1 12 110.8 
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Step I 
14+18 14 18 1.4x 109 0.80 12 10.0 
16+21 16 
2/ 
6.2x 108 0.71 11 12.1 
18+22 18 22 1. OX 109 0.80 11 10 
1+2+3 
3 




1.1 x 101 1 -- -- 
5+6+7 5 6.2x10'° -- -- -- 
6 
7+8+9 8 5.2x101° -- -- -- 
79 
4.2x10'° -- - -- 
9+20+11 9 I1 
10 
11+12+13 12 3.4x101° -- -- -- 
11 13 












20+21+22 21 7.6x1010 
20 
22 
Criteria Forming 1 







1.75x 1011 0.77 13 19. 
I .lx 







2. Ox 10'' 0.37 13 19.1 
Forming 4 




higher Q as 
26 
2.2x1011 0.37 17 10.7 
6+26 26 
1. (, x 10' -- -- 
Step 3 8+26 I6 











Sich I ----- - 
20+21+22 
2U 









O. 71 IS 12.1 7. ß)x I (1"' 
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Ste 5 18+28 1, s 28 
8.8x10'° 0.71 14 It) 
p 













1. Ox lo, 1 0.19 19 10.0 
Step 6 1.26x 101' 0.19 19 15.0 
15+18+29 
IR 29 
Criteria Forming IS 29 














is cluster 31 
higher Q as 
1.1 X101, 
10+31 10 31 
Step 8 
1.56 x 10" 0.19 27 




is cluster 32 
higher Q as 
viýý 
End of Initial Clustering Stage 
The structure at the end of Initial Clustering Stage: 
r. ý 
----------- Secondary Clustering Stage ---------- 
8+32 




55 x I0" 1 -- -- -- /o . 
8+27 2.46x 10" 0.37 21 15.7 
Step 9 
10+27 




49x 10" 1 -- -- -- ro . 
Criteria Forming 
is cluster 33 as 
higher Q 
8+33 2.29x 10" 0.37 25 13.7 
Step 10 
32+33 
" 2.23 x10 - - 
Criteria Forming cz-ý 
40 




9 2.4x 10 " 0.28 25 13.6 
Step 11 
32+34 










10.19 144 110.8 
Criteria Forming 
is cluster 36 as higher Q 
36 
End of Secondary Clustering Stage 
The Structure at the end of Secondary Clusterine Stage: 
24(Ref. ) 
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5.94x 10') 6.93 5 
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Criteria Forming 
is cluster 39 











Cluster formation complete 
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